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Abstract

Music is used to enhance the experience of participants and visitors in a range of
settings including theatre, film, video games, installations and theme parks. These
experiences may be interactive, contrastingly episodic and with variable duration.
Hence, the musical accompaniment needs to be dynamic and to transition between
contrasting music passages. In these contexts, computer generation of music may be
necessary for practical reasons including distribution and cost.
Automated and dynamic composition algorithms exist but are not well-suited to a highly
interactive episodic context owing to transition-related problems including discontinuity,
abruptness, extended repetitiveness and lack of musical granularity and musical form.
Addressing these problems requires algorithms capable of reacting to participant
behaviour and episodic change in order to generate formic music that is continuous
and coherent during transitions.
This thesis presents the Form-Aware Transitioning and Recovering Algorithm (FATRA)
for realtime, adaptive, form-aware music generation to provide continuous musical
accompaniment in episodic context. FATRA combines stochastic grammar adaptation
and grammar merging in real time.
The Form-Aware Transition Engine (FATE) implementation of FATRA estimates the
time-occurrence of upcoming narrative transitions and generates a harmonic sequence
as narrative accompaniment with a focus on coherent, form-aware music transitioning
between music passages of contrasting character.
Using FATE, FATRA has been evaluated in three perceptual user studies: An audioaugmented real museum experience, a computer-simulated museum experience and a
music-focused online study detached from narrative. Music transitions of FATRA were
benchmarked against common approaches of the video game industry, i.e. crossfading
and direct transitions. The participants were overall content with the music of FATE
during their experience. Transitions of FATE were significantly favoured against the
crossfading benchmark and competitive against the direct transitions benchmark,
without statistical significance for the latter comparison. In addition, technical
evaluation

demonstrated

capabilities

of

FATRA

including

form

generation,

repetitiveness avoidance and style/form recovery in case of falsely predicted narrative
transitions.
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Technical results along with perceptual preference and competitiveness against the
benchmark approaches are deemed as positive and the structural advantages of
FATRA, including form-aware transitioning, carry considerable potential for future
research.
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Impact statement
This thesis presents research on the topic of automated musical accompaniment of
interactive experiences. In order to discuss the potential impact of the output and
findings of this research, a broad definition of interactive experiences should be
considered. In the context of this thesis, interactivity is determined from the perspective
of the computer reacting to human behaviour, i.e. within experiences that encompass
human decisions. Interactive experiences may include arts and entertainment activities
such as theatre, film, video games, installations and theme parks, that are directly
relevant to this research. Furthermore, a broader set of everyday activities can be
regarded as interactive under the computer reaction perspective described above.
Such

activities

may

include

walking,

driving,

travelling,

website

browsing,

mall/shopping experiences, watching the news and reading – e.g. newspapers, books,
comics – among others. These may potentially involve active or passive interactions of
humans with computers.
During such experiences, individuals may benefit from musical accompaniment and
coherent transitioning between different sections of the music, i.e. corresponding to
transitions between experience phases.
From a social inclusion and enablement as well as an aesthetic perspective, walking or
driving navigators may incorporate music for emotional support, guidance or
entertainment. For instance, music can embellish the experience of navigating between
different areas of a city, thus making such an experience more enjoyable. In addition,
musical changes based on location may provide cultural references and information on
top of vocal guidance as orientation support for visually impaired individuals. Patients
of mental health disorders, such as social anxiety or agoraphobia, may benefit from
musical accompaniment that coherently and seamlessly evolves while the individual
acts in social environments. Regarding emotional enablement, personalised and
coherent music transformation in real time may be applied in order to manage anxiety
during stressful experiences, e.g. in the context of airports or hospitals. Moreover,
activities such as website browsing, mall or shopping experiences, watching the news
and reading – e.g. newspapers, books, comics – may be more appealing to the
audience or users by incorporating musical accompaniment tailored to individual
trajectories.
From a technical standpoint, these can be implemented by tracking users’ decisions
and directing dedicated audio towards them.
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The algorithm developed and the results produced as part of this research can be
leveraged for the aforementioned potential future applications of automated musical
accompaniment of interactive experiences. Such applications may enable managing
health issues, assist social inclusion, enhance immersive entertainment and support
commercial impact. This research supports advancement in the field of automated
musical accompaniment of interactive experiences and aims to significantly contribute
to all the levels discussed above.
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1 Introduction

This thesis focuses on automated realtime adaptive music generation as musical
accompaniment for interactive experiences.
Musical accompaniment of narrative is present in a number of narrative-based
experience settings of entertainment and artistic purposes such as Theatre, film and
video games. This research focuses on realtime computer generation of musical
accompaniment for a subset of these settings, i.e. interactive narrative-based
experiences. Such an experience is referred to as an Extended Performance
Experience (EPE) in this thesis. Instances of EPEs include artistic and entertainment
settings such as Theatre – encompassing improvised Theatre and interactive Theatre
– video games, theme parks, museums and interactive film.
In the context of these interactive experiences, i.e. EPEs, computer generation of
musical accompaniment is required. This is due to the infeasibility of music generation
by human musicians, soloists or ensembles in these settings. This infeasibility lies in a
number of reasons:
-

The physical presence of human musicians in space may be impractical,
aesthetically distracting or impossible by construction in certain performance
experiences (e.g. limited space, distribution of video games).

-

The limited stamina of musicians would be problematic in EPEs where musical
accompaniment would be required for long periods of time. For instance,
interactive installations or theme parks may be open from 8 a.m. until 10.30
p.m. and require coherent, dynamic musical accompaniment throughout
opening hours. In cases of rotation between musicians, musical consistency
may be disturbed due to the unavoidable subjectivity of musical decisions by
each musician as a result of different musical background and personal taste
among other unpredictable factors.

-

Time-consuming rehearsals are usually necessary, unless a human ensemble
is well-rehearsed or trained under the same musical principles. However, this
would only apply to musical styles with tradition in improvisation. Even in such
occasions, musicians trained in a specific style would have to be recruited while
such specialisation may be rare (e.g. Baroque or Irish folk improvisation).
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-

The cost of payment of human musicians is expected to exceed the cost of
using an algorithmic system.

Thus, primarily for reasons of practicality, it becomes clear that a computer solution is
required for this problem.

1.1 Motivation and research questions
EPEs within the scope of research bear the three following structural characteristics:
-

They are structured in episodes.

-

The

duration

of

the

episodes

is

non-determined

and

reliant

upon

participants’/players’/viewers’ behaviour.
-

The succession of episodes is often non-linear, also depending on
participants’/players’/viewers’

decisions

during

the

respective

interactive

experience.

The notion of episodes mentioned above is used to convey distinct scenes, phases or
states during an EPE. The content of an episode is often distinctly different or
contrasting to the content of other episodes since each plays a different role in the
narrative advancement of EPEs. In order to support the narrative aims of each
episode, the narrative accompanying music (NAM) must also be changing
appropriately. As a result of the above, the musical accompaniment needs to be
adaptive to the changes in narrative, i.e. changes between episodes, in real time.
In order for NAM to be considered successful in the scope of research, certain musical
requirements must be met. Specifically, the music often needs to be continuous
throughout an EPE or across episode changes within it and, thus, across changes
between Episode Accompanying Music (EAM), i.e. parts of music dedicated to specific
episodes. The musical process of change between instances of EAM is referred to as a
transition in this thesis. EAM of ending episodes is referred to as source music or piece
while EAM of upcoming episodes is referred to as target music or piece. Beyond
contrast between source and target music, time placement of the transition between
them must be temporally aligned with the change in narrative episodes.
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The combination of musical contrast along with non-determinism of temporal
occurrence and order of episodes and, thus, musical changes, increases the likelihood
that music transitions sound unnatural or jarring unless musically managed in order to
avoid these side effects. Thus, generation of music (i.e. at the note/chord level) or
management of precomposed musical material needs to take place in real time for the
sake of coherent music transitioning.
In addition to the aforementioned requirements, in order to establish narrativeenhancing associations, NAM is often required to adhere to the norms of recognisable
musical styles, including the structural and formic characteristics of a respective style.
In the scope of automated, realtime, adaptive music generation, these musical
requirements are considered algorithm requirements. As the review of the literature
and industry demonstrates (chapter 3), these algorithm requirements are not met
simultaneously by existing computer-based, realtime, adaptive approaches of musical
accompaniment of narrative. According to Collins’ reporting [1], primary problems of
existing approaches include extensive repetitiveness to the extent of monotony,
incoherent music transitioning and lack of capability for generation of musical form.
Overall, the musical requirements for NAM in the scope of research are: contrast
between instances of EAM, continuity in NAM, correct temporal placement of music
transitions in response to episode changes, avoidance of music repetitiveness,
generation of recognisable music – including its structural and formic characteristics –,
musically coherent transitioning between instances of EAM and non-linear transitioning
between them.
Incapability of existing approaches to fulfil the aforementioned algorithm requirements
in the scope of research raises the need for an algorithm that is capable of fulfilling
these requirements simultaneously. In order to fulfil these requirements, the FormAware Transitioning and Recovering Algorithm (FATRA) and the FATRA grammar
model have been developed and are discussed later in this chapter and presented in
detail in chapter 4 later in the thesis.

1.2 Research aims
The aim of this research is to address the research problem of automated realtime
generation of NAM in the context of EPEs by fulfilling the simultaneously unmet
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algorithm requirements that stem from the musical requirements mentioned above. In
order to achieve the solution to the problem, the following two research questions must
be answered:

-

How can formic music of recognisable style be generated and modified in order
to be consistent with the respective source style as well as transition to a new
(target) style in a musically coherent manner?

-

How can formic music of recognisable style be generated and modified in real
time in order to match narrative episodes of non-determined duration and
order?

The solution to these research questions is reliant upon meeting the evaluation criteria
outlined in section 1.2.2 below.

1.2.1 Overview of scope
The notion of music is approached from the perspective of the conventional note-based
paradigm. This is to distinguish between the music that is aimed to be generated and
the broader perception of sound art, electroacoustic music etc. In addition, it should be
noted that this research focuses on the generation of harmony, i.e. chord sequences in
the principles of homophonic music (all chord notes occurring simultaneously). Melodic
generation is outside the scope of research. The scope of music to be generated is
Recognisable Music (RM), i.e. music that is recognisable based purely on its musical
characteristics or in association with a non-musical situation, event, character, notion
etc. Mainstream Popular Music (MPM), i.e. pop, rock, jazz, blues and folk music, is
used as a starting point upon which RM relies. However, since MPM is an umbrella
term, the aforementioned list of music genres1 may not be comprehensive. From the
perspective of musical output, the aim is to generate chord sequences in the scope of
MPM, organised in musical form. Source and target pieces have the same harmonic
rhythm and tonal centre. The music scope, including musical concept and style, is
discussed in further detail in chapter 2, section 2.4.
1

The notion of genre may be confining for folk music, due to the variability of the latter.
However, for reasons of practicality it is also referred to as a genre.
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1.2.2 Evaluation criteria
The criteria for the evaluation of FATRA reflect the requirements for the success of
NAM outlined earlier in this chapter and are summarised in three categories, i.e. the
baseline criteria, the success criteria and criteria of general musical quality.
The baseline criteria are the ones that frame the research problem and constitute its
relevant challenges. These are the following:
-

Contrasting music generation between source and target pieces.

-

Continuous musical accompaniment.

-

Correct temporal placement of transitions with regards to narrative episodes.

The success criteria are:
-

Generation of RM, i.e. including music characteristics and non-musical
associations.

-

Non-monotonous repetitiveness and capability for avoidance of repetitiveness
in the generated music, i.e. indication that music variation can be generated
and that repetitiveness is not perceived as dull and monotonous.

-

Generation of coherent transitions between source and target music, i.e. the
transition being perceived as a non-abrupt, non-cacophonous, natural-sounding
and smooth musical process between the source and target pieces.

Criteria of general musical quality under the scope of NAM:
-

Overall plausibility of the generated music, i.e. the output being characterised
as music in the scope of RM as well as being perceived as pleasant/enjoyable.

-

Appropriateness within respective EPE context, i.e. the output being perceived
as suitable NAM for relevant EPEs as well as pleasant and experienceenhancing in EPE scenarios in general.

-

Recognition of the musical output as formic and/or appreciation of form as
quality enhancing.
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1.2.3 Methodology
The Form-Aware Transitioning and Recovering Algorithm (FATRA) has been
developed in order to generate music that meets all of the criteria outlined in the
previous section. FATRA has been implemented in different scenarios for evaluation.
Two EPE-based perceptual studies were performed. In the first instance participants
were asked to freely navigate in a real archaeological museum environment, i.e. the
Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology (PMEA) [2] at University College London
(UCL) campus. While walking around, participants listened to music that was
generated in realtime by FATRA and in response to their movement in the museum
space. The second EPE-based perceptual study took place based on a ComputerSimulated Environment (CSE), i.e. a 1st-person computer-simulated version of a
museum environment. In both EPE-based perceptual studies, music transitions of
FATRA were benchmarked against a direct transitioning approach, commonly used in
video games. Beyond transitions, additional qualities of the generated music were
evaluated. Participants provided their perceptions of the music via questionnaires.
A final, third perceptual study was conducted in the form of an online survey, i.e. with
the music not attached to an EPE, aiming to capture the perceptions of music experts
regarding the music generated by FATRA. Beyond other qualities of the generated
music that were evaluated, FATRA transitions were benchmarked against a
crossfading approach as well as against the aforementioned direct transitioning
benchmark (PMEA/CSE).
Overall, results of the perceptual studies indicated that the music generated by FATRA
fulfils the evaluation criteria of this research. FATRA transitions were preferred to
crossfading transitions while observed perceptual results were overall comparable
between FATRA and direct transitions. However, sub-components of the body of
results indicate that the FATRA transitions were preferred against the direct transitions
in some respects, including gradualness of transitions and combination of harmonic
elements of the source and target pieces while transitioning. It is considered that
preference on these levels occurs due to the chord-level transition generation
capability of FATRA, as opposed to the approach of managing precomposed music
passages (direct transitioning/crossfading).
Technical analysis of results provided additional data that support the claim regarding
the capability of FATRA to fulfil the evaluation criteria.
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1.3 Contribution
The contribution of this research is the Form-Aware Transitioning and Recovering
Algorithm (FATRA) and the FATRA grammar model, an adaptive, stochastic, contextsensitive generative grammar model.
FATRA is a realtime generative algorithm with generation control at the chord level.
FATRA has the capability to generate continuous NAM in response to narrative
episode changes, and to maintain coherence during transitions between a variable
number of contrasting source and target musical pieces in non-linear order. Source
and target pieces consist of chord sequences, in the scope of MPM, that are organised
in musical forms and the generation of which does not rely on deterministic
repetitiveness of precomposed musical material.
From an algorithm perspective, FATRA is a novel approach to transitioning between
formic, MPM pieces. It achieves musically coherent transitions through the novel
approach of merging stochastic adaptive grammars in real time. Grammar merging
occurs on the basis of harmonic function compatibility and position of musical sections
within the overarching musical form of each piece (i.e. source and target). This merging
occurs in a timely manner based on prediction of the temporal occurrence of episode
transitions. Through the novel application of adaptive grammars – in the principles of
the FATRA grammar model – in music generation, FATRA is capable of recovering the
source music from transitions that were falsely triggered, i.e. wrong prediction of
episode change. Recovering occurs by reverting to the source piece in rule-based
manner.
In addition, grammars are capable of generating musical form [3-5], while the
stochastic element present in the grammars enables the generation of variable music
and, thus, provides the possibility to avoid repetitive generation of music.
It should be noted that prediction of episode changes is not part of the contribution and
outside the scope of research, however, prediction is used as an input parameter for
music generation, transitioning and recovery.
Through the prediction-based, probabilistic realtime merging of adaptive stochastic
grammars in a manner that respects musical form and harmonic function, FATRA is
capable of meeting all the evaluation criteria defined by the scope of research.
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Thus, FATRA is considered an answer to the research questions posed earlier in this
chapter and a solution to the research problem.
FATRA is presented in chapter 4 of the thesis.

1.4 Thesis overview
Chapter 2 discusses in depth the pillars in which the research problem lies. These
pillars include significance of musical accompaniment of narrative in artistic and
entertainment experiences, the scope of types of interactive experiences of the
research and their structural characteristics as well as the requirements for narrative
accompanying music in order to be successful in interactive settings. In addition, the
scope of the music, in terms of perception of the notion of music, as well as the scope
of musical styles to be generated is outlined.
Chapter 3 begins with an overview of the field of computational music and
subsequently reviews existing approaches, i.e. algorithms and systems for automated
adaptive musical accompaniment of narrative, including a majority of realtime systems
as well as a small minority of non-realtime systems due to conceptual proximity.
Approaches that exist in the industry and literature are detailed, including adaptive
music generation engines for video games (embedded and non-embedded), for film
and media, for ‘real-world’ EPE environments as well as for systems aiming to convey
evolving affective states within narrative or narrative proxies. A summary positions
existing approaches under Rowe’s taxonomy of interactive music systems [6], while
critique and inefficacies of these approaches in view of the research problem is
provided.
Chapter 4 outlines the contribution of this thesis, i.e. the FATRA algorithm and its
components, including the FATRA grammar model and the Grammar Merging Function
(GMF) algorithm. Justification of this contribution is discussed in chapters 1 and 8.
Chapter 5 describes two implementation instances of FATRA as the Form-Aware
Transition Engine (FATE), developed for evaluation purposes. These are the FATEPMEA implementation, developed based on the Petrie Museum of Egyptian
Archaeology (PMEA), as well as the FATE-CSE implementation, developed based on
a computer-simulated museum environment (CSE). The overall architecture of
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components of FATE is presented in detail along with justification on implementation
choices.
Chapter 6 discusses the preliminary FATRA algorithm and its corresponding
preliminary FATE implementation presented in the relevant publication [7], along with
technical results produced from case studies in laboratory conditions.
Chapter 7 provides literature background of the evaluation of computer music systems
and outlines the end-to-end evaluation approach followed for the full, final version of
FATRA, including three perceptual studies – i.e. the PMEA study, the CSE study and
the online study – along with technical results produced in laboratory conditions. A
summary of results is provided in view of the evaluation criteria and the overall success
and positive indications of FATRA against these criteria are discussed.
Finally, chapter 8 provides a summary of the research problem along with conclusions
and contribution justification. Before closing, a number of potential future research
directions are discussed.

1.5 Publication
A preliminary version of the contributed algorithm has been published and presented in
the Sound and Music Computing conference 2016 [7]:
C. Aspromallis and N. E. Gold, "From-aware, real-time adaptive music
generation for interactive experiences" presented at the Sound and Music
Computing, Hamburg, 2016
The main contribution of the publication is the algorithm which is presented along with
its implementation in section 3 of the paper. Aspromallis, author of the present PhD
thesis, was responsible for the development and implementation of the presented
algorithm as well as for writing section 3 (along with other sections) of the paper. The
content of the paper is outlined in chapter 6.
In addition, part of the research has been exposed in the Digital Music Research
Network workshop (DMRN+10) in the form of a poster and talk presentation.
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2 Background and problem positioning
2.1 Introduction
Before outlining the solution to the research problem in chapter 4 (briefly outlined in
chapter 1), this chapter aims to further support the research problem argumentation.
Specifically, this chapter provides background and literature regarding the significance
of the research problem by focusing on the interactive experience settings within scope
and the musical accompaniment requirements in these settings. To define the research
problem, this chapter:
-

Discusses the significance of musical accompaniment in narrative-based
experiences and sets the scope and aims for the music generated by the
FATRA algorithm

-

Outlines

the

performance

settings

within

scope

and

their

structural

characteristics
-

Sets the scope for the music to be generated as well as defines and
disambiguates the musical concepts and terms within the context of research

-

Lays out the musical requirements for accompaniment of experiences within the
performance settings in scope

2.2 Significance of Narrative Accompanying Music
Music is deployed in most aspects of everyday life in the western society, from rites of
passage, such as weddings [8] to entertainment.
Historically, musical accompaniment of narrative, also referred to as incidental music
[9], [10], [11], has been part of the theatrical experience since its origin in ancient
Greek drama [12] as well as an integral part of the largely popular theatre-resembling
form of the Opera since 1607 [13]. Theatre has remained a wide-spread and popular
form of performance from the 15th century until today [14].
Like musical accompaniment for theatre, music was also applied to film since the
beginning of the 20th century, initially in the form of piano or organ improvisation
accompaniment of the visual [15]. Later on, film music was precomposed and
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categorised in relevant books with each piece of music bearing a mood-defining title.
Directors would choose accompaniment music for their films from such books, until the
third decade of the 20th century, when music became a part of the film soundtrack2 [15]
and ever since has a multifaceted role in this context [16, 17].
In the present day, musical accompaniment exists in a wide variety of fictional
experiences set up for artistic and entertainment purposes and is highly significant for
these [18]. Such experiences include theatre, film, video games, interactive
installations, virtual environments and theme park experiences [19] among others and
are defined as Extended Performance Experiences (EPE) in section 2.3.
In the aforementioned media, the presence of music is both diegetic, i.e. music that
stems from the narrative environment (e.g. concert music in a concert) and nondiegetic [20] or extra-diegetic [21], i.e. underlying music that exists with the purpose to
match or hint narrative events or establish a certain mood for the viewer or user.
In this thesis the phrase ‘Narrative Accompanying Music’ abbreviated as NAM
encapsulates both concepts. At this point, it is also useful to clarify that in this thesis,
the term ‘narrative’ is used to indicate fictional advancement in Extended Performance
Experiences (EPE) and not musical advancement.
Despite its ambiguous nature as a means of expression, music can convey particular
concepts and “make more rather than less precise the subtext of dialogue [...]” as well
as “[...] give clarity to the shape of dramatic action'' [18] within a narrative.
Underlining the significance of musical accompaniment for narrative in video games,
Collins [1] argues that it contributes both aesthetically and functionally to the
establishment of immersion on a “cultural, physical, social or historical” level [1].

2.3 Interactive experiences in scope: Extended Performance
Experiences
Musical accompaniment of theatrical and interactive performance experiences in
general has to fulfil certain requirements in order to be successful regarding the artistic
and functional intentions of the main production associates such as the director,
designer, author and participants, depending on context.
2

Etymologically, the term soundtrack means all sound accompanying the visual. In
film, this could include music, ambient sounds and speech.
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EPE (Extended Performance Experiences) is used to indicate interactive environments
in which participants – either actors or audience where such distinction is possible –
are engaged in a partly fictional setting for artistic or entertainment reasons.
EPEs include the following artistic performance settings:
-

Theatre, including improvised Theatre and interactive Theatre

-

Video Games

-

Theme parks

-

Museums

-

Interactive film

These forms of art/entertainment bear the following common structural characteristics:
-

Episodic structure

-

Non-determined duration of episodes

-

Non-linear succession of episodes

It should be noted that episodes may include clearly distinguished sections of the
narrative or phases, interactions, states etc. The term ‘episode’ is used conventionally
to denote such phases in the narrative experience.
Due to non-determinism of episode duration and order of succession, temporal
occurrence of episode transitions is not known in advance. This raises the problem of
synchronisation of musical accompaniment with the narrative, which is the basis of the
research problem.
In addition, different episodes may have contrasting content or serve a different
purpose in the narrative. Thus, contrasting music may be needed to accompany each
different episode.

2.4 Music scope
The notion of music is very broad both conceptually and aesthetically. Thus it is
necessary to specify what is meant by the term in this thesis and to narrow the scope
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of music generation for the research being discussed. This specification drives the
discussion on the required characteristics of the music to be generated by the FATRA
algorithm and, thus, its algorithmic and compositional capabilities.

2.4.1 Note-based music
One of the broadest definitions of music is that of Nattiez claiming that “[...] music is
whatever people choose to recognise as such [...]” [22]. In this sense, all sound is
potentially music. In addition, Cage's declaration that silence is not achievable [23]
from a human sound-detection standpoint, supports the claim that music is potentially
present during any EPE experience.
However, for the purposes of this research, the concept of any intentionally or
unintentionally generated sound within the space and duration of a performance being
potentially perceived as music is too broad. Thus, music must be defined more
narrowly. This research focuses on computer generation of musical material that is
defined on a more conventional/traditional basis. Wishart terms “[...] conventional
music theories, dealing with the organisation of pitch in finite sets, rhythms using
summative notation and most usually in fixed tempi, and sets of instruments grouped
into clearly differentiated timbre-classes [...]” as lattice sonics [24]. This term
encompasses music “from isorhythm through Rameau's theory of tonality to serialism
[...]” [24]. Along the same lines, the terms ‘music’ and ‘musical material’ are used in this
thesis to indicate notes as they are conventionally perceived in western musical
tradition (i.e. Wishart's 'lattice sonics'), namely the pitch, duration, and dynamics
(instrument-relative loudness) of notes as well as instrumentation/orchestration of a
piece. In this context, pitch of music notes refers to the fundamental frequency of a
note that can be perceived as stable and distinguishable by the human listener (stable
musical tone). However, it should be noted that, as becomes clear in the remainder of
the thesis, management of note dynamics and orchestration is not among the primary
aims of this research.
This is to clarify that, within the scope of this research, musical material excludes music
that focuses on the generation and manipulation of sound (and its semantics) beyond
the

“pitch-duration-timbre”

paradigm

discussed

by

Wishart

[24],

such

as

electronic/electroacoustic music, i.e. “[…] music which involves the combination of
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instrumental or vocal sounds with the electronic (often computer-assisted) manipulation
of those sounds, or with sounds pre-recorded on tape” [25].
Overall, this partition of the concept of music is merely for functional scoping purposes
of the current research. Therefore, this partition should not be interpreted as criticism
against the acknowledged musical nature and artistic value of the music
genres/paradigms that focus on sound manipulation.
In addition, this research focuses on the pitch, time occurrence and duration of notes
rather than instrumentation and velocity of notes. As discussed later in the thesis
(chapter 7), the implementation of the algorithm supports real time, dynamic control of
instrumentation and velocity, but these elements are regarded secondary for the
purposes of this research.

2.4.2 Disambiguation of musical terms
2.4.2.1 Disambiguation of harmony and relevant terms

Since the concept of harmony is used in the remainder of the thesis, it is necessary to
position relevant terms in the context of this research so that their meaning becomes
clear.
The definition of harmony can be broad enough to convey, all the vertical interactions
between sounds, i.e. in the two-dimensional space of pitch & time, in the principles of
the western musical scores paradigm, e.g. on staves, graphical scores etc. As
Schoenberg [26] defines it:
“Harmony: the study of simultaneous sounds and of how they may be joined
with respect to their architectonic, melodic, and rhythmic values and their
significance, their weight relative to one another.”,
also present in [27].
Stein defines harmony as “the science and art of combining tones into vertical
groupings or chords” [28] encapsulating all vertical relations between notes found in
Western classical music since the Renaissance.
The concept of harmony is used in this thesis to convey sequences of chords, as
conventionally perceived in western popular music (e.g. pop, jazz and rock music),
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thus, in a homophonic approach. Homophonic harmony consists of chords which result
from the simultaneous occurrence of all chord voices. The purpose of harmony in
homophony is usually to accompany a melody that is clearly distinct from chord voices
[29] [30].
In addition, as discussed later in this chapter, the type of harmony discussed in the
context of the thesis is tonal, i.e. bears a tonal centre, while the types of chords
conveyed are conventional triads (i.e. major/minor) or more extended versions of
chords such as 7th, 9th, sus, diminished chords etc. according to the harmonic context
of the musical styles as these are defined below (section 2.4.3).
Chord numerals are symbolic abstractions of chords, i.e. they imply the scale position
(degree) of a chord within a musical scale as well as – partly – the harmonic structure
of a chord on a level higher than the precise voicing of a chord [31]. Thus, common
seven-step diatonic scales consist of seven chord numerals/scale degrees. For
instance, I

is a chord numeral representing the first degree of a scale and may

correspond to a set of chords, i.e. variations of a tonic chord in terms of final chord type
and voicing. More specifically, chord numeral I

in A minor scale may represent the

following chords, depending on harmonic context: Am, Am7, Am6, A73 etc.
Harmonic functions differ from chord numerals (or chord scale degrees) in the sense
that they are one level higher abstraction of harmony. Specifically, in the concept of
tonal harmony as established by Riemann [32-34] all chords of a scale can be grouped
into three harmonic functions. These are the Tonic, Subdominant and Dominant
functions.

3

These chord symbols are written according to common notation of jazz, rock, pop
lead sheet notation. Chord analysis in notes: Am (A C E), Am7 (A C E G), Am6 (A C E
F#), A7 (A C# E G).
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2.4.2.2 Form definition
The notion of form is defined and its value is discussed later in this chapter. However,
in order to establish and use the term ‘form’ effectively until that point in the thesis, a
summary of this definition is provided here. Thus, ‘form’ within the scope of research is
used to convey two fundamental elements:
-

Length of a whole piece and its subsections, whether these subsections are
unchangingly recurring (cyclic form) or not.

-

Internal norms, principles and tendencies of musical events to occur at specific
points with relation to the lengths mentioned above.

Even though the terms ‘form’ and ‘structure’ are used interchangeably in the literature,
this is not the case in this thesis. As discussed in the following section, ‘structure’ is
used to convey characterising elements of a musical construct, excluding form.
The musical terms ‘structure’ and ‘form’, disambiguated above, are used extensively in
the remainder of this chapter and the rest of the thesis as part of the research problem
definition and the solution that this thesis contributes.

2.4.2.3 Disambiguation of the notion of musical style
The notions of style and genre are often used interchangeably and are difficult to
define and distinguish with high specificity. However, before further narrowing the
scope of music to be generated in the following section, it is useful to provide an
overview of the notion of ‘style’. This section provides a general discussion of the term
while the following section (2.4.3) discusses it’s expanded meaning for the scope of
research.
A fundamental definition has been provided by Stein: “Style refers to the distinctive
characteristics of a work, a composer, or a period.” [28].
Such distinctive characteristics of a musical piece relate to its structure and form [28].
As discussed later in this chapter, the scope of music generation by FATRA excludes
generation of melody. For this reason, the following distinctive characteristics of style
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are discussed from the standpoint of harmony. Thus, beyond the notion of form, which
has been defined earlier, the term ‘structure’ is used to convey the following:
-

Rhythmic identity: existence of standard tempo or not, metric vs non-metric,
metric elements etc.

-

Harmony including:
o

The presence or absence of tonality (tonal centre)

o

Homophony vs polyphony

o

The scales/modes/note sets used, implying the types of chords used.

o

Types of harmonic context, i.e. modal, diatonic, chromatic etc. [35]
implying the existence of norms within harmonic sequences, e.g.
cadences, chord turnarounds4, the absence of them etc.

2.4.3 Scope of musical styles
Beyond the structural and formic characteristics of a musical piece, style “[…] may be
used to denote music characteristic […] of a period, of a geographical area or centre,
or of a society or social function” [35].
Beyond its affective capabilities in the broad sense of mood establishment [17], specific
styles of music are capable of establishing specific associations, i.e. mental
connections, with specific instances of chronology – such as historical era or year,
season in the year etc. –, geography and social situations – such as a festive situation
or summer vacation 5 . As Paley argues [38], cultural/aesthetic connection of the
audience with accompaniment music, enhances the latter's narrative abilities. In
addition, Hazzard, with reference to Clarke [39] outlines the significance of musical
style in narrative accompaniment since ‘music can be readily associated with cultural,
geographical, historical, social and emotional contexts’ [40].

4

The turnaround is a term of Jazz music meaning a I VI II V harmonic
progression and variations of it, commonly present in Jazz pieces including the form of
Rhythm Changes [36] M. Levine, The Jazz Theory Book. Petaluma, CA: Sher Music
Co., 1995..
5
In classical music this function is present in character pieces [37] N. Temperley,
"Character Piece," in The Oxford Companion to Music, A. Latham, Ed.: Oxford
University Press, 2011..
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Further studies emphasise the strong capability of musical style to correlate to
geographies [41] [42] as well as to cultural and social settings [41].
Since recognisable styles are capable of invoking correlations to specific historical and
social situations, their capability to invoke time, season or era correlations can also be
assumed.
Based on the literature mentioned earlier in this section, the presence of recognisable
styles in narrative accompanying music (NAM) can enhance the immersion of
participants in EPEs by invoking correlations with geography, time, social or cultural
setting etc. and, thus, establishing elements of the environment of fictional situations.
These correlations are called associative correlations in the thesis. Thus, generation of
music of style is set as an aim of this research.

The notion of style in this thesis conveys music that is recognisable by an audience of
both musicians and non-musicians. This recognisability may rely on two levels:
1. Characteristics of music, i.e. structure and form, as discussed in the previous
section.
2. Association with a situation, event, character, notion etc. outside music. This is
an additional dimension attached to ‘style’ in the scope of this thesis.

Thus, music of style is defined as music that is recognisable, i.e. can be paired with a
specific label. Such labels may be existing music genres, such as pop, rock, folk etc.,
or the association with non-musical situations. For instance, if a Ragtime piece [43] is
identified by a listener as American bar music, this qualifies as stylistic recognisability
for that piece, in the scope of this research, i.e. recognisability by association.
The scope of musical style of this research is Recognisable Music (RM), i.e. music that
is recognisable based on either of the two levels mentioned above.
Mainstream Popular Music (MPM), i.e. pop, rock, jazz, blues and folk6 music, is used
as a starting point of RM in this research. However, MPM is an umbrella term and the
6

“A folk song may originate as an anonymous, collective expression, or it may be an
individual creation accepted and adopted by a large social or ethnic group. It is usually
brief, and its pattern may range in size from a phrase to a three-part song form.” [28]
L. Stein, Structure & style : the study and analysis of musical forms (Expanded
ed) Princeton, N.J: Summy-Birchard Music, 1979..
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aforementioned list of music genres7 may not be comprehensive. Thus the scope of
music genres to be generated includes music that bears the same or similar
characteristics, to the aforementioned genres, i.e. structural and formic characteristics
as these were defined in the previous section. Description of these characteristics in
specific for MPM is provided later in this chapter (sections 2.6.5 and 2.6.6) as part of
the requirements of the music that is generated by the Form-Aware Transitioning and
Recovering Algorithm (FATRA).
To unpack the thinking behind the associative correlation capabilities of the
aforementioned musical styles, the following is hypothesised to apply. Folk music may
correlate to geographies, e.g. flamenco to Spain, gypsy brass music to the Balkan
area, Irish folk to Ireland or Irish communities elsewhere, upbeat pop/rock songs may
refer to a big city etc. Jazz music, also depending on the subgenre, may be decadedefining, e.g. Dixieland jazz may refer to the first decades of the 20th century, while
disco music may refer to the 1980s etc. In addition, some genres may associate the
listener with emotional states due to cultural correlations, e.g. pop ballads associated
with being in love or involved in a flirty situation.
Instances of Recognisable Music (RM) are used extensively as part of narrative
accompanying music (NAM). A number of examples from film and TV show scores
follow. In Narcos [44] TV series, Latin songs are extensively used when Colombian
cities are visited or shown or when Colombian characters are present. In the film Along
Came Polly [45], Caribbean style music enters in the second scene of the film when
the couple arrives at their summer vacation destination. In the film The Departed [46]
an Irish folk/rock song enters correlated to acts of the Irish Mob. At the opening scene
of The Fate of the Furious [47] the overview of the city of Havana is accompanied by a
reggaeton song, which is a well-established and popular style in Cuba. An upbeat
pop/rock song is played in Home Alone 2: Lost in New York [48] when the main
character visits the big city and is excited about his visit. Even though the song itself
was not recognisable when the film was launched, its supportive function appears to
rely on its style recognisability and the urban references that the song style bears. In
Trainspotting [49] when the main character arrives in London from Edinburgh, the song
Think about the Way [50] by Ice MC enters. This is an upbeat dance song, which was
famous and, thus, recognisable before the film was launched. In Top Gun [51], a pop
ballad, i.e. Take my Breath Away [52] by the band Berlin, accompanies the famous first
7

The notion of genre may be confining for folk music, due to the variability of the latter.
However, for reasons of practicality it is also referred to as a genre in the thesis.
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kiss scene and establishes the romantic atmosphere between the two main characters.
This song was also composed specifically for the film, and was not previously
famous/recognisable.
These examples are indicative of the associative correlation capabilities of musical
styles as discussed in the beginning of this section. They demonstrate how instances
of RM are used as NAM in order to establish or enhance elements of the fictional
environment.
FATRA aims to generate music in the principles of MPM that plays the role of
Recognisable Music. To do so, FATRA must be capable of generating music that bears
the structural and form characteristics of MPM. In summary, these structural
characteristics are metric, tonal (as opposed to atonal) and homophonic (i.e. chord
sequences all the notes of which occur simultaneously – melody is excluded from the
scope of research). These characteristics of MPM and the generation/algorithmic
capability requirements for FATRA are discussed later in this chapter. In addition, as it
follows from the above, the aim of this research is not to develop an algorithm that
investigates and expands the boundaries of musical creativity, but to generate
established musical styles in a narrative-complying manner.

2.4.4 Scope of harmony generation
The scope of music generation is at the level of chord sequences in musical form. The
choice to focus on harmony was made on the basis of the nature of the music genres
within scope, i.e. primarily homophony, harmonic style and form. Harmonic sequences
are capable of defining musical form and establishing a musical style, to a certain
extent. According to Pascall [35]:
“Harmony as a vehicle for style is mostly an indicator of historical position; it is
part of idiom, and its procedures must be regarded in the light of changing
conventions.”
Thus, the generation of chord sequences is considered sufficient in order to deal with
the challenges of the research problem.
As explained later in the thesis, chord sequences generated by FATRA bear a stable
harmonic rhythm and metre (i.e. bar length). Rhythmic transitioning is also outside the
scope of research.
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The following section provides an overview of the research problem before the NAM
requirements in the scope of RM, i.e. the music within the scope of research, are
discussed.

2.5 Research problem overview
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the succession of episodes in EPEs is nondeterministic in terms of temporal occurrence as well as order of occurrence. Narrative
Accompanying Music (NAM) needs to adapt to the character of each episode in order
to further establish the corresponding fictional setting for the EPE participant. Since the
temporal occurrence of Narrative Transitions (NTs) between episodes is not
determined, a realtime, adaptive and computer-based (see discussion in chapter 1)
approach to musical accompaniment should be taken. Non-determined adaptation of
music in real time implies that a change in music may occur at arbitrary points of the
source piece – i.e. the piece of music that accompanies the ending episode – and, due
to non-linearity, between variable source-target combinations – ‘target’ being the piece
of music that accompanies the new, upcoming episode. These changes between the
source and target pieces are referred to as transitions in the thesis (see following
section for disambiguation of the term).
Since source and target music of contrasting episodes often need to be musically
contrasting, a transition between them may sound unnatural or jarring. Thus,
generation (at the note/chord level) or management (re-sequencing or note-level
transformation of precomposed passages) of musical material needs to take place.
Computer-based, realtime, adaptive approaches have been applied to musically
accompany narrative. However, all the existing approaches are incapable of fulfilling
certain musical requirements of generation of RM, i.e. style within scope, or of NAM in
general. These inefficacies are discussed in the introduction chapter of the thesis
(chapter 1) in summary, and in the literature review, chapter 3, in more detail.
The following section discusses the identified requirements of NAM within the scope of
RM, as defined earlier in this chapter.
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2.6 Musical requirements
This section outlines the requirements that NAM should meet in order to be considered
successful within the scope of research, i.e. to musically accompany the narrative of
EPE settings in scope with music of style in the scope of RM.
Thus, the musical requirements discussed in this section are either requirements of
music in general – e.g. non-compulsory repetitiousness, musical coherence –,
requirements of NAM – i.e. correct temporal placement of transitions –, defined by the
music scope – i.e. generation of musical form and of structural elements of the music in
scope –, as well as defined by EPEs – i.e. distinct episode transitions.

2.6.1 Contrasting Episode Accompanying Music
As discussed earlier in this chapter, EPEs may bear adjacent episodes of contrasting
character

from

a

narrative

standpoint.

Assuming

that

appropriate

Episode

Accompanying Music (EAM) is required for either episode, then the two adjacent EAM
pieces, should also be musically contrasting. EAM of the ending episode is referred to
as the source piece and EAM of the new, upcoming episode is referred to as the target
piece in the thesis.
The concept of musical contrast is complex and ill-defined while defining it or exploring
the factors that constitute it is outside the scope of research. For the purposes of this
research, contrast between a source and a target piece is defined as the difference in
musical characteristics that leads to the source and target pieces being perceived as
distinctly different from each other, by one listener, in terms of style. This means
perception of difference either on the level of musical characteristics or in terms of
invoking distinctly different correlations with non-musical situations or events, i.e. for
the same listener. The structural and formic principles of styles in scope are discussed
later in this chapter. Thus, in the scope of research, contrast is defined as the
perception of stylistic difference between the source and target pieces which bear the
structural and formic characteristics within scope (see sections 2.4.2.3, 2.6.5 and
2.6.6). As also discussed later, differences at the level of instrumentation or instrument
layers are not regarded as structural differences and, thus, as non-contrasting
differences in the scope of this research. In addition, differences between a formic and
non-formic piece (see section 2.6.6.1 Form definition within the scope of research
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below) are not regarded as differences between styles, i.e. in the scope of RM, and,
thus, not regarded as musical contrast in the scope of research.
As discussed below, contrast between the source and target pieces on the level of
musical characteristics (structure and form) is the source of the research problem since
music transitions (MTs) may sound irregular [40] or discordant [53]. It is considered that
lack of contrast of musical characteristics between pieces diminishes the difficulty of
the problem of non-deterministic, non-linear transitions. It follows that, as also
discussed in section 2.6.5 below, lack of structural or formic characteristics diminishes
the difficulty of the problem of transitioning between pieces.
On the level of musical characteristics, contrast may refer to contrasting elements of
rhythm, melody, contour and harmony. The focus of this research is generation of
harmony. Thus, harmonic contrast is viewed as the distinct difference of mode/scale
and types of chords, i.e. voicings, dissonance, density etc. Contrast of tonal centre is
outside the scope of this research since tonality is not regarded to be critical in defining
style in the scope of RM, i.e. defining the structural and formic characteristics of music
or its associative capabilities.

2.6.2 Continuity of music through narrative transitions
The narrative of EPEs is continuous and as Koleva et al. [19] and Benford et al. [54]
[55] point out, maintaining a feeling of continuity during an experience is a major aim in
experience design. This aim is often challenging to achieve due to transitions on
several levels – role, space and episodes among others – within EPEs [56] [19].
Continuity of music in the scope of research means merely non-stoppages of music.
Continuity is assumed necessary in EPE instances since NAM may be required during
Narrative Transitions (NTs). Based on the discussion of contrasting source and target
pieces in the previous section, continuity of music leads to music transitions (MTs)
occurring between the source and target pieces.

2.6.2.1 Transition disambiguation
The term transition is used in various ways with reference to musical shifts. It may
convey a musical shift between different key centres [57] or a section of music, also
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called ‘bridge’, that facilitates shifts between excerpts within the same musical piece,
e.g. within the exposition of the classical Sonata form [58] [59] [60]. Closer to the
purposes of this research and in the context of music for video games, Sweet
describes transition as a music passage used “[…] to move from one music cue to
another” or to “bridge two pieces of music during scene changes” [21].
In this thesis the term transition is used as a concept, i.e. one level higher, in order to
denote the musical process of moving from a source piece to a target piece.
Continuity of music sets the basis of the research problem since it is the foundation of
MTs occurring. According to Hazzard [61] and Wooller [62] [63], maintaining musical
continuity in EPEs through transitions between contrasting Episode Accompanying
Music (EAM) – or irregular music changes as Hazzard [64] characterises them – is
challenging. These challenges arise from the fact that contrasting source and target
music bear incompatible musical characteristics. Thus, compositional planning is
required in order to avoid clashes between contrasting musical elements.

2.6.3 Correct temporal placement of MTs
MTs must occur in time correlation to NTs so that the narrative-enhancing purposes of
the first are met for the ending and beginning of episodes, i.e. on both sides of the NT.
Hazzard [40] citing [65] points out that phases of visual narrative and suitable NAM
phases are successfully combined when they are time-correlated. However, the same
work [40] [65] clarifies that audio events (including music and sound effects) can be
perceived as corresponding to narrative events even if they do not strictly coincide
time-wise. In the research presented in this thesis the aim is not to correlate MTs with
NTs to the second, but rather to achieve correlation of MTs with NTs on a perceptual
basis for participants.
Along with contrast and continuity as mentioned above, the requirement of time
correlation sets the basis of the research problem, i.e. time flexibility of MTs in
response to NTs simplifies the research problem. This is because, unless temporal
correlation between MTs and NTs is aimed, music generation is not required to be
adaptive and, thus, precomposed music may be sufficient.
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2.6.4 Repetitiveness avoidance capability
As also mentioned in the literature review (chapter 3) there have been many instances
where precomposed music passages have been used as NAM in order to retain
continuity of music. However, this repetition of music passages has been reported as
boring and monotonous for listeners, according to Collins [1].
Beyond its reported negative impact of gameplay and immersion, repetitiveness in
NAM may be acceptable or even desired in certain EPE instances. However, since
repetitiveness out of necessity – i.e. due to specific adaptive music techniques being
applied – is reported as problematic in the tradition of adaptive music systems for video
games, the capability to avoid such a trait in the process of music generation is
required.

2.6.5 Generation of structural characteristics of RM
In order to generate stylistic instances of RM and benefit from their associative
capabilities, the shared structural characteristics of these instances of RM should be
generated. These are identified as follows:
-

Rhythmic identity: standard tempo, metric

-

Harmony:
o

Presence of tonality.

o

Generation of chord sequences, being the basis of homophonic music,
representing form effectively.

o

Modal, diatonic or chromatic harmonic context depending on generated
style.

According to the scope of research, music with the structural properties of RM, as
defined earlier, must be generated. This increases the difficulty of solving the research
problem since the search space of potential solutions becomes constrained in terms of
acceptable outcomes, yet more complex because of the interplay between musical
factors. Reducing structural properties of RM simplifies the problem, as exemplified by
non-rhythmic or drone-based music generation approaches [66] [67]. However, such
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music would not satisfy the requirement regarding the aforementioned structural
characteristics.

2.6.6 Generation of musical form
2.6.6.1 Form definition within the scope of research
The term ‘form’ with regards to music is defined as the “shape or structure of a musical
work” [68] or “The structure and design of a composition.” [69].
Since the terms ‘shape’ and ‘structure’ are also open to interpretation, it is necessary to
specify the notion of form for the purposes of this thesis. Thus, ‘form’ is used in this
thesis to convey two elements of music:
1. The length in bars of a music passage which, hierarchically, is not part of a
larger passage than itself, apart from the entire piece of music. In the
instance of large-scale form such as the Sonata form [70] this highest-level
passage of music corresponds to the entire piece of music, i.e. exposition –
development – recapitulation (first movement). For the musical styles within
scope, this music passage is repeated as the basis of the entire piece. For
instance, in a blues piece of music [71] a 12-bar chord sequence – or
variations of it – is recurring. Due to the morphology of the music in scope,
i.e. several instances of this music relying on repetition of fundamental
passages of music (e.g. jazz, folk), the term cycle is used in this thesis to
convey the length of these repeated patterns. It should be clarified that form
(or cycle) length is determined and adhered to.
In this research, regular forms used in the scope of MPM are focused on,
e.g. form (or cycle) lengths of 12-bar or 32-bar pieces etc. of music or
longer, while the investigation of large-scale forms such as the Sonata form
is outside the scope. More specifically, as already mentioned, this research
focuses primarily on the generation of cyclic forms on the grounds that they
are commonly found in RM.
2. The musical norms that occur within the length of the aforementioned
fundamental passages of music (cycles). Since this research is involved
with generation of harmonic sequences, such norms revolve around
historically established [72] or regular and recognisable tendencies or
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principles of harmonic progressions in relation to their position in the cycle.
In the previous example of the blues form, the strong tendency of the IV
chord to occur at bar five of the 12-bar form is an example of such a norm.
Such norms can be alternatively described as the syntactic arrangements of
harmony within the cycle.
Summing up the above-mentioned points, the characteristics of form in the context of
the thesis are:
-

Regular length of bars, i.e. the length of bars of a whole through-composed
piece or a cycle.

-

Harmonic norms, principles or tendencies with regards to specific bars of the
cycle. Or, according to Stein [28], form defines a musical piece “by the orderly
arrangement of its materials – melody, harmony, counterpoint, rhythm, meter,
tempo, dynamics, and color”.

Finally, it should be noted that the terms ‘form’ and ‘structure’ are often used
interchangeably in the literature to convey the same meaning as outlined above. To
avoid confusion, the term ‘structure’ is used in this thesis to convey the fundamental
characteristics of the music within scope as mentioned in the previous section (2.6.5).

2.6.6.2 The value of form within the scope of research
Within the scope of EPEs, the structural characteristics of which were analysed earlier
in this chapter, episodes often do not have a pre-determined duration nor are
connected linearly, while musical accompaniment has to be continuous. In order to
minimise the risk of abrupt, incoherent transitions, passages of music in interactive
experiences often have short duration and lack musical form, as form has been defined
above (2.6.6.1). In an effort to sidestep the problem of repetitiousness as it has been
mentioned earlier in this chapter, a recombinatorial approach is taken [73], i.e. short
precomposed musical excerpts are triggered consecutively in a non-linear manner.
However, this technique does not support musical form.
On the contrary, in film music where the duration of narrative episodes is predetermined, the risk of abrupt, incoherent transitions is managed in non-real time by
the composer. In such ideal, i.e. non-realtime, scenarios for the composer, form is
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present as an element of musical accompaniment in several instances. For instance in
Godfather I [74], scenes are accompanied by the whole 40-bar form of the main
theme8, or in Amelie [75] a 24 bar-form waltz dance9 is accompanying the narrative.
Additional examples that are formic and relevant to RM styles have been outlined
earlier in this chapter (section 2.4.3).
Form is considered to be “a phenomenon of style” and to “suggest […] specific styles”
[35]. Thus, generation of form in order to replicate styles that are traditionally formic,
serves the purpose of establishing and supporting the aimed styles and thus their
associative strength in fictional scenarios. Since the RM styles within scope are clearly
formic, lack of form would result in an incomplete musical result. Thus, form is regarded
significant in the context of this research.

2.6.7 Coherent transitions
Since episodes of EPEs are often of contrasting character, musical accompaniment
needs to change between episodes. As discussed earlier in this chapter, in this thesis
the term transition is used to denote the musical process of moving from a source
piece to a target piece (see section 2.6.2.1 Transition Disambiguation). In addition, as
mentioned earlier, contrast between the source and target pieces is the basis of the
research problem since contrasting structural characteristics are bound to be
incompatible.
Hazzard [40] refers to a number of ‘irregular’ music transitions such as ‘unprepared
modulations’, ‘unsynchronised pulse’ between sections, conflicting down-beats at the
start of the bar, ‘rhythmical inconsistencies’ and ‘sudden cut-off of playback’. Wooller
[62] discusses the challenges that arise in the effort to ‘reconcile’ two consecutive but
contrasting pieces of music in an interactive experience setting (e.g. video games) or in
a dance music environment where changes between songs would ideally happen
seamlessly. These could be differences in tempo, in rhythmic patterns, in tonal centres
or in melodic patterns between consecutive pieces.

8

For instance, during Michael’s exile in Sicily when Don Tommasino announces to the
former that he should remain in exile.
9

In “The phone booth” nostalgic scene https://youtu.be/vD0h-Nb5qhs?t=72, official
upload by Miramax, last accessed o 10/10/2018.
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Even though the above-mentioned examples found in the literature successfully
describe instances where musical abruptness or irregularities may occur, there is no
systematic description of what an abrupt/non-abrupt, or a smooth music transition is.
Defining musical smoothness or abruptness regarding music transitions is problematic
due to cultural, perceptual (e.g. composer vs. receiver) and psychological factors that
are computationally intractable and beyond the scope of this research.
Similarly, ‘coherence’ is a notion difficult to define in the context of music. Hazzard
refers to clashes between incompatible musical elements as cacophonous and
disruptive and mentions that cacophony and disruption lead to lack of musical
coherence [40]. Wooller & Brown [63] refer to musical coherence as ‘[…] the logic of
the musical syntax or structural form […]’ of a music segment.
In addition, as mentioned in [76], in order to avoid disruptions in the EPE experience,
transitions between immersive states should occur smoothly and “without jarring”
participants (also present in [40]).
At the same time, abruptness of music transitions has been an issue since the early
music systems in video games, as indicated by Collins [77]. Collins [77] also outlines
the requirement of smooth music transitions in order to avoid a feeling of a ‘disjoint
score’ due to such abrupt transitions.
Smoothness in MTs is also aimed at in [53] in order to avoid such abruptness, but also
to musically represent mixed, in-between mood states between the source and target
pieces. Even though representing mixed, in-between mood states is outside the scope
of research, transitional smoothness is regarded a requirement for NAM. In this thesis,
transitional smoothness conveys non-abruptness without implying the aim to represent
or match intermediate mood states between source and target pieces.
Overall, the concept of coherence in music transitions in this thesis, aims to capture the
notion of transitions that do not sound bad or unnatural to listeners/EPE participants.
Thus, coherence is regarded as the opposite of abruptness and cacophony, also
referred to as ‘discordance’ in [53]. Thus, in the context of this thesis, coherent
transitions are described as non-abrupt, smooth, natural sounding, non-discordant
transitions that do not disrupt the natural flow of music and are overall acceptable as
NAM in the scope of RM.
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2.6.8 Non-linear transitions
In some instances of EPEs, succession of episodes is non-predetermined in terms of
order. This raises the challenge of a large number of potential combinations between
multiple instances of Episode Musical Accompaniment (EMA), i.e. the source and
target pieces. These potential source-target combinations lead to a number of potential
music transitions in the principle of matrices, i.e. dedicated transitional passages for all
potential combinations between sources and targets. The process of composing
transitional passages in order to populate transition matrices has been applied in video
game music, but is reported by Collins as highly laborious [73]. Thus, automation of the
transitioning process between a population of sources and targets is a necessity.

Overall, in the scope of automated, realtime adaptive music generation, the
aforementioned musical requirements (sections 2.6.1 to 2.6.8) are considered
algorithm requirements. As discussed briefly already in chapter 1, as well as in detail
later in chapter 3, existing approaches of realtime adaptive music generation are not
capable of meeting simultaneously all the requirements outlined in the previous
sections. Common problems apply, for the scope of research and beyond, regarding
the quality of musical output – i.e. repetitiveness –, incoherent music transitioning,
discontinuity of musical accompaniment as well as lack of form or structural
characteristics in the scope of RM. Thus, the research problem lies in the fact the NAM
requirements set within the scope of this research are not met by current solutions.

2.7 Summary
This chapter provided detailed discussion and referred to literature necessary to
support the argumentation underlying the research problem. The specific topics
discussed were the necessity of musical accompaniment of narrative in certain
interactive experiences, the structural elements of EPEs in scope, the music in scope
to be generated and the requirements of narrative accompanying music (NAM) in
EPEs within scope. Before outlining the solution to the research problem, i.e. the
developed Form-Aware Transitioning and Recovering Algorithm (FATRA) and FATRA
grammar model in chapter 4, a detailed critical review of the literature is presented in
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the following chapter (3. Literature review). Thus, the literature review discusses in
detail the capabilities and inefficacies of existing approaches to fulfil the requirements
identified earlier in this chapter (2).
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3 Literature review

3.1 Introduction
As established in the previous chapters, within the context of EPEs the necessity for
realtime adaptive music generation of narrative accompanying music (NAM) exists.
Identified requirements of music generation in the scope of research are discussed in
chapter 2. Incapability of existing music generation approaches to fulfil all of the
aforementioned requirements simultaneously has been summarised in chapter 2 and
chapter 1. This incapability – from which the research problem stems – is discussed in
this chapter in detail, i.e. capabilities and characteristics of approaches that exist in the
literature and industry are outlined in view of the research problem. Thus, throughout
this chapter, a critique of these approaches is raised in view of the research problem
and the aforementioned requirements of music generation.
The approaches to music generation presented below in sections 3.3 to 3.9 are
categorised by context, medium or purpose of development or application. Specifically,
these sections discuss:
-

Approaches to musical accompaniment in Theatre

-

Adaptive music generation engines integrated in video games

-

Non-integrated adaptive music generation engines for video games

-

Automated music composition systems for film and media

-

Adaptive music generation systems to accompany narrative-based affective
states

-

Adaptive music generation systems for Extended Performance Experiences in
‘real-world’ environments

At the end of this chapter, existing approaches are summarised and positioned under
Rowe’s taxonomy of interactive music systems [6] (Table 1). In addition, part of these
approaches are positioned under identified approach categories. Most significantly, the
summary provides an overall critical review of existing approaches under the
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perspective of the research problem and the algorithm requirements that stem from the
musical requirements defined in chapter 2. In addition, this summary provides an
overview of the capabilities of the FATRA algorithm (outlined in chapter 4) in fulfilling all
the aforementioned algorithm requirements simultaneously, as discussed later in the
thesis (chapter 7).
Finally, it should be noted that grammatical approaches for music generation, along
with additional relevant algorithmic techniques, are also discussed in chapter 4 as part
of the justification of the development choices for the Form-Aware Transitioning and
Recovering Algorithm (FATRA) and the FATRA grammar model, in which lies the
contribution of this thesis.

Before deep diving into the approaches of music generation in the context of EPE, i.e.
the main focus of the literature review, as relevant to this thesis, this chapter begins
with an overview of the field of computational music, including discussion of algorithmic
approaches to music generation along with interactive computer music systems.

3.2 Overview of computational music

3.2.1 Early history of computational music
As discussed in the following paragraphs, computational music begun in the middle of
the 20th century and is continuously progressing until today through the evolution of
algorithmic generation of music and interactive music systems. The Illiac Suite (1958),
composition by Hiller and Isaacson [78], is a landmark in the literature as it was among
the earliest computer-generated compositions, using counterpoint rules [3]. Among the
earliest systems in computer music were developed by Caplin and Prinz, even though
undocumented [79]. Caplin and Prinz developed an engine capable of probabilistic
sequencing of predefined melodic patterns as well as condition-based probabilistic
generation of melodic lines [79]. The works of Brooks et al. [80] and Olson [81] are also
among of the first corpus-based, Markovian approaches in melody generation. Gill [82]
developed an algorithm that composed music in the style of Schoenberg [83] based on
a section-by-section, tree-based approach for probabilistic generation of passage
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variations. Padberg [84] developed an algorithm for computer generation of canons
and fugues, based on serial composing techniques, e.g. text-to-pitch mapping.
Moving forward from the early days of computer music, a wide variety of algorithmic
techniques have been applied in the field including the use of grammars, knowledgebased systems, Markov chains, Artificial Neural Networks, Evolutionary algorithms as
well as self-similarity as cited in the literature by Nierhaus [4], Fernandez and Vico [5],
Herremans [3], as well as in the Musical Metacreation literature that has been
expanding since 2012 [85] [86].

3.2.2 Grammars
Grammatical methods have been utilized in music generation from the 1970 until today
[87] [88] [89] [90].
One of the first such efforts was made by Rader who manually developed a weighted
probabilistic grammar which, in a two-step approach, generated harmony and melody
of traditional music [91]. Sundberg and Lindblom [92] developed grammars for the
generation of Swedish folk song variations, with grammar rules of harmonic sequences
extracted from a corpus of existing songs of the relevant style. Steedman’s grammar
[93] focused on generating jazz chords as variations of a blues form. Johnson-Laird
[94] developed grammars that generate form, harmony, melody and base lines –
including pitch and rhythmic patterns – of the jazz genre. Pachet’s work in [95] focused
on the grammatical modelling of jazz harmony with respect to the expectedness and
surprise of the occurrence of a given chord within a harmonic progression. This
modelling was achieved by analysis of a body of existing jazz pieces and
categorization of chord progressions according to their frequency of occurrence. Baroni
et al. [96] deployed grammars that could generate melodies of Lutheran chorales and
French dance music. Specifically, as presented in [96], micro-formal rules produced
melodic patterns and macro-formal rules in order to structure these melodies within the
overall form of a piece. Generation of harmony, according to a given melody was also
among the capabilities of the grammatical approach of Baroni et al. [96]. Cruz-Alcazar
[97] used probabilistic grammars to analyse classical music compositions and
subsequently generate melodies of the musical styles inferred, while Chemillier [98]
used formal grammars in order to implement an interactive system that generated jazz
chord sequences and variations.
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As evident in the Musical Metracreation (MuMe) literature [86], grammars have been
deployed recently in an evolutionary manner for the generation of orchestration layers
in a musical piece in real time [90].
Complementary literature discussion on the capabilities of grammatical approaches to
music generation is also present later in the thesis (chapter 4), i.e. in view of the
suitability of the application of grammars in order to tackle the research problem in
scope.

3.2.3

Symbolic, Knowledge-Based Systems

Beyond the grammatical formalization of rules for the generation of music, various rulebased systems have been developed throughout the history of computer music.
Thomas [99] developed rule-based systems for chorale harmony generation as well as
for the generation of melodies of various styles via a hierarchical process that controls
musical decision making at the note level, up to decisions at the form level [100].
Gjerdingen’s work [101] revolved around the generation of melodic improvisations of
16th century counterpoint based on the satisfaction of stylistic constraints for the
generation of melodic motifs. Schottstaedt [102] also focused on the automation of
composition of Renaissance counterpoint via the use of pre-defined rule sets that were
also expanded in order to generate music in the style of existing counterpoint pieces,
while Löthe [103] has defined a knowledge-based approach for the generation of piano
Minuet melodies and varations with control of generation at the note level.
More recent work on knowledge-based systems includes automated melody
harmonization by diatonic, triadic harmony, as outlined by Ramírez and Peralta in
[104]. Their approach relies on generating a long list of chords part of which are
discarded based on harmonic constraints. The work of Phon-Amnuaisuk [105] and
Anders and Miranda [106] also revolve around harmony generation with focus of
harmonization of chorales
harmony

in

order

to

[105] and generation based on Schoenberg’s theory of
generate

chord

progressions

irrespective

of

melody

accompaniment [106].
Another recent example is found in the MuMe literature where Yu et al. [107] deployed
MUS-ROVER, a system that automatically extracts music generation rules from a
corpus of pre-composed music with the use of n-grams.
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3.2.4 Markov Chains
As mentioned earlier in this section, Markov models have been used since the early
history of computer music generation including the works of Gill [82], Olson [81] and
Brooks et al. [80].
Later in the 20th century, Tipei’s Markov-based approach [108] aimed to replicate part
of “the composer’s routine work” [108] with regard to composing a wide variety of styles
from traditional classical music to 20th century 12-note music, by producing the pitch
and duration of the notes of short melodic patterns. Similarly, Jones [109] developed
Markov models for the generation of melodic patterns, while North [110] developed
first-order Markov chains to generate variations of pre-composed musical material as
assistance to the human composer. Ponsford et al. [111] used Markov models that
were trained by a corpus of French baroque dance pieces in order to generate chord
sequences of the same style. Farbood and Schoner [112] described the rules of 16th
century counterpoint by a hidden Markov model in view of a pre-defined cantus firmus,
while Allan [113] used Markov chains and hidden Markov models for modelling the
harmonization in Bach’s chorales. In addition, the development of Markov-based
approaches for music generation is evident extensively in the literature, including Yi
and Goldsmith’s work [114] on harmony generation, the hidden Markov models of
Simon et al. [115] for melody-based chord sequence generation and Eigenfeldt and
Pasquier’s work [116] on generation of jazz harmony.
As also discussed later in the thesis (chapter 4) Collins and Laney [117] used randomconstrained Markov chains to generate large-scale musical form of specified composer
style (Bach, Chopin). Directly relevant to the scope of this thesis due to the narrative
context within which music is generated, Markov models have been used by Prechtl
[53], Wooller [62] and Masu et al. [118]. The latter works are discussed extensively
later in this chapter (section 3.8).
Finally, recent instances of use of Markov models for music generation can be found in
the literature of Music Metacreation (MuMe) [86], including the works of Groves [119]
where a Hidden Semi-Markov Model is used for computer generation of chord
sequences, Wang and Dubnov [120] that developed a multi-level Hidden Markov
model for jazz chords generation and Tatar & Pasquier [121] who used variable
Markov models in order to extract information of musical form – along with sound
contour – for musical improvisation.
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As evident in the previous paragraphs, Markov chains have been used extensively in
computer music generation. However, their structure has limitations identified on two
levels: Firstly, Markov chains bear information only regarding transitions between
consecutive events [4] and this leads to inability to represent formic information on both
a horizontal and a vertical axis [4] [122] [5]. This limitation is often side-stepped by the
use of hidden Markov models [4], as in [117] that can introduce hierarchy in the Markov
model structure. However, as extensively discussed in chapter 4, grammars bear
competitive advantages for music generation in the scope of this thesis – e.g.
searchability of rules throughout a musical form – and thus they have been preferred
as a basis for development of the From-Aware Transitioning and Recovering Algorithm
(FATRA) (see chapter 4). An additional restriction of Markov chains is the compromise
between randomness of the musical output in the case of lower-order Markov chains
and lack of variety of the musical output in higher-order Markov chains [4]. Due to
these restrictions, Markov chains have been primarily used in the past in order to
accomplish fragmented tasks of the music composition process rather than in end-toend composition of music, as also identified in the literature by Nierhaus [4], Moorer
[122] and Fernandez & Vico [5].

3.2.5 Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have also been extensively used in computer music
generation as a method by which the computer learns a musical style from a corpus of
pre-composed pieces and is capable of generating new music in that style. Todd [123]
developed a multi-level ANN that could expand and variate given melodies within one
or more musical styles, depending on training, while Duff’s approach [124] focused on
melody generation specifically in the style of J. S. Bach [125]. Mozer’s ANN approach
[126] focused on training the computer on melodies of both smaller and larger-scale
form and Lewis’ approach [127] trained the computer by mapping pre-composed music
to levels of musical quality in order to enable the computer to evaluate and refine its
musical output during the music generation process. The works of Shibata [128] and
Bellgard & Tsang [129] revolved around chord sequence generation for melody
accompaniment by also modelling the quality of the musical output. Toiviainen [130],
Nishijimi & Watanabe [131] and Franklin [132] used ANN to produce improvisations of
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jazz music based on corpuses of pre-composed pieces, with the capability of real-time
interaction with a human improviser in the case of Franklin’s work [132]. Adiloglu and
Alpaslan’s [133] Neural Networks approach focused on the production of counterpoint
by modelling music theory rules.
More recent examples of the use of ANN in computer music generation are the
development of hierarchical 3-level neural networks for generating large-scale musical
form by Smith and Garnett [134], the replication of rock musical styles via recurrent
neural networks by Carr and Zukowski [135] as well as the generation of jazz melody
improvisations also via recurrent neural networks by Trieu and Keller [136].
Furthermore, in the recent work of Hadjeres et al. [137] DeepBach utilised a type of
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm (i.e. ‘pseudo-Gibbs sampling’ [138]) for corpusbased learning and generation of music in the style of Bach’s chorales. DeepBach
represents musical information in a non-linear manner and enables the outside-in
manipulation of the musical material by introducing rules and restrictions at specific
points of the generated music excerpts. Finally, Huang et al. [139] also used a
convolutional neural network in combination with Gibbs sampling (see above) in order
to replicate the non-linearity of the music composition process by humans.

3.2.6 Evolutionary and other Population-Based Methods
Evolutionary algorithms are a significant part of the history of computer music
generation [5]. The technique can be described as the variation of musical elements
followed by their qualification or rejection based on a set of criteria, i.e. the fitness
function. Evolutionary algorithms have been used across multiple compositional tasks
including ‘thematic bridging’ [5] in Horner and Goldberg [140] and Ricanek et al. [141],
melody generation by Johnson et al. [142], Alfonseca et al. [143], and Wolkowicz et al.
[144], melody harmonization by Lozano et al. [145] and Freitas & Guimaraes,[146] as
well as jazz style improvisation by Biles [147], Papadopoulos & Wiggins [148], and
Harris [149].
The more recent work of Murray and Ventura [150] deals with the enablement of
Evolutionary algorithms to generate music in a style-agnostic manner by the use of
fitness functions of multiple objectives.
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3.2.7 Self-Similarity and Cellular Automata
In addition to the above, self-similarity and cellular automata have been used in
computer music primarily as composition-assisting techniques, rather than end-to-end
composing approaches. Self-similar, iterative functions have been used in this manner
by Gogins [151], Pressing [152] and Diaz-Jerez [153], i.e. with the aim to either provide
an initial basis for music composition or in order to intrigue the creativity of the human
composer. On the contrary, as also mentioned in [5], the works of Leach and Fitch
[154] as well as Hinojosa-Chapel [155] incorporate self-similar structures as part of the
music generation process in order to deliver full compositions. Instances of the use of
Cellular Automata (CA) in music generation include the works of Beyls [156], Millen
[157], Hunt et al. [158] and Ariza [159] where the CA structures were used in the
context of modern 20th century music with the purpose of exploring the expressive
boundaries of composing techniques [159]. The publications outlined above as relevant
to self-similarity and cellular automata are not comprehensive and, given the scope of
the thesis, further discussion is not considered to be required.

As already mentioned in this section, more detailed discussion and critique of the part
of the literature that is directly relevant to the scope of this thesis is also present in the
following sections of chapter 3 (section 3.3 and below) as well as in chapter 4, i.e.
complementing the discussion on Markov chains and generative grammars that is
already provided above.
In addition, a detailed and critical review of realtime adaptive music generation
approaches is presented later in this chapter (sections 3.3 to 3.9) as the most relevant
to the topic of this thesis. Before this deep dive, a brief introduction to interactive music
systems is provided below.

3.2.8 Interactive computer music systems
Interactivity is a significant dimension of algorithmic music systems, i.e. – according to
Rowe [6] – the musical reaction of a computer to musical stimuli generated by its
environment, potentially including human agents, computer agents or a surrounding
ecosystem.
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Before discussing the realtime adaptive music generation systems directly relevant to
the scope of this thesis in depth, instances of historically significant as well as more
contemporary interactive systems, are discussed.
Developed by Rowe [6], Cypher is an interactive music system that consists of an input
and an output module. The input module receives musical events in the form of MIDI
event sequences, characterizes the musical input and informs the output module, i.e.
the algorithmic music generator, of pitch correlations, time placement and velocity of
the musical input. This information can be, in turn, used as a stylistic reference point for
the music to be generated, either as variation of the musical input or as new musical
material.
The Voyager by Lewis [160] incorporates multiple musical agents that generate
monophonic musical material. These agents co-ordinate in order to generate musical
responses to the input from human musicians – audio or MIDI – in an improvisation
context as well as to generate music regardless of musical input with granular control
at the level of time placement and pitch of musical events.
The Continuator by Pachet [161] was developed in order to generate musical
responses to improvisation with stylistic consistency, in view of the style introduced by
the human improviser. The Continuator learns the style of the musical material that it is
exposed to, in real time by using Markov models relevant to rhythm, metric identity and
chordal relation between notes.
MIMI [162], developed by François et al., is an interactive music system that utilises
optical information as part of the computer-human improvisation process to enhance
human-computer synchronicity in parallel to symbolic-based music generation. OMAXOFON by Assayag et al. [163] was also developed for musical improvisation contexts
and relies on the extraction and representation of statistical information of musical
patterns provided as input, in order to generate new improvisations.
Numerous publications exist on systems that aim to accompany the music
performance of humans [164] [165] [166].
Beyond the above, numerous interactive computer music systems exist for various
contexts and purposes. However, due to the scope of the thesis, this list cannot be
comprehensive. Instead, the following sections of this chapter discuss in depth
approaches and algorithmic systems for realtime adaptive music generation and
management, since these are directly relevant to the research topic.
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3.3 Approach of musical accompaniment of narrative in Theatre
The approach of precomposed music passages triggered one-off is common in music
for Theatre in a similar way that 'stings' or 'stingers' are used on television and live
performance [167] [168] [169]. These music passages are either triggered on demand
by what Benford and Giannachi [55] define as an operator that supervises and controls
functional aspects of the performance or played live by human musicians on the
conductor's cues. Such music passages are composed so that their duration is less
and up to equal to the narrative event they are meant to accompany.
A primary inefficacy in the scope of research is that this approach aims to musically
accompany only specific parts of a narrative and leaves other parts of it
unaccompanied out of necessity. Thus, musical continuity cannot be guaranteed. In
addition, this approach is non-computer based and, thus, lacks a basic requirement in
the scope of research.

3.4 Adaptive music generation engines integrated in video games
Video games bear the structural elements of EPEs as discussed in chapter 2, i.e. nondeterminism of time-occurrence of narrative transitions and order of episodes. Thus,
the research problem applies to video games and discussion of integrated music
generation engines is relevant to the scope of research.
An early approach of musical advancement in video game music was the use of
precomposed consecutive music passages triggered dynamically according to game
state changes. This approach is also referred to as horizontal resequencing [21] and,
as positioned by Collins [1], can lead to abrupt transitions between different sections of
precomposed music, usually supported by volume cross-fading of the neighbouring
sub-segments of the source and target music [1]. In addition, as argued in the literature
[53, 64, 170], transitions between pieces of contrasting musical elements can lead to
musical clashes (e.g. metric, melodic, harmonic, tonic or formal irregularities) that
undermine musical coherence. Such clashes are referred to as ‘irregularities’ in [64],
‘glitches’ in [170] or discordances in [53].
Specifically, precomposed consecutive passages have been used in video games
including the Super Mario Series [171], Halo [172] and Earth Eternal [173] among
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others. Primary aim of this approach is to provide continuity of NAM. In order to match
NTs without interrupting source musical phrases, repetitive short phrases have been
used. Collins [1] characterizes this repetitiveness as monotonous and off-putting for
participants.
Even though this early principle of abrupt stoppages and changes of music sections
has advanced [1], the problem of rigidness of music transitions in video games remains
until today since video game music still relies extensively on precomposed musical
segments or layers [1]. As a result, accompanying music is not granular enough to
precisely match the occurrence of narrative transitions in the gameplay experience, i.e.
on demand. Thus, consecutive connection of music sections by the simple technique of
cross-fading is still a necessity. This disturbs the sense of musical continuity since the
listener becomes – at least subconsciously – aware of two inherently different music
clips and, according to Collins, a “disjointed score generally leads to a disjointed
playing experience, and the game may lose some of its immersive quality” [1].
In addition to the disjointed score effect, the fixed duration of precomposed passages
may result in repetition of music passages in cases when episodic duration exceeds
the duration of passages, where the “reputation for repetitive, looping music” [1] of
video games stems from. Collins [1] outlines a number of algorithmic music systems
that have been developed with the aim to escape repetitiveness and connectivity
issues between sections of video game music, which are mentioned below among
other video game music systems.
Langston introduced 'riffology' [174], an algorithm that generates jazz-resembling
melodies for accompaniment of the Atari console game Ballblazer [175]. This music
system is based on linearly connected melodic lines that are chosen from a restricted
corpus of ’32 eight-note’ [174] (in [73]) predefined melodic phrases. The choice of
consecutive melodic phrases is made in real time based on melodic interval-based
proximity between adjacent melodic lines, while the rhythm and volume of parts of
melodic lines are altered in a random manner. However, harmonic and bass pattern
repetitiveness is present despite the variety of melodic material. Repetitive harmony
and bass patterns lead to the generation of music that evolves through consecutive
repetitive sections rather than generation of formic music.
Additional approaches include Booth’s [176] musical accompaniment system of the
video game Asheron's Call 2 [177] featuring modal harmonic context rather than
functional harmony with long bass notes rather than chord sequences as well as
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melodic material added on top. The purpose of this approach was to escape the need
for chordal connections that are governed by a number of harmonic rules [176]. By
avoiding rule-driven chord connections, the flexibility of musical development
increases. Harmonic changes take place via the altering of modes depending on
gameplay states – e.g. Lydian mode in the absence of enemies to Phrygian or
diminished mode in their presence – while recurring rhythmic patterns dynamically
adapt to gameplay states via changes in tempo [176]. Beyond repetitiveness that is
evident in the music of Asheron’s Call 2, Booth’s system does not generate formic
music, as form is perceived in the scope of research (see chapter 2).
Whitmore [178] developed an adaptive music engine for Microsoft's Russian Square
[1]. Based on gameplay achievements (blocks vanishing) instrumental layers, tied to
specific melodic or harmonic patterns are played and stopped in a bar-complying
manner in order to introduce musical variety as the gameplay advances. However,
music generation relies on short music patterns (2 to 8 bar-long) [77], and generation
of formic music is not supported.
It is worth mentioning that, in order to avoid repeated triggering of same precomposed
passages, the approach of consecutively triggering a variety of precomposed passages
in a non-linear order of occurrence has been applied in the video game The Legend of
Zelda: Ocarina of Time [179]. Collins [73] refers to this approach as ‘recombinatorial
playback’. This is a cues-based approach which falls under the category of
precomposed passages triggered consecutively and bears the equivalent restrictions of
abrupt and discordant transitioning.

A different approach is applied to the dynamic music engine of No Man's Sky [180].
Specifically, this music engine manages precomposed and/or pre-recorded musical
layers, i.e. drum patterns, chord sequences and melodies, among others. The layermanagement approach taken by Weir, music programmer in No Man's Sky, provides a
sense of metric musical identity and greater musical flexibility than precomposed
passages. Note-/chord-level control of the musical material is not supported, i.e.
musical development relies only on introducing and seizing musical layers rather than
dynamically transforming their content at the note/chord level. For instance, stoppages
of rhythmic patterns may be required, i.e. a rhythm-less break being placed on an MT
in order to eliminate rhythmic clashes.
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Due to the dependence on short musical layers – often 4-bar patterns – generation of
musical form is not supported. In addition, layering and de-layering is musically
constraining regarding music transitions. This is due to the fact that musical contrast
can only rely on adding or subtracting instrument layers at any point in the music. This
does not allow the music to transition between two distinctly different pieces that are
instances of RM. Thus, transitions between contrasting episode accompanying music,
as these are defined in chapter 2, are not supported by this system.
The approach of dynamic management of precomposed layers is also present in the
video game Red Dead Redemption [181]. Independent musical elements of short
duration are composed to be inter-compatible regarding rhythm and key. These
musical elements are short patterns played by instruments that are characteristic of
cowboy western musical style (e.g. violin, banjo and guitar). These patterns are often
played simultaneously, but, overall, their short length results in musical discontinuities
and lack of form in the generated music. Thus, despite references to cowboy western
style being present, establishing cowboy western (e.g. country/bluegrass) music in full,
i.e. including musical form, is not supported.

As discussed earlier in chapter 2, interactive experiences in the scope of EPE,
including video games, may be non-linear in the sense that the order of episodes is not
predetermined [77]. In order to sidestep the problem of abrupt transitions between
unexpected episode combinations in non-linear games, a transition matrix approach
has been followed in the past [21, 77]. In this approach, the video game composer
composes short passages – referred to as ‘cue fragments’ or ‘audio chunks’ by Collins
[77] – that are suitable to play the role of transition sections between source and target
pieces. Assuming that one transition passage is enough for each source-target
combination, the matrix has two dimensions where the two axes are the music pieces
that can be triggered during the non-linear game. In addition, the transition matrix
approach has been used with the purpose to facilitate transitions at multiple marked
points of the source piece [77]. Assuming that additional transition segments should be
composed for different ending points of source pieces, this adds a third dimension to
the transition matrix, i.e. corresponding to all potential end points of the source piece.
The transition matrix approach is reported as highly laborious for the composer or,
according to Collins, ‘an incredibly time consuming process’ ([77] citing [182]). An
example of this technique is present in the video game No One Lives for Ever [183], in
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which “several hundred small musical segments” [73] were composed for this purpose,
supporting six affective levels for each game episode, spanning from “intense combat
music” to “ambient levels” [73] subject to in-game events. This approach relies on
sequencing short precomposed music patterns, often in a recombinatorial, dynamic
management of layers, since patterns are triggered simultaneously and in a non-linear
manner. Empirical review of the generated music during gameplay demonstrated the
lack of generation of musical form, due to the short length of patterns triggered. In
addition, despite non-linearity in the occurrence of patterns, their recurring triggering
may be perceived as repetitive.

Beyond management of precomposed music passages or layers, a procedural
approach to music generation has been applied in the indie video game Journey [184].
Variable, dedicated music patterns are triggered in response to characters and events
of the gameplay resulting in a sense of original musical identity for each. These
patterns are played within an ambient, non-metric musical context that lacks form and
recognisable stylistic identity, both in the scope of RM. The ambient character of the
music in Journey results in a non-changing musical environment throughout the game
and, thus, musical coherence is retained. However, no contrasting music transitions
occur during the gameplay and, thus, beyond lack of musical generation in the scope
of RM, the capability of music transitions is also absent.
Based on a similar musical context, musical accompaniment of the video game Spore
[185] is procedurally generated at the note level. The music engine has been designed
by composer Brian Eno. The music responds to game states and player's actions,
while Spore also incorporates a music engine (City Music Planner) that enables the
player to directly or indirectly compose music patterns within the game experience (e.g.
according to player’s character construction). Generation of musical material is rulebased, e.g. including scale restrictions and the music becoming gradually sparse
based on time spent within a game episode [73]. However, the – primarily ambient –
generated music does not bear the structural characteristics of RM nor musical form.
Similarly, procedurally-generated music for SimCell [186] responds to game states and
events. Variation of musical material occurs via probabilistic note choices between
different note sequences in order to construct melodic patterns or via layering note
sequences played by different instruments. However, the generated music is also of
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ambient, non-formic character and generation of RM is not supported. Thus, no
transitions between instance pieces of RM occur.

3.5 Non-integrated adaptive music generation engines for video
games
This section outlines instances of adaptive music generation engines that were
developed independent of video games, but with the primary aim of generating realtime
adaptive musical accompaniment to video game narrative.

Mezzo [72] is a computer program that supports realtime adaptive music generation in
response to video game states and virtual character behaviour. Precomposed short
melodic or harmonic sequences (Leitmotivs [187, 188]) are provided as input to Mezzo,
based on which a genetic algorithm generates music in the style of the classical
Romantic era [189]. The musical output is generated in short repeated melodic
patterns and harmonic sequences. The length of these harmonic sequences is flexible
rather than regular in order to mark significant narrative events (e.g. presence of a
protagonist or antagonist character in a game scene) as well as ‘in order to avoid
repetitiousness’ [72].
Beyond the different scope of musical type and era, the aims of Mezzo are different to
the research being presented in this thesis and its capabilities do not meet the
musical/algorithmic requirements set earlier (chapter 2). The Leitmotiv logic of the
generation of music leads to two main musical characteristics. Firstly, music generation
relies on short music passages of non-regular length and, thus, a sense of form, as
defined in chapter 2, is absent from the musical output. Secondly, Mezzo lacks the
capability of generating non-abrupt transitions due to consecutive exposure of
Leitmotivs, as prompted by the game environment.

Tangentially relevant to the scope of research in this thesis, in addition to Mezzo [72]
discussed above, Brown’s work expands with Intelligent Music Systems [190], a
program that accepts precomposed rhythmic patterns based on which it procedurally
generates rhythmic morphs between source and target percussion patterns. Morphing
is controlled by continuous morph indexes that represent and can be tied to transitions
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in video game narrative. However, Intelligent Music Systems is not directly relevant to
the research problem dealt with in this thesis since it only generates rhythmic (i.e.
percussive) material. Thus, NAM requirements identified in chapter 2 are not fulfilled.
Edlund’s Musifier Adaptive Improviser (MAI) [191] is a system aimed at generating
music in real time with the capability to generate morphs between source and target
pieces of music based on narrative states that are accepted as input. The system’s
purpose is to provide developing musical accompaniment to narrative experiences, i.e.
primarily video games. The system receives precomposed music passages as input in
advance of music generation, in the form of MIDI files. MAI is capable of morphing
between the provided human-composed MIDI passages (source and target) in real
time. Control of the musical material is granular at the chord/note level and the musical
output is of homophonic structure including melody, harmony, rhythm and
orchestration, while MAI is capable of morphing at the level of all those musical
elements. Even though the algorithm underlying MAI is not publically known, its
capabilities were investigated by downloading and using the demo version of the
system, available online [191].
Despite the morphing capabilities of MAI on the aforementioned, multiple levels of
music (melody, harmony, rhythm and orchestration), it appears that the following
inefficacies apply regarding the scope of NAM requirements identified earlier in the
thesis (chapter 2). Specifically, the downloaded version of MAI, along with its default
music examples provided, was empirically tested in generating music passages and
morphing between them. The source/target music passages were primarily short – i.e.
primarily one-bar up to four-bar long. This led to a repetitive musical output beyond
transitioning phases. In addition, short music passages did not support the generation
of musical form.

Aiming to real time adaptive generation of narrative accompanying music for video
games and interactive experiences, an interactive music system patent was published
in January 2016 [192] by Ridihalgh and Lipson on behalf of Microsoft Technology
Licencing, LLC [193]. The system receives narrative events as input and musical
accompaniment of narrative relies on realtime adaptive management of precomposed
audio clips, including clip selection and audio stretching. The purpose of the patent is
to support the triggering of audio clips as pre-lap music for narrative events. Pre-lap
music refers to NAM that precedes narrative events and introduces them before they
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occur [194]. Even though the information disclosed about the approach of music
generation is not detailed, it appears that the system is constrained to management of
precomposed music passages and is not capable of generating music with granularity
at the note or chord level in order to generate coherent music transitions.
Melodrive [195, 196] is a commercial generative music system that enables users to
produce music without prior musical knowledge and to dynamically control music
generation in real time. The main purpose of Melodrive is to generate music that
accompanies video games, virtual reality applications or other interactive experiences
while adapting to changing moods of the narrative. The system is under development
and no relevant publications are available. Two demo applications have been made
publically available for download (SoundSlides and WorldMusic). Empirical testing
demonstrated that Melodrive generates distinctly different music for changing moods.
However, the generated music either lacks musical form and transitions smoothly
between the source and target pieces (SoundSlides) or it is formic (eight bar-long in
one instance) but transitions based on cross-fading (WorldMusic) – i.e. a volume
fadeout of the source music before the target music fades in.

iMuse (Interactive Music Streaming Engine) is a software released by LucasArts [197]
that supports transitions between precomposed music passages, in a manner similar to
the transition matrix approach, discussed earlier in this chapter (section 3.4).
Specifically, iMuse manages transitions by introducing target music sections only if the
target is defined as compatible with the source piece and only at allowed points in the
source piece, e.g. the beginning of a bar of music [77] [198]. iMuse has been used for
music generation in the video games Grim Fandango [199] and Monkey Island 2 [1].
Even though iMuse can support time and compatibility management between source
and target pieces for non-linear transitioning, its primary drawback is practicality –
similarly to transition matrices – owing to the fact that video game composers must
compose ‘hundreds of cue fragments for a game’ [77] in order to support this
approach.

The Non-Linear Music Player (NLN Player) [200] is an adaptive music generation
engine applicable to video games that takes advantage of the possibilities of horizontal
resequencing for the generation of NAM. Applied in the context of a video game, the
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NLN relies on short precomposed music passages, the duration of which varies
between 6 and 13 seconds. Each music passage is composed to accompany a specific
game state. The NLN requires additional transitional music passages to be composed
in order to bridge music passages of game states. The latter are triggered repetitively
according to the needs of the narrative, while transition passages are triggered only
once. The human composer must specify a point for each composed passage at which
it can be stopped and, thus, when the next can begin.
Through human composition of compatible music passages, the NLN satisfies the
requirement of non-linear transitioning. However, it requires significant amount of
(human) precomposition and, primarily, generation of musical form is not supported
due to dependence on short game states and short transitioning musical patterns.

Plans & Morelli [201] developed a procedural music engine to respond to the gameplay
changes in a clone version of Nintendo's Super Mario Bros video game. Player's
performance, game states and events such as shells kicked, coins collected and time
lapse, were mapped to the elements of frustration, challenge and fun of the
Experience-Drive Procedural Content Generation (EDPCG) framework of Pedersen
[202]. Thus, affective states within the game experience were used as input to the
music engine.
The musical material is generated with the use of a genetic algorithm, i.e. fitness
selection – crossover – mutation – offspring generation. The algorithm generates chord
progressions and corresponding melodic lines according to the affective states
(excitement) indicated by the game environment. In addition, affective states influence
interchanges of the music between two distinct tempos as well as between pentatonic
and full major scales. Finally, increased excitement within the game was musically
mapped to generation of new musical material, melodic density and high-resonant
filtering for sound production.
All melodic lines are generated by varying a series of precomposed melodic lines
provided to the algorithm in advance, while all chord sequences generated rely on
simple harmonic function sequences such as I-V-I, I-IV-V-I. All musical material
is generated in the C major tonality. Despite the dynamic approach to music generation
in real time, this algorithm generates music that is constrained by modal singularity (i.e.
single major key). Thus, in view of the scope of this thesis, transitions between
contrasting harmonic context is not supported by the algorithm contributed by [201].
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3.6 Automated music composition systems for film and media
A number of systems aiming to support automated generation of NAM outside the field
of video games are described in this section. Both realtime and non-realtime
approaches as well as both fully automated and computer-aided approaches exist, as
discussed below.
An algorithm for composition of musical accompaniment for film has been developed
by Jewell [203], implemented as the State-Based Sequencer (SBS). Music is
generated based on state changes of the film narrative indicated by significant screen
factors, such as sudden changes in the pace of visual action or sudden changes in
colour and transitions between scenes. The system effectively discriminates between
movie scenes and informs the music generation process accordingly.
Generation of musical material by SBS relies on genetic algorithms dedicated to
different hierarchical levels of the musical structure, i.e. pulse, rhythm, melody,
harmony as well as tonal centre and scale. Overall, a bottom-up approach is followed
for music generation, i.e. harmony to melody to rhythm. The musical result of SBS was
mentioned as “playable and listenable” [203], even though also characterised as either
‘too random’ or ‘unadventurous’ [203], possibly owing to the aforementioned bottom-up
approach to music generation.
However, SBS generates musical accompaniment to the film narrative in a non-realtime manner. Thus, the algorithm underlying SBS cannot be applied to the context of
EPEs where realtime dynamic music generation is required in order to accompany
narrative transitions of non-determined temporal occurrence.

EMuse is a non-realtime system for soundtrack generation, developed by Vane and
Cowan [204]. EMuse is provided with precomposed passages or patterns based on
which it generates musical variants that match the duration of film scenes. However,
the offline element along with the requirement for manual musical input and the
reported necessity for human corrections of the final result

[204] disqualifies this

system for application in the context of EPEs.

In [205] Müller and Drieger present an approach for automated, realtime manipulation
– including time-placement, management in layers and concatenation – of pre-
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recorded musical clips in response to narrative action in visual media. The approach
proposes manipulation of musical clips based on visual/narrative-related rules and
according to suitability between the source and target pieces. Such suitability refers to
segments within the source and target audio files, identified via audio retrieval
techniques. Even though audio retrieval is beyond the scope of research of this thesis,
it is considered that lack of note-/chord-level flexibility in music generation is likely to
result in abrupt or discordant music transitioning, as commonly observed for the
aforementioned

approaches

of

consecutive

precomposed

passages

or

the

management of music layers.

3.7 Adaptive music generation systems to convey narrative-based
affective states
Primary aim of the engines mentioned below is music generation or manipulation of
precomposed music in order to match intended affective states, primarily externally
triggered, i.e. by narrative or narrative proxies. Even though the focus of these systems
is to musically convey evolving affective states, generation of music that adapts to
affective states is regarded as parallel to music generation for episodic narrative.

Prechtl [53] developed an adaptive music generation algorithm for computer games
that produces chord sequences via a Markov model. Even though Prechtl’s algorithm is
aimed at video game applications, it is presented in the current section due to its focus
on emotion-based adaptive generation of music. Generation is based on input from an
interface (continuous index), potentially in the form of a computer game, and in real
time. The interface controls parameters of the generated music including tempo and
note velocity along with stochastic generation of chord sequences. The algorithm uses
a 48-by-48 matrix of chord generation probabilities – i.e. Markov-model transitions
between chords – while the interface influences the probabilistic weighting of
parameters that relate to chord characteristics, including type of chord (major, minor,
diminished and dominant) strength of tonality, major vs minor mode, and how diatonic
the generated chords are with regards to the established key/mode. An aim of this
work was to generate smooth transitions. An additional aim, beyond transitioning
smoothness, was to musically convey to the listener intermediary affective states
between the source and target music, i.e. while transitioning. Despite the focus on the
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intermediary affective states, the algorithmic generation can be viewed as transitionoriented and, thus, relevant to the research problem.
However, as expected due to the different scope in Prechtl’s research [53], chord
sequence generation does not fulfil the musical requirements set under the scope of
the research presented in this thesis and, primarily, the requirement of form generation.
Similarly, beyond mood establishment and transitioning, music generation in the scope
of RM was not aimed at nor achieved.

MAgentA is a music generation engine with the purpose of mapping music generation
algorithms, that are stored in a database, to affective states within a narrative.
However, no solution to the problem of smooth, non-abrupt music transitions is
supported or discussed in [206].

The Algorithmic Music Evolution Engine (AMEE) [207, 208] is a generative system that
manipulates predefined passages in real time in correlation with intended affective
states. However, the musical output is in the form of fixed-length segments played
consecutively. This does not allow transitions between the affective states and sourcetarget pieces to occur smoothly.

CMERS [209] is a system developed by Livingston et al. capable of manipulating
precomposed music in real time according to intended affective states (valence arousal). Music manipulation occurs at the levels of tempo, volume, mode
(major/minor), articulation approach (legato/staccato), note pitch and harmonic
complexity. However, music generation was not intended nor able to replicate
recognisable musical styles or formic music. In addition, even though CMERS can
dynamically shift between different emotional states by manipulating the musical
attributes mentioned above, this cannot be regarded to be a transition between
recognisable styles as these were defined earlier and, thus, CMERS does not solve the
research problem of this thesis.
Mind Music [210] is an adaptive music application, that manipulates music in real time
in order to match various affective states of game avatars. Affective states are
correlated to a 2D matrix of metric and modal variations, i.e. five variations for each
element. A set of precomposed music excerpts corresponding to all metric-modal
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combinations of the matrix are triggered according to the intended affective state.
However, music transitions between affective states occur abruptly due to the
consecutive triggering of precomposed segments of music.

AUD.js [211] is a system that generates music that adapts to changing mood states in
web games. Note generation by the system relies on analysis of existing game music.
Based on the stress and energy levels of intended mood states, AUD.js populates a
prevalence array and elimination table for probabilistic note generation. Based on
these arrays and tables, music is generated for each mood before music is played, i.e.
not in real time. Transitions between music of different moods (mentioned as
‘adaptation’) occur by one second-long, abrupt crossfading between the source and
target. Melodic patterns are primarily repeated. For the segment between patterns a
bridge melody is also generated by altering the note generation probabilities according
to intended stress and energy levels for the bridge. The musical output is organised in
one-bar units. Inefficacy of AUD.js in the scope of this thesis is the simple probabilistic
approach to note/bar generation which does not support generation of musical form,
while the transition process between different music moods is non-coherent along the
lines of the existing video game technique of crossfading.

3.8 Adaptive music generation systems for Extended Performance
Experiences in ‘real-world’ environments
The systems discussed in this section were developed to support realtime adaptive
music generation for Extended Performance Experiences in ‘real-world’ context, i.e.
outside a virtual setting or a narrative proxy setting. Such ‘real-world’ instances include
dance music environments or park walk experiences.
Wooller [62] and Wooller and Brown [63, 212, 213], have conducted substantial
research focusing on music transitions between contrasting musical excerpts, i.e.
source and target musical pieces. Specifically, their research aims to develop
algorithms for generation of music transitions that can be useful in several occasions
varying from video games to DJ sets of dance music. The principle of the work of
Wooller and Brown is to generate transitions between contrasting music loops by
transforming the musical material at the note-level in a realtime dynamic way.
Transitions were triggered by physical morph index interfaces. Such interfaces include
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the Morph Table [213] or a custom-made interface to be used by a DJ. The interfaces
are in the form of a knob or a box that can be moved by hand across a one- or twodimensional space, the extremes of which represent the source and target musical
pieces. Proximity of the knob/box to these extremes defines the state of transition. Both
the source and target are of short duration (often one-bar long) and variants of both are
looped throughout the transitioning process. The transition section is a music morph
that is based on musical elements of both the source and target pieces. Within the
morph, and as the transition progresses, gradual transformation of musical material,
with control at the note-level, occurs from the source towards the target.
The primary contribution by Wooller is outlined in [62]. Specifically, three music
morphing algorithms have been developed and implemented as the LEMorpheus
software application. The three music morphing algorithms developed are the
following:
1) The parametric morphing algorithm, where the source and target note
sequences constitute continuous envelopes of music elements such as note
pitch and duration. These envelopes are interpolated during the transitioning
process and define the pitch and duration of notes in the morph section in a
deterministically weighted manner.
2) The Markov model-based morphing algorithm, where imitation of the source or
target is probabilistically decided and the generated notes are dependent upon
the preceding note events and their compatibility with the source or target note
material.
3) The evolutionary morphing algorithm, where the source undergoes a series of
mutations and the fitness function is defined as similarity to the target.
It is worth mentioning that in approaches (1) and (2) music generation is performed in
real time, whereas in approach (3) the musical material is pre-generated and the series
of mutations are played back in real time dynamically according to the user interface.
Overall, transitions generated by LEMorpheus – algorithmic approaches 2 and 3 in
specific – were found to be coherent and competitive against human-produced
transitions, even though, overall, human-produced transitions were preferred by
participants of perceptual studies.
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Despite coherent transitioning, the focus of the algorithm underlying LEMorpheus was
on transitioning between music loops, i.e. short passages of music. Thus, generation
and transitioning between formic pieces in the scope of RM have not been achieved.
Hazzard [40, 61] and Hazzard et al. [61, 64, 170, 214] developed an interactive system
for musical accompaniment of the trajectory of participants in open spaces.
Specifically, in [170] and [214] the system is described as it was implemented to
accompany an experience at the Yorkshire Sculpture Park [215]. The experience as a
walk through the park is divided into sections based on the park’s structure and specific
musical sections apply to specific physical regions. The main idea behind the music
generation is the division of musical material in two main categories, i.e. cells and
stems, which play a different role in the music. Stems are the basis (layers assembled
vertically) while cells are positioned on top of Stems, as triggered/looped segments.
Stems and cells are precomposed and managed by the interactive music engine as the
trajectory/experience progresses. Stems and cells, as musical events, are dedicated to
specific areas of the trajectory.
As discussed in [40, 61, 168, 170] transitions between sections of the trajectory result
in corresponding music transitions. Temporal occurrence of these transitions depends
on participants’ movement and, thus, transition occurrence is not fixed in time. This
may result in musical ‘irregularities’ [64] (or ‘musical glitches’ [170]) such as
rhythm/metre problems as well as melodic or tonal inconsistences among others.
In order to tackle these issues [40], Hazzard and Hazzard et al. [61, 170, 214] propose
a number of techniques, including the following:
-

Volume cross-fading to facilitate ‘smooth’ regional transitions.

-

Slow attacks, legato articulation and reduction of strong rhythmical themes in
order to reduce the ‘unsynchronisation’ [40] of music transitions.

-

Avoidance of exposition of distinctly melodic material in the extreme voices
(especially the highest).

-

Short (one-, two- or four-bar) melodic themes, but preferably one-bar motifs.

Overall, Hazzard’s work investigates some issues regarding interactive music
generation for Extended Performance Experiences and suggests techniques for
designing musical accompaniment for such experiences. Even though Hazzard’s work
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defines and partly resolves the issue of abrupt transitions between contrasting sections
as well as supports triggering musical change successfully in time, its main inefficacy is
that it has not contributed a generalisable algorithm for interactive generation of NAM.
Beyond this, the precomposed nature of musical material and the inability of the
developed system to generate music at the note-/chord-level result in what is described
as ‘irregular’ (in [64]) or ‘glitchy’ ([170]) transitions, i.e. non-coherent transitions (as
coherence has been defined in chapter 2).
Robinflock [118] is an algorithm developed with the capability to interactively generate
polyphonic music for educational scenarios involving children. The music is
algorithmically generated on three levels, i.e. harmony, rhythm and melody. Harmony
is generated using a Markov model and sets the basis of the generated polyphonic
structure. Rhythm, i.e. note durations, are decided based on the desired note density
(from 16th-note to whole note durations) according to environment input (movement
speed of individuals involved – i.e. children in an evaluation instance). Finally, each
melody note is conditionally assigned a note pitch as dictated by the 1st-order Markov
model-generated harmony. Tempo, volume and pitch of the melody notes are also
controlled by the movement and position of children. A case study took place involving
children in a kindergarten environment.
Robinflock [118] generates counterpoint in the principles of 16th century polyphony. The
capability of music generation within a stylistic norm is correlated with the scope of this
thesis, i.e. beyond the difference in scope regarding specific musical styles (MPM –
see chapter 2). However, apart from a compulsory cadence that repeatedly occurs
every eight bars in the generated harmonic sequence, no form generation is supported,
as form has been defined in chapter 2. In addition, music generation does not support
music transitions between distinctly different instances of source and target music in a
non-abrupt manner.

3.9 Critical summary of realtime adaptive music generation
approaches
This section summarises the aforementioned existing approaches of realtime adaptive
generation of music, as these have been identified in the literature and industry. As it
was outlined in the critique of existing approaches earlier in this chapter, this critical
summary is in view of the algorithm requirements for music generation that stem from
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the musical requirements outlined earlier in chapter 2. This summary refers indicatively
to existing approaches mentioned earlier in this chapter, based on their relevance to
the research problem. Finally, this summary demonstrates that, as briefly mentioned in
chapter 2, existing approaches of realtime adaptive music generation are not capable
of meeting simultaneously all the the aforementioned requirements for music
generation.
Earlier

in

this

chapter,

existing

approaches

were

presented

according

to

purpose/context of application. In this section, these approaches are presented
according to Rowe’s segmentation of interactive music systems [6], i.e. dividing
interactive music systems according to the principles upon which they rely for
production of musical output. According to Rowe’s segmentation, interactive music
systems fall into three categories: sequenced, transformative and generative music
systems, as outlined in the remainder of this section as well as in Table 1.
Sequenced approaches are those that trigger precomposed music passages. They
may include volume fading in addition to triggering but do not manipulate music at the
chord/note level. The term ‘passages’ is used here to convey vertically compact
(complete as they stand) precomposed segments of music. Sequenced approaches
include precomposed, one-off passages, including stingers, and precomposed
consecutive, repeated or non-repeated, passages, also referred to as horizontal
resequencing [21].
The approach of precomposed music passages triggered one-off is used in music for
Theatre in a similar way that 'stings' or 'stingers' are used on television and live
performance [167, 168]. Beyond the fact that triggering is not automated, the primary
inefficacy of this approach in view of the research problem is musical discontinuity or
lack of musical form, since such passages are often short.
Precomposed consecutive, passages have been used in video games including the
Super Mario Series [171], Halo [172], Earth Eternal [173], among others. Primary aim
of this approach is to provide continuity of NAM. In order to match NTs without
interrupting source phrases, repetitive short phrases have been used as precomposed
passages. This repetitiveness has been indicated by Collins [1] as monotonous and
off-putting for participants. To avoid repetitiveness, the approach of recombination has
been applied, i.e. short precomposed passages being triggered in randomised order,
e.g. in the video game The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time [179] [73]. This
approach, however, does not support generation of musical form if passages are short.
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In addition, the transition between the source and target pieces is realised either by
stopping the source piece and beginning the target, or by volume crossfading between
the two. In cases of stoppage-beginning combination as well as cross-fading, the
change in music is reportedly abrupt for the player/listener. Such abruptness plays a
counter-immersive part in the perception of the experience, according to Collins [1].
Thus, these approaches lack the capability of coherently transitioning between
passages in realtime.
According to Rowe’s taxonomy, “transformative methods take some existing musical
material and apply transformations to it to produce variants” [6]. A subcategory of this
approach is dynamic management of precomposed layers, also referred to as vertical
re-orchestration [21]. In this approach, cues and instruments can be independently
triggered and stopped. Instances of this technique have been applied for music
generation in the video games No One Lives forever [183], No Man’s Sky [180] and
Red Dead Redemption [181]. However, since instrument layers are precomposed, lack
of control of musical material at the note/chord-level (i.e. control per musical event)
does not allow music to match the granularity of the episodes of EPEs. From empirical
research, it appears that in No One Lives Forever and Red Dead Redemption short
layers are used, i.e. 2- to 8-note patterns, minimising the risk of NTs interrupting source
layers. In No Man’s Sky longer layers appear to be used, i.e. 4-bar sequences. In these
instances, merely adding and removing instruments or instrument patterns does not
enable the generation of contrasting transitions between RM styles, as contrast and
RM style have been defined earlier in this chapter. Based on the above, it also appears
that form generation is not supported.
In addition, Hazzard [40] and Hazzard et al. [61, 170, 214] developed an adaptive
music soundtrack for a musically augmented walking experience in Yorkshire Sculpture
Park. The dynamically managed composition relies on time-management, i.e.
triggering and cross-fading, of layered segments of music (stems and cells) that are
attached to specific areas of an experience/trajectory. The fact that musical layers are
precomposed is a handicap for coherence of music transitions. Since musical phrases
are composed as a rigid unity of predetermined duration and attributes, the granularity
of control over the musical material may not match the granularity of the episodes of a
performance. Thus, musical clashes may occur (e.g. metric, melodic, harmonic tonic or
formal irregularities) that undermine musical coherence.
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Mezzo is another instance of transformative method that allows note/chord-level
control variations of precomposed sections (Leitmotivs). However, Mezzo does not
appear to support non-abrupt transitions as well as musical form, as form is defined in
this thesis.
The Musifier is capable of generating transitions between precomposed pieces of
music with control at the note/chord level. The algorithm behind Musifier is not
publically available. Empirical testing through a downloaded version showed that it is
bound to generate plausible transitions. However, beyond transitioning phases it
appears to generate short, repetitive passages.
Generative algorithms are algorithms that generate original material through
note/chord-level musical decision making based on sets of rules [6] without the input of
precomposed material. Under this category, Prechtl [53] developed an algorithm that
stochastically generates chord sequences with realtime, environment-controlled (i.e. a
continuous morph index) probabilistic weighting of generation parameters. This
algorithm was capable of generating smooth transitions. However, form generation is
beyond the aims of Prechtl’s algorithm and thus it is not capable of generating music in
the styles of RM.
Generative approaches such as the music engines of SimCell, Spore and Journey do
not support generation of musical form nor of the structural characteristics of RM.
Thus, they do not achieve contrasting transitions in the scope of research.
Finally, algorithms developed by Wooller [62] fall under the categories of generative
and transformative methods in Rowe’s taxonomy [6] – and additionally under the
analytic category by Wooller et al. [216]. These, in the form of the LEMorpheus
software application, have generated coherent transitions between source and target
pieces. However, the focus of research was on music loops, i.e. short passages of
music, and transition between formic pieces in the scope of RM have not been
achieved.
In summary, approaches identified in the literature and industry for realtime adaptive
generation of music are not capable of fulfilling simultaneously all the requirements
discussed in chapter 2, in the scope of NAM of EPEs. Table 2 below summarises the
capabilities and inefficacies of indicative existing approaches with regards to the
aforementioned requirements for music generation. Common problems apply, for the
scope of research, i.e. repetitiveness, incoherent transitions (abrupt or discordant),
discontinuity of musical accompaniment as well as lack of form or structural
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characteristics of RM. It should be noted that Table 2 excludes capabilities that are
considered a baseline for successful musical accompaniment of narrative, such as
correct temporal placement of MTs or contrasting music between episodes.
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Sequenced
techniques

Transformative
methods

Generative
algorithms

GENERAL
APPROACHES

Precomposed
passages - oneoff10

X

Precomposed
passages consecutive

X

Precomposed
layers
RDR11, No Man’s
Sky, No One Lives
Forever

X

SPECIFIC
SYSTEMS
Mezzo
Musifier

X
X12

Prechtl [53]
LeMorpheus

X
X13

X

Spore/SimCell

X

Journey

X

FATRA

X

Table 1. Existing approaches and FATRA within Rowe’s segmentation of interactive
music systems [6].

10

Not automated in Theatre.
Red Dead Redemption.
12
Assumed – algorithm not publically available.
13
Also analytic under the taxonomy of Wooller et al..
11
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Continuity

Coherent
transitions

Repetitiveness avoidance
capability
(excl.
repetitiousness)

Metric &
Homo14
phonic

X

X

If
recombinatorial

Possible,
subject to
music design

Form

Multiple,
non-linear
transitions
(subject to
coherent
transitions)

General
approaches
Precomposed
passages 15
one-off

Precomposed
passages consecutive

Precomposed
layers
16
RDR , No
Man’s Sky, No
One Lives
Forever

N/A

X

17

(X )

Subject to
passage
length
& music
design
Subject to
passage
length
& music
design

N/A

X

X

Possible,
subject to
music design

X

X

X

X

Subject to
musical input

X

Specific
systems
Mezzo

X

Musifier

X

Prechtl’s
algorithm [53]

X

LeMorpheus

X

X

(X)

X

Spore/SimCell
Journey
FATRA

X

X

18

X

X

X

19

X

X

20

X

X

N/A

X

N/A

X

X

X

X

X

Table 2. Capabilities of FATRA vs. existing approaches. The top row represents
musical/algorithm requirements to be fulfilled in the scope of research. The left column
demonstrates indicative existing approaches for realtime adaptive music generation.

14

Chord sequences all the notes of which occur simultaneously, excluding melody.
Not automated in Theatre.
16
Red Dead Redemption.
17
Possible by construction, mainly present in No Man’s Sky.
18
Not evaluated, but empirical testing yielded convincing results.
19
Certain versions of the algorithm.
20
Based upon empirical listening.
15
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3.10 Chapter summary
Overall, this chapter outlined the capabilities and characteristics of realtime adaptive
music generation approaches identified in the literature and industry. Critique of these
approaches has been provided in view of the research problem. A summary positioned
existing approaches under Rowe’s taxonomy of interactive music systems [6] and part
of them under the categories of approaches identified above. Finally, an overview of
inefficacies of existing approaches was provided under the perspective of the research
problem and the algorithm requirements (stemming from the musical requirements
defined in chapter 2).
The next chapter (4) outlines the Form-Aware Transitioning and Recovering Algorithm
(FATRA) along with the FATRA grammar model, that have been developed in order to
fulfil all the aforementioned requirements simultaneously and thus, in which the
contribution of this thesis lies.
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4 Solution

4.1 Introduction
As discussed earlier in the thesis (chapters 1 and 2) EPEs, i.e. interactive experience
settings within the scope of research, share common structural characteristics, i.e. the
division of narrative in episodes of non-determined duration and order of occurrence.
These characteristics along with practical issues including space availability and
distribution restrictions set the need for a computer-automated, realtime, adaptive
approach to music generation of NAM.
Before outlining the solution that this thesis contributes, the identified research problem
should be summarised. As discussed earlier in the thesis, a number of musical and,
thus, algorithm requirements arise regarding realtime musical accompaniment of
narrative. In addition, existing approaches of realtime management of NAM do not fulfil
all of these requirements simultaneously (see earlier chapters 1, 2 and 3).

Thus, in addition to automated, realtime, adaptive music generation, any approach
must bear the following capabilities simultaneously in order to solve the research
problem:
-

Generation of formic music, in order to support generation of the musical styles
in scope (MPM).

-

Generation of chord sequences according to norms of musical styles in scope
(MPM).

-

Varying musical output, in order to avoid repetitiveness, which may – as argued
in the literature [1] – lead to musical monotony.

-

Generation of multiple styles, successively, in order to support narrative
episodes of different character.

-

Transitioning between those styles on demand, in arbitrary order, to achieve
musical coherence while transitioning.
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This chapter outlines the algorithm that has been developed as a solution to the
research problem, i.e. due to meeting these capabilities simultaneously (see later in
chapter 7 for justification). This solution is the Form-Aware Transitioning and
Recovering Algorithm (FATRA) along with the FATRA grammar model in which the
contribution of this thesis lies.

4.2 Form-Aware Transitioning and Recovering Algorithm (FATRA)
overview
In order to fulfil simultaneously all the identified musical and, thus, algorithm
requirements within the scope of research, the Form-Aware Transitioning and
Recovering Algorithm (FATRA) has been developed. FATRA is a realtime, predictionbased, generative algorithm with the capability of probabilistic merging of adaptive
stochastic grammars on demand, in a manner that respects musical form and
harmonic function. In order to operate, FATRA requires two types of input:
1) Two or multiple generative grammar instances, each representing a musical
style to be generated. Grammar instances must bear certain structural
characteristics in order to be functional as input to FATRA, including
hierarchical structure of rules in specified layers (six layers of nonterminal/terminal symbols – see next sections in this chapter). These
characteristics are defined as an abstract grammar model, i.e. the FATRA
grammar model.
2) Prediction of upcoming Narrative Transitions (NTs) of EPEs. An algorithmic
function, the Prediction Engine Function (PEF, outlined in detail in chapter 5)
has been developed in order to provide the NT prediction input required by
FATRA. The algorithm of PEF is not novel nor part of the contribution, but
serves a functional purpose in the architecture of FATRA and, thus, supports its
novelty.

Before outlining FATRA and the FATRA grammar model in detail, an overview of how
the different components of FATRA contribute to solving the research problem is
provided below, at a high level.
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The need for generation of formic music, chord sequences of musical styles in scope
and varying musical output is served by the stochastic, context-sensitive, adaptive
grammars that FATRA receives as input (see the following section of this chapter).
Generation of multiple styles is supported by the capability of FATRA to accept multiple
grammar instances for music generation and dynamically transition between these
styles in real time.
Musical coherence during transitions is achieved via the capability of FATRA to
probabilistically merge the provided grammars in real time by search of form-informed
harmonic compatibility between adjacent grammars, also referred to as source and
target grammars.
FATRA generates chord symbol sequences in real time with generation control at the
chord level. Chord sequences are sonified via virtual instruments (see chapter 5).
FATRA has been implemented as the Form-Aware Transition Engine (FATE) for
perceptual evaluation studies (see chapters 5 and 7) and technical analysis of results.
These implementations are:
-

The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology (PMEA) implementation or FATEPMEA.

-

The Computer-Simulated Environment (CSE) implementation, referred to as
FATE-CSE.

The remainder of this chapter outlines the music generation components of FATRA,
i.e. type of grammars received as input (the FATRA grammar model – section 4.3) and
the grammar merging part of FATRA (section 4.4). Implementations for evaluation of
FATRA are outlined in chapter 5. It should be noted that a preliminary version of
FATRA was developed in the course of the PhD research, which was published in [7].
The preliminary FATRA version is outlined separately in chapter 6 along with the
respective preliminary FATE implementation.

In the next section, the grammatical type and structural characteristics of the FATRA
grammar model are outlined, since the grammar instances of the FATRA grammar
model that are received as input by FATRA are the basis of music generation.
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4.3 Grammars and the FATRA grammar model
A grammar model was developed with the purpose to support FATRA in the replication
of musical style and form at the level of harmony. Grammar instances function as an
input to FATRA and represent a set of music generation rules for each musical style to
be replicated. This section discusses:
-

The motivation underlying the development of the FATRA grammar model for
musical style replication as well as relevant literature review.

-

The type and structural characteristics of the grammar model, i.e. the structural
characteristics that a grammar instance needs to abide by in order to function
as input to FATRA. In addition, a description of these characteristics is provided
based on implemented grammar instances. The grammar model that bears the
structural characteristics that are necessary in order to function as input to
FATRA is referred to as the FATRA grammar model.

It should be noted that the FATRA grammar model outlined in this chapter is the final
version of the grammar model that was developed as part of the PhD research. A
preliminary version of the FATRA grammar model was previously developed
corresponding to the aforementioned preliminary version of FATRA. The preliminary
version of FATRA and FATRA grammar model are outlined separately in chapter 6.

4.3.1 Introduction to the concept of grammars
Grammars are conceptual constructs which include sets of rules that are responsible
for the production of symbols from other symbols [217]. Each rule consists of a left side
of one or more symbols (pre-production) and a right side of one or more symbols (postproduction). The symbols of a grammar are divided into two main categories: nonterminals (non-T) and terminals (t). Non-terminals are symbols that undergo the
process of production according to the rules of a grammar. Terminals are symbols that
do not undergo the process of production.
Thus, by definition, grammar rules have one or more non-terminals on their left side.
Depending on the rule in question, either non-terminals or terminals may be produced
from a non-terminal. Beyond the process of producing symbols from other symbols, the
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term ‘production’ is also used to convey a symbol or series of symbols that are
produced by a rule. An iteration of production of symbols through grammar rules, also
called production rules, may result in a final sequence of terminal symbols, merely
called ‘terminals’. The final sequence of produced symbols is a terminal-only
sequence. Once a final sequence has occurred no more productions of symbols occur.
In natural language, this final sequence of terminals is a sentence. In the case of the
grammars developed in the principles of the FATRA grammar model, the final
sequence of terminals is a series of (terminal) chord symbols. This sequence of chord
symbols represents the harmonic sequence that is the musical output of FATRA before
it is sonified. As mentioned later in the thesis (chapter 5, section 5.4, Music Generation
Engine) sonification occurs by translating the generated chord symbols into MIDI note
messages that are sent to a set of virtual instruments.
Suitability of grammars for generation of the music within scope is well documented in
the literature and discussed in the following section (4.3.2). The choice of grammars for
music generation was made based on the following affordances that grammars bear,
compared to other algorithmic approaches (e.g. Markov models). These affordances
are:
1. Supporting the generation of musical form. This is a requirement set by the
musical styles in scope (MPM – chapter 2).
2. Supporting top-down hierarchical generation of music. A hierarchical approach
to

music

generation

through

the

use

of

specified

layers

of

non-

terminals/terminals, is the basis of music transitioning by FATRA for the sake of
musical coherence. Specifically, as outlined later in this chapter, calculation of
harmonic compatibility between segments of music generated (or potentially
generated) by different grammars relies on the comparison between harmonic
functions present in the rules of such grammars. These harmonic functions
constitute one of the layers of non-terminals mentioned above.
3. Searchability: Allowing the transparency that is necessary in order to compare
grammars on multiple levels and perform fitness evaluation for harmonic
compatibility between multiple sections of the musical forms that are being
generated.
4. Understandability by human composers since the musical output can be
estimated by reviewing the set of grammar rules. Even though this is a
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significant advantage from a practical standpoint, it is not part of the solution to
the problem and, thus, simply adds incremental value to FATRA.

The choice of grammars for replication of the musical styles in scope (chapter 2) along
with the principles mentioned above are further discussed in the following section
(4.3.2). Argumentation on the grammar type and structural characteristics of the
FATRA grammar model, is provided later in this chapter (section 4.3.3).

4.3.2 Suitability of grammars for generation of musical styles in scope
As discussed earlier in the thesis (chapter 2) in order to invoke cultural references that
are necessary to support narrative experiences, recognisable music (RM) must be
generated. For this purpose, music generation must abide by a set of norms. Such
norms can be expressed as rules [5] [3]. In FATRA these sets of norms are
represented algorithmically by rule sets in the form of generative grammars that abide
by the principles of the FATRA grammar model.
In order to generate music, a hierarchical, context-sensitive, stochastic and adaptive
grammar model has been developed (grammar-defining terms are discussed later in
this chapter). FATRA requires one grammar instance as input for each style to be
generated. As discussed later in chapter 7, several grammar instances have been
implemented, one instance for each generated style. Instances of the FATRA grammar
model generate form and harmony – i.e. chord progressions – of each respective style.
Analytical discussion on the type and structural characteristics of the FATRA grammar
model is present in the following section 4.3.3.
At this point it is useful to discuss the rationale behind the choice of generative
grammars as a basis for music generation by FATRA, including suitability of grammars
for generation of musical styles within scope (chapter 2). The following discussion is
intended to demonstrate the capabilities and suitability of generative grammars for the
purposes of this research based on existing literature.
Overall, generative grammars have been used numerous times in the past for
generation of the music within scope, i.e. for replication of MPM including jazz music
and more specifically for the generation of chord sequences and musical form [3-5].
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As already discussed in chapter 3, from the very beginning of computer music, i.e. the
Illiac suite, Hiller and Isaacson [78] were the first to deploy a rule-based system for
generation of counterpoint [3]. Despite the overarching contrapuntal character of the
compositions, the underlying tonal harmonic character is apparent in the first two
movements of the composition.
To further recap chapter 3, Chemillier [98] used formal grammars in order to implement
an interactive system for generation of jazz chord sequences and variations. Steedman
[93] used a generative grammar in order to generate chord sequences of 12-bar blues
form.
Anders and Miranda [106] developed a formal model of rules that captures
Schoenberg’s harmonic principles, focusing on progressions of diatonic triads as well
as polyphony. Aguilera et al. [218] developed a rule-based probabilistic algorithm for
counterpoint harmony generation for a given melody. Quick [219] developed a
generative grammar for the generation of chord sequences of Western classical music
based on the Schenkerian approach [220].
In addition, probabilistic grammars have been used in several instances for musical
style modelling [5] by Baroni et al. [96], Johnson-Laird [94], Pachet [95], Rader [91],
Steedman [93], Sundberg & Lindblom [92] and Cruz-Alcazar [97], also outlined in [4, 5].
In summary, the above literature references demonstrate the applicability of generative
grammars for the generation of music within the scope of this research and especially
for harmony. On the other hand, according to the taxonomy of music generation
systems by Herremans [3], approaches beyond grammars have also been utilised for
harmony generation including neural networks [127, 221-224], evolutionary algorithms
[225-230] and Markov models [78, 112, 114-116, 231-236]. Among these approaches,
i.e. alternative to grammars, Markov models have been the most utilised for harmony
generation. Nevertheless, as already discussed in chapter 3 (section 3.2), Markov
models bear structural restrictions regarding the ability to represent musical form as
well as regarding musical consistency or flexibility of the musical output, depending on
the order of the Markov chain used in each instance.
Thus, the generative FATRA grammar model was developed in order to capture the
sets of rules and generate the desired musical styles within scope due to the
affordances that grammatical structures bear, as discussed in sections 4.3.2.1 to
4.3.2.4 below.
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4.3.2.1 Generation of musical form
As discussed earlier in the thesis (chapter 2) generation of musical form is considered
necessary in the scope of MPM. The approach of generative grammars is highly
effective in music generation due to context-awareness – enabling the representation
of musical form – compared to other approaches, including Markov models of
predefined order, that do not take musical form into account [4]. Several examples in
the literature, additional to the ones already mentioned, demonstrate the applicability of
grammars for the generation of musical form including Leach & Fitch [154], Roads [87],
Holtzman [237], Jones [238] and Thywissen (evolutionary grammar approach) [239].
Of course, approaches beyond grammars have produced musical form. These include
Markov model-based approaches such as the work of Ponsford et al. [111] as well as
Collins & Laney [117] among others. The latter [117] is one of the latest such efforts
where the ‘Racchmaninof’ algorithm generated large-scale musical form of specified
composer style (Bach, Chopin) by using a “RAndom Constrained CHain of MArkovian
Nodes with INheritance Of Form” quite successfully.
However, as already discussed in chapter 3, section 3.2, Markov models pose
structural restrictions in representing musical form compared to grammars, due to the
mono-dimensionality of Markov chains, i.e. description of event-to-event transactions
only [4] [5] [122]. On the contrary, grammars pose significant advantages for the
transitional purposes of FATRA as discussed below in sections 4.3.2.2 (Top-down
hierarchical generation of music) and 4.3.2.3 (Granular generation control and
searchability throughout the musical form).
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4.3.2.2 Top-down hierarchical generation of music
In addition to the above argumentation on the suitability of grammars for music
generation within the current scope, it is worth mentioning that the grammars were
developed in a top-down hierarchical approach that can be perceived as a nested
structure of hierarchical dependences of the following six music layers – also
presented in hierarchical order (see also section 4.3.3 later in this chapter):
1) Form (recurring)
2) Sections/ durations
3) Subsections/ harmonic patterns (e.g. cadence sequences)
4) Harmonic tonal functions (e.g. subdominant - dominant)
5) Chord numerals
6) Final chord symbols (terminals)

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the hierarchical approach to music generation
through the use of these layers of non-terminals/terminals, is the basis of music
transitioning by FATRA for the sake of musical coherence. As outlined in the grammar
merging part of the algorithm (section 4.4.2), calculation of harmonic compatibility
between segments of music generated (or potentially generated) by different grammars
relies on comparison between harmonic functions present in the rules of such
grammars. In addition, the hierarchical, layered approach to chord sequence
generation allows gradual transitioning between grammars by probabilistic mixing of
function-level (level 4) or chord numeral-level (level 5) non-terminals, aiming at musical
coherence during transitions. This gradualness relies on generation control with a
granularity at the chord level.
In addition, beyond the advantages of the hierarchical approach as described above,
hierarchy is an inherent element of music, resembling language hierarchy [240, 241].
More specifically, as argued by Rohrmeier [241], the structure of Western tonal music
is hierarchical and, as mentioned by Dannenberg, this top-down approach is common
in music generation [242]. Overall, it can be argued that formal grammars can
represent a hierarchy of rules which facilitates the representation of music [243].
Furthermore, according to Fernandez and Vico [5], hierarchy is present in the majority
of music genres and this is a main reason for the long-standing choice of grammatical
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approaches for algorithmic generation of music. In the latter comprehensive survey [5]
it is also mentioned that this layering approach is common practice in generative
grammars for the generation of different musical elements.

4.3.2.3 Granular generation control and searchability throughout the musical
form
Beyond transparency for the function-level and numeral-level non-terminals mentioned
above, hierarchical control of generation provides transparency regarding form
sections, subsections etc.
Such transparency is necessary in order to compare adjacent grammars and perform
search and fitness evaluation throughout the form of adjacent grammars, i.e. grammars
that correspond to musical pieces of adjacent narrative episodes. Specifically,
harmonic compatibility between multiple sections across adjacent grammars is
supported, for the sake of generation of coherent transitions.
Thus, the combination of granular control of generation at the chord level with
form/section visibility is the foundation upon which relies FATRA’s search for coherent
transitioning between adjacent music excerpts, in a form-aware, harmony-compatible
manner. In addition, this real-time control of form in a time-discrete fragmented manner
is likely to match the episodic fragmentation of the narrative experience. More details
are available in the following section 4.4, where FATRA is explained in depth.

4.3.2.4 Understandability by human composers
Due to the hierarchical structure that grammars can support, the musical output of a
grammar instance can be estimated by reviewing the corpus of its rules. Specifically,
visibility of hierarchically structured rules and, thus, of the productions of nonterminals/terminals by these rules provides an overview of the nested logic of music
generation. This can provide the human reader with an understanding of musical form,
i.e. both regarding the length of form sections or the whole cycle as well as potential
positioning of non-terminal symbols and, eventually, terminal chord symbols at specific
points in the musical form. Finally, visibility of the set of terminal symbols, i.e. chord
symbols, provides an overview of the character of the music that a grammar generates,
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i.e. since the types of potentially generated chords – e.g. minor/major, triads/7th chords
etc. – are known in advance of generation.
Nevertheless, manual development of a grammar in order to represent the rules to
describe a musical style in detail can be laborious. However, it is not within the scope
of this research to contribute a new or improved algorithmic approach for musical style
replication. As discussed in chapter 8, future work may focus on automating the
process of developing grammar instances of the FATRA grammar model.
As noted earlier, understandability of grammars by human composers/music
programmers is not directly related to the solution of the research problem. However, it
is mentioned as a strong advantage from a practical standpoint that adds incremental
value to the choice of generative grammars. That is on the grounds of facilitated
replication of FATRA grammars for the FATRA algorithm or for algorithms to be
developed in future research, potentially by other researchers, in different contexts, for
different music genres etc.

4.3.3 The FATRA grammar model and implementation
The purpose of this section is to describe and explain the grammatical type of the
FATRA grammar model and, thus, the grammar instances that were developed and
used as input to FATRA, in reference to formal grammar theory and literature. As
discussed in the previous section (4.3.2), the FATRA grammar model was developed
with the purpose to replicate musical style regarding the form and harmony of the
musical output. Musical style replication is within the aims of FATRA since it is a
requirement in the context of NAM as discussed earlier in the thesis (chapter 2).
However, it should be restated that style replication is considered a solved problem [5]
and, thus, not part of the novelty of this research. In addition, contributing a new or
improved algorithmic approach for musical style replication is also beyond the scope of
this research. However, while the use of grammars in music generation is not novel by
itself, a certain element of the grammar, i.e. adaptiveness of its rule set, has not been
used for music generation in the past and, thus, the FATRA grammar model is
considered novel in algorithmic music generation (more detailed discussion later in this
section).
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In this context, grammar instances were implemented as input for FATRA based on the
musical knowledge and experience of the researcher. As also discussed in chapter 8,
rules (i.e. rule productions and rewrite probabilities) can be statistically derived from a
corpora of human composed examples in the future, in order to improve style
replication as well as the efficiency of implementing the grammars.
As discussed earlier (section 4.3.2), the grammars of FATRA represent a top-down
approach to music generation of the following six layers of music:
1) Form (recurring)
2) Sections/ durations
3) Subsections/ harmonic patterns (e.g. cadence sequences)
4) Harmonic tonal functions (e.g. subdominant - dominant)
5) Chord numerals
6) Final chord symbols (terminals)

As indicated by layer number 4, i.e. ‘harmonic tonal functions’, the development of
grammars relies on the logic of harmonic functions as it has been established in the
theory of tonal harmony [32-34]. Specifically, candidate chord numerals (layer level 5)
and final chord symbols (layer level 6) are grouped under three harmonic function
categories (level 4), these are the Tonic, Subdominant and Dominant functions.
Harmonic functions are well-suited in abstractly representing the harmony of the
musical styles within scope (MPM) due to their tonal and homophonic – i.e. in principle,
despite the absence of melody – nature.

4.3.3.1 Definition of grammatical type
The FATRA grammar model developed for replication of musical style is defined below
according to the theory of formal grammars [244, 245]21.
The FATRA grammar model can be defined as stochastic, context-sensitive, noncontracting and adaptive. This definition is analysed below and aims to describe and
clarify the nature of the developed grammars. As also explained below, the FATRA
grammar model falls into these categories, i.e. it was designed with the aforementioned
21

Indicative references.
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properties, in order to contribute to the solution of the research problem. Below is an
analysis of the aforementioned definition of the FATRA grammar model by property:

Stochastic
One of the most predominant characteristics of FATRA grammars is that each
production rule may correspond to multiple productions (right-hand side of rules). Since
only one production can occur from each rule, the choice of that production occurs in a
weighted probabilistic manner and according to the probabilities attached to each
production [246]. Generation of symbols, including chord terminal symbols, relies on a
weighted probabilistic approach and control of generation at the chord level is
achieved.
Stochastic, non-deterministic generation of chord symbol sequences enables FATRA
to generate variable music – e.g. in each of form/cycle that is generated – and, thus,
repetitiveness can be avoided in the generated music. That is in view of the identified
musical requirement of repetitiveness avoidance capability (chapter 2).
In addition, control of music generation at the chord level by FATRA, allows granular
control during music transitions in real time, in contrast with adaptive music generation
approaches that rely on sequencing precomposed musical material. For instance, the
adaptive music engine for narrative developed by Hazzard [40] relies on sequencing of
precomposed music passages. Due to the granular, chord-level control in music
generation, the grammar merging part of FATRA is capable of generating non-abrupt,
gradual transitions between source and target pieces, aiming to achieve musical
coherence during source-target transitions, i.e. an identified musical requirement of
NAM.

Context-sensitive
The application of certain grammar rules, i.e. the production of symbols (terminals or
non-terminals of the right side of a rule) from non-terminals of the left side of a rule, is
conditional upon the symbols preceding and/or following the non-terminal of the left
side of the rule in question.
Context-sensitivity is an inherent element of musical coherence under certain musical
norms such as the norms of the styles and forms of music within the music scope of
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this research (chapter 2). Context sensitivity is supported on all levels of harmonic
decisions that are made by FATRA.
Examples of application of context sensitivity to music generation algorithms are
outlined by Fernandez and Vico in [5]. For instance, context sensitivity in L-systems
developed by McCormack [243, 247] supports generation and expressiveness of
musical output by his algorithm. In addition, an example that demonstrates the
applicability of context-sensitivity is Kohonen’s DEC (Dynamically Expanding Context)
approach to music generation [248]. DEC analyses a corpus of musical pieces and
represents the extracted musical information in a structure that is interpreted as a
context-sensitive grammar [5].
The element of context-sensitivity in the FATRA grammar model aims to provide an
overarching sense of consistency to the musical output so that plausible musical styles
in the scope of Recognisable Music (RM) are generated.

Non-contracting
Most importantly, the FATRA grammar model is non-contracting, i.e. the length of the
left-hand side of every grammar rule is shorter or equal to the length of its production
(right-hand side). The non-contracting element of the FATRA grammar model (partly in
combination with context sensitivity) enables generation of musical form as well as topdown hierarchical generation of music as already discussed in this chapter. In view of
the research problem, generation of musical form is a requirement in the scope of RM,
while hierarchical generation of music is the basis of music transitioning by FATRA for
the sake of musical coherence.

Adaptive or dynamic22 grammars
Adaptive grammars are formal grammars of which the production rules can be
manipulated in real time by a set of external factors [249]. The rule set of such
grammars can be modified in three ways, i.e. additional or ‘hidden’ rewrite rules may
be introduced to the rule set, rules can be deleted from the rule set and existing rules
can be modified.
22

The terms adaptive and dynamic are used interchangeably in the literature.
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Adaptive grammars have been previously used in compiler construction/operating
systems/data compression [250]. Whilst the use of grammars in music generation is
not new, as discussed earlier in this section, there is no evidence of adaptive
grammars having been used for music generation in the past and, thus, the developed
approach outlined in this thesis can be considered novel in algorithmic music.
The FATRA grammar model is characterised as adaptive because its set of grammar
rules can be divided into two groups: core rules and additional or ‘hidden’ rules. Core
rules are those responsible for the generation of musical style during narrative
episodes, and partly during transitions. However, during transitions, additional or
‘hidden’ rules are activated, in response to narrative events.
Due to the dynamic nature of narrative in EPEs, as discussed in chapter 2, the
adaptability of the set of grammar rules has been applied in view of the research
problem. It has already been mentioned that generation of music transitions by FATRA
relies on predicting the time-occurrence of upcoming NTs. In the instance of a false
prediction the set of grammar rules is modified to incorporate a sub-set of transitionspecific rules, i.e. the recovery rules (more details later in this section). Thus, according
to EPE input, the corpus of grammar rules is modified in real time.
In addition to adaptive, the FATRA grammar model is also characterised as imperative
due to the feature of time-dependent modification of rule sets23, according to global
state information (narrative state prediction input) that is available to FATRA in real
time.

4.3.3.2 Formal description of grammar and grammar syntax
An implemented instance of the FATRA grammar model is available in APPENDIX A. .
As discussed later in the thesis (section 5.4), the implementation of grammar instances
relies on a custom-developed text parser, i.e. the grammar compiler. Thus, the
grammar syntax in reference can be regarded as a custom grammar-defining
programming language along with the support of the underlying algorithm that
executes the grammar productions, i.e. the find_rule

23

function (Figure 4.4)

The concept of imperative adaptive grammars, i.e. time-based grammar modification,
is opposed to the concept of declarative adaptive grammars, i.e. grammar modification
based on production phase.
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implemented as a Parser class in C++ in the FATE implementation of FATRA (more
details on implementation later in chapter 5).
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the FATRA grammar model has a predetermined
depth of six layers which reflects the nested structure of hierarchical dependences of
generation of chord sequences:
1) Form (recurring)
2) Sections/ durations
3) Subsections/ harmonic patterns (e.g. cadence sequences)
4) Harmonic tonal functions (e.g. subdominant - dominant)
5) Chord numerals
6) Final chord symbols (terminals)

The length of the recurring form of each music piece generated is also predefined, i.e.
the generated form has a predefined number of terminals (final chord symbols).
The basis for each grammar is provided by the user through a number of basic
grammar elements. These include form length (in bars), time signature (number of
beats per bar), harmonic rhythm and, what is conventionally referred to as ‘optimal’
form functions.
To elaborate on harmonic rhythm, it refers to the density of chords over a number of
bars. FATRA supports only one harmonic rhythm across grammar instances and this
has been implemented to be equal to 1, i.e. one chord per bar.
To further explain ‘optimal’ form functions, it is a sequence of harmonic functions of the
generated form, that is highly likely to occur in the replicated musical style/form.
Grammar instances have been implemented based on the musical/musicological
experience and knowledge of the researcher. For example, elements of grammar
instances decided and implemented based on the researcher’s knowledge are ‘optimal’
form

functions

and

production

rules,

including

productions

and

productions

probabilities.
The FATRA grammar model G can be summarised as

G

=

(N,

Σ,

P,

S). N

indicates the set of non-terminals, Σ indicates the set of terminals, P indicates the finite
set of rule productions and S indicates the start symbol of the grammar, i.e. the symbol
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from which the first production of the grammar occurs or, in other words, the nonterminal from which the whole grammar production ultimately stems.
Next, the structural characteristics of the FATRA grammar model are outlined, based
on examples of implemented grammar instances. The grammar elements discussed
are: grammar rules, the S symbol, and hierarchy of non-terminal and terminal symbols.

Grammar rules
As discussed earlier in this section, the rules are responsible for the production of
symbols from other symbols. Each rule consists of a left side of one or more symbols
(pre-production) and a right side of one or more symbols (post-production). The
general syntax of rules in the grammar are of the form 24 indicated in Figure 4.1.
Production rule.

Figure 4.1. Production rule

The “rule:” token initiates each rewrite rule, so that the grammar compiler can
interpret the following tokens as rule elements, if they abide by certain additional
syntactic norms. Similarly, “end_rule” finalises the rule by signifying to the grammar
compiler that definition of a rule instance is complete. D

is the symbol (non-terminal)

that is rewritten into bVII or Vo by the specific rule and 0.7 and 0.3 are the respective
probabilities for each rewrite, also referred to as production.

All rules of the grammar are divided at two conceptual levels, i.e. at the level of time
specificity and at the level of context awareness.

24

All rule examples are taken from the relevant APPENDIX A. , where the full
implementation of three grammar instances is available.
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Time specificity: all rules of the grammar are either timed or non-timed.
Timed rules are rules that can be applied for rewriting non-terminals in specific
positions of the musical form. The timed rule instance indicated in Figure 4.2 indicates
that the non-terminal T (stands for tonic harmonic function) is rewritten into a I chord
numeral by 100% probability when it is present in the first bar of the form. The
underscore (“_”) is indicative of the time-specificity in the syntax of the grammar and
separates the non-terminal (T in this instance) with the specified bar (1st bar in this
instance).

Figure 4.2. Timed rule

Non-timed rules are rules that can be applied regardless of the position of the nonterminal in the musical form. An instance of a non-timed rule is shown in Figure 4.1.
This rule indicates that in any bar of the form that a D

(stands for dominant harmonic

function) non-terminal is encountered, it is rewritten into a bVII chord numeral by 70%
probability or into a Vo chord numeral by 30% probability.
In the rewrite process, the grammar prioritises timed rules for each non-terminal
encountered, i.e. if a timed rule applies to a specific non-terminal, then that timed rule
is activated. If no timed rule applies, then the specific non-terminal is rewritten
according to a corresponding non-timed rule.

Context awareness: all rules of the grammar can be context-sensitive or context-free.
Context-sensitive rules require a specific context of symbols (terminal or non-terminal)
before and/or after a non-terminal, in the left-hand side of the rule, in order to be
applied. As indicated in Figure 4.3 when the rec

symbol (non-terminal) is

encountered, it is rewritten by 100% probability into a biisus2 (terminal) if preceded
by the terminal symbol iim7. It should be noted that the grammar instances present in
APPENDIX A. only include context-sensitivity of the symbol preceding a rec
terminal. However, the grammar compiler and find

non-

rule function (demonstrated in

Figure 4.4 below) support context sensitivity regarding symbols both before and after a
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non-terminal, i.e. on the left-hand side of a production rule, as well as context
sensitivity on all levels and types of non-terminals.
Context-free rules are applied regardless of the symbols surrounding a non-terminal.
Again, a context-free rule is indicated in Figure 4.1, which means that non-terminal D
is rewritten into bVII or Vo terminals by a probability of 70% and 30% respectively,
regardless of symbols preceding and/or following non-terminal D.

Figure 4.3 Context-sensitive rule

In the rewrite process, the grammar prioritises context-sensitive rules for each nonterminal encountered, i.e. if a context-sensitive rule applies to a specific non-terminal,
then that context-sensitive rule is activated. If no context-sensitive rule applies, then
the specific non-terminal is rewritten according to a corresponding context-free rule.

Overall in the rewrite process, between time specificity and context awareness of rules,
time specificity is prioritised in the grammar rewrite process, i.e. the order of rule
search is nested and the algorithm of grammar rewrites is outlined in the logical flow
available in Figure 4.4. The logical flow in the aforementioned figure is defined as the
find_rule

algorithmic function and it is the algorithmic process of grammatical

productions underlying the FATRA grammar model.
Finally, it should be clarified that for the implemented grammar instances, which bear
harmonic rhythm of one chord per bar, the rewrite process occurs at the beginning of
each bar. Specifically, if the find_rule

function recognises a non-terminal it

searches for a rewrite rule that applies to the specific non-terminal and applies that
rewrite. This happens iteratively for every bar, until a terminal final chord symbol is
reached. Once a terminal is reached, the music generation engine is released from
symbolic rewrites for that specific bar and subsequently the FATE implementation of
FATRA proceeds with the music sonification process (for more details see section 5.4).
Next, the algorithm applies the same iterative grammar production process, i.e. the
find_rule function, to the next bar until, similarly, the next terminal chord symbol is
reached.
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This part of the inherent algorithmic process underlying grammar productions (Figure
4.4) is discussed here in combination with the structural characteristics of the FATRA
grammar model due to conceptual proximity.

Figure 4.4. Logical flow of the grammar production process, including rule priority for
selection to be applied.
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Figure 4.5. Top-down hierarchical structure of music generation by the FATRA grammar
model. Each layer refers to a hierarchical level, accompanied by its corresponding
grammar symbol (e.g. S, Sect, dec).

The S symbol
The S symbol is responsible for setting the form structure of each generated piece by
defining the number of sections that the form includes as well as the length of these
sections (illustrative demonstration in Figure 4.5). All grammar instances include a
single rewrite rule for the S symbol and the S-rule structure is indicated in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6. S-rule structure, defining form length, number of sections and length of
sections.

The S-rule shown in Figure 4.6 generates a form divided into four sections, i.e. A-B-AC. These sections are represented by the SectA, SectB and SectC

non-terminals

respectively. The numbers in parentheses after each non-terminal indicate the bar of
the form where the non-terminals are positioned, thus, in this instance each section is
eight bars long. In this manner the S-rule sets up the ‘skeleton’ of the musical form of
the generated piece.
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Each time the musical form reaches its end, the S

symbol re-occurs, i.e. it is placed at

the beginning of the next form/harmonic cycle to be generated.
As already mentioned, each grammar instance bears one S

symbol – and S-rule

accordingly – which defines the form for each musical piece. The S

symbol does not

occur in the right-hand side of any of the rules of the FATRA grammar model.
As mentioned in chapter 5, section 5.4, each grammar instance is dedicated to one
musical piece in the music generation process. For instance, the FATE-CSE
implementation of FATRA, includes three grammar instances in order to generate three
different musical pieces for three different narrative episodes (see relevant grammars
in APPENDIX A. ).

Hierarchy of symbols
Beyond time-specificity, non-terminals are also categorised based on their hierarchical
role in the grammar. The hierarchical structure repeatedly discussed above consists of
6 layers:
1) Form (recurring)
2) Sections/durations
3) Subsections/harmonic patterns (e.g. cadence sequences)
4) Harmonic tonal functions (tonic/subdominant/dominant)
5) Chord numerals
o

‘Hidden’ recovery symbols

6) Final chord symbols (terminals)
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Layer (1) corresponds to the S symbol discussed earlier.
Layers (2) to (5) correspond to non-terminals. Specifically:
-

Sect symbols apply to layer (2)

-

dec* symbols, e.g. decA, decCad etc., apply to layer (3)

-

T

– i.e. tonic function –, SD

– i.e. subdominant function – and D

– i.e.

dominant function – symbols apply to layer (4)
-

I, II, III, IV, V etc. symbols apply to layer (5)
•

Recovery not-terminal symbols also fall under layer (5) since they are one
step higher than the terminal symbols in the grammar production hierarchy
(Figure 4.5)

Layer (6) applies to the final chord symbols as these occur in the final output of chord
sequences (see ‘FINAL CYCLE’ segment in APPENDIX B. – log file).

As discussed earlier with reference to the S

symbol, Sect

non-terminals define the

sections of the generated musical form. In view of the research problem, beyond the
form-defining function of the Sect

level of non-terminals (layer 2), it facilitates a form-

aware, section-based approach in the search of harmonic compatibility between the
source and target pieces. This section-based search process is outlined later in this
chapter (see section 4.4.2).
Layer-3 dec* symbols represent subsections/harmonic patterns of the musical form to
be generated. In view of the research problem, non-terminals of this level enhance the
form defining capabilities of the FATRA grammar model by enforcing the sequence of
harmonic events at specific positions of the musical form. Thus, harmonic norms of
musical form and style are enabled in the chord generation process.
The notions of harmonic functions (layer 4) and chord numerals (layer 5) have been
discussed earlier in the thesis (chapter 2). In short, chord numerals are symbolic
abstractions of chords, i.e. they imply the scale position (degree) of a chord within a
musical scale, while harmonic functions are higher-level abstractions of harmony [34]
grouping harmonic events in sets under three main categories, i.e. the Tonic,
Subdominant and Dominant functions. In the implementation of the FATRA grammar
model, these functions are represented by the function-level non-terminal symbols
(layer 4 above) T (Tonic), SD (Subdominant) and D (Dominant).
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On a conceptual level and regarding the hierarchical approach of the FATRA grammar
model, harmonic functions are sets of chord numerals. Thus, in the grammatical rewrite
process function-level symbols (layer 4) are rewritten into chord numeral symbols
(layer 5), as demonstrated in Figure 4.5.
For example, in the grammar instance NEW_GRAMMAR
can be rewritten into I
10% probability, SD
second’), IV

or bVI

by 90% probability or into IIIo

can be rewritten into bII
and, finally, D

1 shown in APPENDIX A. , T
(diminished third degree) by

(also called ‘flat two’ or ‘Neapolitan

can be rewritten into bVII

or Vo

. These

function-numeral rewrites are shown in Figure 4.7. Similar function-numeral
abstractions apply to the rest of the implemented grammar instances.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the layer of harmonic functions in the FATRA
grammar model hierarchy was developed in support of the solution to the research
problem. Specifically, harmonic functions provide the primary criterion of search and
calculation of harmonic compatibility between the source and target grammars. As
outlined later in the Grammar-Merging Function (GMF) description (section 4.4.2),
compatibility of harmonic functions is the foundation of grammar merging with the aim
of coherent music transitioning.
Beyond the search of harmonic compatibility, the layer of harmonic functions is also
utilised by the GMF algorithm in order to generate gradual, i.e. non-abrupt, transitions
between the source and target pieces. This is achieved via probabilistic mixing of
compatible function-level symbol sequences of the source and target (more details in
the GMF algorithm description later in this chapter, section 4.4.2). The layer of chord
numerals facilitates gradual transitions between the source and target pieces also via
probabilistic mixing, in a manner similar to the probabilistic mixing of functions, but at a
lower level of the grammar hierarchy.

Figure 4.7. Rewrite rules from harmonic functions (layer 4) to chord numerals (layer 5).
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Before the final, sixth layer of final chord symbols (terminals) is outlined, an additional
sub-set of non-terminal symbols is discussed, i.e. the recovery non-terminal symbols.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, FATRA generates music based on input that is
received from the Prediction Engine Function (PEF) – see section 4.4.1 for discussion
on necessity of NT prediction and chapter 5 for details on the algorithmic function of
PEF. This means that when a narrative transition (NT) is predicted, the music
generation components of FATRA operate towards coherent transitioning between the
two adjacent, i.e. source and target, musical pieces. If a transition prediction is proven
false, a set of recovery rewrite rules are activated i.e. they participate in the symbolic
rewrites and, thus, in the music generation. The recovery rules are introduced in the
grammar rewrite process through the aforementioned recovery non-terminal symbols.
Specifically, when the prediction engine signifies a false alarm, rec

symbols are

placed in the grammar sentence (i.e. within the music cycle), one bar ahead of the
current bar at that time. Once the bar including the rec symbol is reached, recovery
rules are applied for the rewrite of the symbol. The purpose of recovery rules in each
grammar is to reconcile the state of the harmonic language that is transitioning towards
the new harmonic context of the target piece with the previous harmonic language of
the source piece that is being re-established due to the false alarm. The recovery nonterminals and rules of NEW_GRAMMAR

1 from APPENDIX A. are shown in Figure 4.8.

These rules include time-specific or non-timed as well as context-sensitive and contextfree rules.
Specifically, NEW_GRAMMAR 1 generates harmony of Phrygian mode whereas
NEW_GRAMMAR 2 generates early-jazz functional harmony in major mode. Once the
music generation has started transitioning into the early-jazz style harmony, it must
return to Phrygian harmony due to the false alarm indicated by the prediction engine.
E.g. as shown in Figure 4.8 (fifth row), if a i7 chord has been played (early-jazz style),
the rec

symbol is rewritten as a isus4

chord (Phrygian mode). As it is known from

the theory of modern harmony [251], a seventh chord (i.e. major triad with minor
seventh) can have the same harmonic function as a sustained chord (e.g. sus4, sus7
etc.). In addition, common notes exist between the two chords. Thus, the i7 – isus4
harmonic sequence can be considered coherent, i.e. natural-sounding, non-dissonant,
unexpected or harmonically disruptive.
The generation algorithm underlying the recovery process is outlined thoroughly later in
this chapter (see section 4.4.3 below).
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In view of the hierarchical position of recovery symbols, they are positioned one level
higher than the final terminal symbols. This means that, as demonstrated in the
implementation instance in Figure 4.8, they are rewritten directly as terminal chord
symbols. Since recovery rules are added in an adaptive, ad-hoc manner to the set of
grammar rules, recovery symbols are not considered a standard part of the hierarchy
of symbols of the FATRA grammar model. Thus, they are only mentioned in the latter
description of the FATRA grammar model hierarchy under layer 5 (under the title
Hierarchy of symbols earlier in this section). The hierarchical position of recovery
symbols is also demonstrated in Figure 4.5.
In summary, the adaptive functionality of the FATRA grammar model allowing the adhoc, adaptive insertion of recovery symbols and, thus, recovery rules in the music
generation process was developed as part of the FATRA grammar model in view of the
research problem. Specifically, context sensitivity of recovery rules enables coherent
music generation during the recovery of transitions in instances where NT predictions
fail.

Figure 4.8. Recovery non-terminals and rules of NEW_GRAMMAR 1 implementation, also
available in APPENDIX A. .

Finally, the sixth layer of the grammar symbol hierarchy, i.e. the final chord symbols,
corresponds to terminal chord symbols. As already mentioned, the rewrite process
stops – i.e. the find_rule function stops searching for applicable rules – once a
terminal symbol is encountered. The terminal symbols of each grammar instance are
provided to FATRA by the user in the form of a set of chord symbols. Terminal symbols
are reached via rewrites of chord numerals (layer 5 in the grammar model hierarchy) or
recovery symbols as mentioned above.
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The terminals for NEW_GRAMMAR

1 implementation are shown in Figure 4.9. An

instance of the final output of a sentence, i.e. a chord symbol sequence, is available
under the ‘FINAL CYCLE’ title of the log file extract available in APPENDIX B. .

Figure 4.9. Set of terminal symbols for the grammar instance NEW_GRAMMAR 1, also
available in APPENDIX A. .

Overall, time specificity, context sensitivity and hierarchical structure as described
above must be adhered to by implemented grammar instances, in order for such
instances to be functional input for FATRA.

The music generation process in non-transitioning phases (including transition
recovery) has been described through outlining the structure of the FATRA grammar
model, the syntax of implemented grammar instances and the algorithmic behaviour of
grammatical productions, i.e. rule prioritisation and selection (find

rule

function,

Figure 4.4).
In the next section of this chapter (4.4) the music transition generation function of
FATRA is presented, i.e. the Grammar-Merging Function (GMF). Recall that the
prediction engine provides an estimate of upcoming narrative transitions (NT). This
estimate is provided to the GMF, which, in turn, makes a series of musical decisions in
order to generate musically coherent and non-abrupt transitions with correct temporal
placement with regards to NTs. Since the Prediction Engine Function (PEF) is not
considered part of the novelty of FATRA, but merely an implementation choice, the
PEF algorithm is outlined in chapter 5.

Before outlining the algorithm of GMF, a summary of the role of the FATRA grammar
model in the solution of the research problem should be summarised. Thus, as also
discussed in the introduction and conclusion chapters (1 and 8 respectively), the
FATRA algorithm, supported by with the FATRA grammar model, solves the research
problem and, thus, it is the contribution to knowledge of this thesis. The novelty in the
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solution approach lies both in the structure of the FATRA grammar model as well as in
the algorithm of the GMF. Regarding the FATRA grammar model, it was developed to
fulfil the NAM requirement of variable formic music in the scope of RM. In addition,
adaptiveness of the grammar model aims to support coherent recovery in the instance
of false NT predictions. Finally, the searchable, hierarchical structure of the FATRA
grammar model enables GMF to generate form-aware transitions with the aim of
generation of coherent transitions. Fulfilment of these requirements is discussed in
chapter 7.
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4.4 Music transitions: Realtime merging of stochastic grammars
This section presents the music transition generation function of FATRA. It outlines the
music transition algorithm, i.e. the logical steps taken by FATRA in order to make
musical decisions with the aim to generate coherent transitions between source and
target pieces, i.e. of different musical styles, within NAM of EPEs.
As outlined at the beginning of this chapter (section 4.2), FATRA requires two types of
input:
1) Two or multiple grammar instances, each representing a musical style to be
generated.
2) Prediction of upcoming Narrative Transitions (NTs) of EPEs.

Of the aforementioned two points, the input of grammar instances was discussed
earlier in section 4.3. Regarding the second point, i.e. prediction of upcoming NTs, an
algorithmic function, the Prediction Engine Function (PEF) has been developed in
order to provide the prediction input required by FATRA. The algorithm of PEF is not
novel nor part of the contribution of this thesis. However, it is a necessary element for
the generation of transitions by the Grammar Merging Function (GMF) part of FATRA.
Research and optimisation of methods for predicting upcoming NTs is outside the
scope of this thesis. Thus, as already mentioned, the PEF algorithm is merely
considered an implementation choice of the FATE implementation and its algorithm is
outlined in chapter 5.

4.4.1 Necessity of prediction of Narrative Transitions
This subsection discusses the necessity of prediction of narrative transitions (NTs) with
reference to the research problem.
As discussed in [40, 61, 168, 170] transitions between sections of the narrative
trajectory result in corresponding music transitions. Time correlation of music
transitions with narrative transitions is a necessity for musical accompaniment (also
discussed in chapter 2). However, time of occurrence of narrative transitions is not predetermined in the extended performance experiences within scope, as they depend on
participant behaviour (e.g. speed of movement or other trajectory choices).
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As already discussed in chapters 1 and 2, the combination of (1) episode transitions of
non-predetermined temporal occurrence and (2) the necessity of time correlation
between music and narrative transitions may result in ‘irregularities’ [64] (or ‘musical
glitches’ [170]) such as rhythm/metre problems, melodic, tonal or harmonic
inconsistencies among others. Such irregularities are avoided in film soundtrack since
musical material around music transitions is composed in non-real time, according to
film narrative events and transitions that are known in advance.
To avoid these ‘irregularities’ (or ‘musical glitches’) in real time adaptive generation of
music, temporal occurrence of narrative transitions must be predicted. PEF allows
FATRA to calculate and apply decisions for coherent, form-aware music transitions
before a narrative transition occurs.
The prediction-based design of FATRA allows for in-advance estimation of the
temporal occurrence of a narrative and, thus, music transition. As also outlined in the
following GMF algorithm section (4.4.2) below, in-advance estimation enables FATRA
on the following levels:
1) To calculate harmonic and formic compatibility between sections of the source
and target pieces. Due to prediction, compatibility calculation is applied for the
length of the musical excerpt that remains until the estimated transition point, as
well as beyond that length. This enables FATRA to generate transitions that
respect harmonic sequences and formic structure of sections of both source
and target pieces, i.e. by combining compatible elements of the two during
transitions.

2) Due to the interdependency of musical events – these are interdependences of
chord sequences for FATRA – longer response time for transition management
enables FATRA to generate more variants of chord sequences, i.e. between
current time and the estimated MT point. A variety of choices that are available
for the number of bars within which the MT must be completed, increases the
probability of non-abrupt transitioning, i.e. due to chord generation under criteria
of musical compatibility. Thus, prediction of NTs supports the aim of non-abrupt,
coherent transitioning between source and target pieces.
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As already discussed earlier the thesis (chapter 3), an industry patent has been
developed [192] along a similar prediction-based design for interactive music
generation,. Specifically, the patent discloses an interactive music system that is aimed
at musical accompaniment of video games and interactive experiences. The system
relies on prediction of narrative events based on participant behaviour. The high-level
design choice is considered similar to the prediction-based approach in FATRA.
However, the purpose of the patent is to support the triggering of audio clips as pre-lap
music for narrative events.
Overall, the use of prediction as a design choice for FATRA is not novel due to the
existence of the aforementioned patent [192] that was disclosed in the duration of the
PhD research. In addition, even though custom-developed, the algorithm of the
Prediction Engine Function (PEF) is not considered a contribution to knowledge by this
thesis and prediction optimisation is outside the scope of research. However, the
existence and design of PEF enables FATRA to generate music transitions in a novel,
harmonically compatible and form-aware manner and, thus, PEF indirectly supports the
contribution of this thesis.
GMF reacts to transitioning states as provided by PEF. As already mentioned, based
on this input, GMF makes musical decisions with the aim of coherent music
transitioning. The transition states provided by PEF as input to GMF are:
-

Not ending: indicating that no transition is approaching within an episode

-

Ending: indicating that a narrative transition is approaching within an episode

-

Transitioning: indicating that a narrative transition is currently in progress

-

Transition reached/complete: indicating that a transition has occurred and has
been completed

These narrative state updates are generated and provided by PEF to GMF before the
decision of each music event, i.e. with an update rate that corresponds to every bar.

Finally, recall that the recovery capability of FATRA, that relies on the adaptiveness of
the FATRA grammar model, has been discussed earlier in this chapter (section 4.3
above) as a requirement stemming from the necessity for prediction. I.e. since
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prediction bears the risk of failure, recovery in a musically coherent manner aims to
compensate – in terms of coherence of musical output – for such failure.

4.4.2 Grammar-Merging Function (GMF)
Once PEF generates and sends a prediction signal for an upcoming NT, grammarbased generation of the source piece is disrupted and the grammar merging process
begins. During this process FATRA evaluates potential combinations between the
source and target pieces. This evaluation relies on harmonic and formic compatibility
between sections of both pieces.

Grammar merging relies on two pillars/algorithmic functions25, the setup combination
and update combination algorithmic functions:
-

Setup combination (section 4.4.2.2):
o

Calculates, based on all inputs (prediction signal and grammar
structure), on what bar the transition should be completed, i.e. the
remaining number of bars within which transition to the target piece is to
be completed. This bar is referred to as the goal point.

o

Finds the best section of the target form, i.e. the section of the target
form that is the most harmonically compatible with the current harmonic
state and history of the ending source piece.

-

The update combination algorithmic function (section 4.4.2.3): Decides the
harmony of the transition section between the source and target pieces, i.e. for
the section that begins when the grammar merging begins (after the ‘ending’
signal is received) and ends at the goal point, that has been calculated in the
setup combination previously.

25

In this context the term function is used to convey conceptual subsets of the
algorithm in the principle of code functions in the implementation of the algorithm in
C++. This should not be confused with function level symbols that refer to harmonic
tonal functions, i.e. fourth-level non-terminal symbols of the FATRA grammar model
hierarchy (section 4.3).
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The part of FATRA dedicated to grammar merging is outlined in detail below, by deepdiving into the above mentioned algorithmic functions.
Note: the “find rule” algorithmic function occurs repeatedly in the algorithm that is
outlined below. This function is responsible for searching the space of grammar rules
(see section 4.3) in order to perform grammatical productions of non-terminal symbols.
The algorithm of the find_rule function was outlined earlier in Figure 4.4.
In the following section, an overview of the Grammar Merging Function of FATRA is
provided.
It should be restarted that the GMF is activated when the PEF signals an NT estimate.

4.4.2.1 Overview of the Grammar-Merging Function (GMF)

Before outlining the algorithmic steps of the Grammar-Merging Function in full detail in
the next subsections (4.4.2.2 and 4.4.2.3), a higher-level overview of the key steps of
GMF is provided. This overview aims to guide the reader through the overarching
algorithmic logic of GMF and provide pointers for parsing the following

detailed

subsections (4.4.2.2 and 4.4.2.3), where the GMF algorithm is presented and
discussed in step-by-step detail.

Setup combination: Identification of the transition goal point
Once the transition signal is received, the setup combination starts by identifying the
transition goal point, i.e. the point in the music by which the transition needs to be
completed. Specific points in the source form are pre-defined as potential end-bars and
a distance threshold is pre-set regarding the minimum and maximum number of bars
from the current point in the music. Based on the above, the transition goal point is
defined in real time (see Figure 4.10 for an illustrative example).
The above paragraph corresponds to points (1) and (2) under Calculate distance to
transition goal point in section 4.4.2.1 below.
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Musical form of 32 bars

9

Figure 4.10. The transition goal point identified within an example threshold of minimum
4 and maximum 12 bars after the current bar.

Setup combination: Identifying the best match between sections of the source
and target grammars
Upon identification of the transition goal point, GMF constructs all the potential
productions of function-level non-terminals (level 4 of the FATRA grammar model
hierarchy – section 4.3 above) in two instances: (1) for the section between the current
bar in the music and the transition goal point, i.e. by utilizing the source grammar and
(2) for the entirety for the target musical form, i.e. by utilizing the target grammar. The
final format of these productions is linear, i.e. they are referred to as source and target
function lines, respectively, and they are sequences of function-level non-terminals, as
demonstrated in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12.
The above paragraph corresponds to functions (1) to (6) under Find best section in
4.4.2.1 below.
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Figure 4.11. Illustration of N number of source function lines corresponding to the
transition section, i.e. the music section between the current bar and the goal point.
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Figure 4.12. Illustration of N number of target function lines corresponding to the entire
target form.

Next, for efficiency reasons, the population of function lines is filtered and only a
percentage of this population is retained. Filtering excludes the less probable function
lines to occur, i.e. according to the re-write probabilities of grammar rules.
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The above paragraph corresponds to function (7) under Find best section in 4.4.2.1
below.

GMF proceeds with the actual comparison between function line segments of the
source and target pieces that are probable to be combined in order to generate the
transition section of the music. It should be noted that the transition section is the
music section between the current bar and the goal point. To perform such
comparison, GMF calculates the compatibility between all the potential source function
lines (see two paragraphs above) and specific segments within all the sections of all
the potential target function lines of the target form. More specifically, and as per
Figure 4.13 below, the source function lines are compared with the ending segments of
all the potential function lines of each section of the target form – these are segments
of equivalent length to the source function lines.
Compatibility is calculated on the basis of coincidence of function-level non-terminals,
i.e. same function symbols at the same position within a function line segment (source
and target) increase the score of a given couple of function lines by one point. The
outcome of this comparison is a population of couples of function lines each associated
with a compatibility score. Couples of function lines are sorted based on their
compatibility score in descending order and only a percentage of their population is
retained, subject to pre-defined input.
The two paragraphs above correspond to function (8) under Find best section in
4.4.2.1 below.
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Figure 4.13. All source function lines are compared with all target function lines for each
section of the target form. The source function lines are presented twice on the left hand
side. The corresponding ending segments of the target function lines are presented on
the right hand side.

Subsequently, GMF expands the calculation of compatibility based on generation
history, i.e. including the function symbols that were generated in bars preceding the
current point in the music (i.e. the point/bar when the transition signal is received from
the PEF). To achieve this, function symbols preceding the current bar are stored, the
number of which depends on the desired length of generation history to be tested.
Next, each of the (unfiltered) function line couples are expanded backwards to include
the length of generation history to be tested. Compatibility score points are added to
each couple of function lines according to the new expansion of the function line
segments tested. Function line couples are sorted once more based on the new
evidence and the couples with the highest compatibility scores are kept. Next, the
surviving function line couples are sorted based on probability of function line
occurrence of (a) the source function line of each couple and (b) the target function line
of each couple (functions (9-g) and (9-h) respectively under Find best section in 4.4.2.1
below), i.e. according to the re-write probabilities of grammar rules. Moving forward,
the surviving function line couples are filtered in order to retain only the couples whose
target function lines occur the earliest in the target form (function 9-i). Finally, after the
aforementioned iterative sorting and filtering, one of the surviving function line couples
is randomly chosen to inform the generation of the transition section of the music.
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As already stated, the above paragraph corresponds to function (9) under Find best
section in 4.4.2.1 below.

Update combination: Generating the chord symbols of the transition section
As discussed above, the output of the setup combination is a couple of function lines,
i.e. a couple of sequences of function-level symbols. To combine these function lines,
firstly, GMF chooses one function symbol for each bar of the transition section via
weighted-random selection between the source and target function lines. As evident in
Figure 4.14 below, the weight of probabilities progresses based on the proportional
position of each bar within the transition section.
The above paragraph corresponds to function (2-a) under the Update combination

SFS-1: Source Function
Symbol 1
P: Probability of selection
(Probability of selection)
TFS-1: Target Function
Symbol 1
P: Probability of selection
(Probability of selection)

SFS-1
P: 86%

SFS-2
P: 71%

TFS-1
P: 14%

TFS-2
P: 29%

11

Example selection of function symbol:

12
SFS-1

SFS-2

SFS-3
P: 57%

SFS-4
P: 43%

SFS-5
P: 29%

SFS-6
P: 14%

TFS-3
P: 43%

TFS-4
P: 57%

TFS-5
P: 71%

TFS-6
P: 86%

13

14
TFS-3

15
SFS-4

Transition section

section below (4.4.2.3).

16
TFS-5

TFS-6
0

Figure 4.14. Weighted-random selection of function symbols between the winner couple
of source and target function lines. The probability of symbol selection from the source
or target function line changes gradually according to the position of each bar and is
negatively correlated between the source and target function lines.
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Finally, for each bar of the transition section, GMF selects between the source and
target grammars for the production of terminal symbols. This selection also occurs in a
weighted-random manner, while the weight of these probabilities progresses based on
the proportional position of each bar within the transition section (Figure 4.15).
The above paragraph corresponds to function (2-b) under the Update combination

SGR: Source Grammar Rule
P: Probability of selection
(Probability of selection)
TGR: Target Grammar Rule
P: Probability of selection
(Probability of selection)

SGR
P: 86%

SGR
P: 71%

TGR
P: 14%

TGR
P: 29%

11

Example selection of grammar:

12
SGR

SGR

SGR
P: 57%

SGR
P: 43%

SGR
P: 29%

SGR
P: 14%

TGR
P: 43%

TGR
P: 57%

TGR
P: 71%

TGR
P: 86%

13

14
TGR

15
TGR

Transition section

section below (4.4.2.3).

16
SGR

TGR
0

Figure 4.15. Weighted-random selection between the source and target grammars for
finding a grammar rule to produce terminals out of the transition function symbols
(Figure 4.14). The probability of grammar selection changes gradually according to the
position of each bar and is negatively correlated between the source and target
grammars.

The following sections (4.4.2.2, 4.4.2.3), provide a step-by-step description and
discussion of the GMF algorithm.
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4.4.2.2 Setup combination

Calculate distance to transition goal point:
1) Read the end-bars of the source grammar, i.e. the grammar generating the source
piece.
2) For the number of end-bars iterate:
a. If the current bar is between dist_min (minimum – integer number) and
dist_max (maximum – integer number) bars away from the end-bar of the
current iteration, then set the end-bar (of the current iteration) as the goal
point and stop iterating.

The end-bars, as in (1) above, are defined based on ending points of sections of the
source and target musical forms. Through this approach self-contained subcomponents of the form (i.e. form sections) are preserved in terms of duration and
harmony, thus not disrupted, providing form awareness in the music transitioning
process. The significance of transition placement with respect to the limits of form
sections has been recognised in [63] and [209].
On an implementation level, dist_min was set at 4 and dist_min was set at 12.
The rationale behind the 4-to-12 range of distance between the current bar and ending
bar is the following: The prediction engine estimates if the narrative transition is likely to
occur in a time duration of eight bars. Since the eight-bar duration is an estimate, a
four-bar buffer is both added and subtracted from the estimated remaining time of eight
bars to account for any unexpected acceleration/deceleration of the transition process
by the participant’s behaviour (trajectory/walking speed) during the transitioning phase.
This 4-to-12 range was applied to all instances of FATE implementation. For more
details on FATE implemented versions, see chapter 5.
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Find best section:
In order to identify the most harmonically compatible combination of sections between
the source and target pieces, the following algorithmic functions (1) to (9) were
developed:

1) Find and store the S rule of the source and target grammars:
Algorithm:
a. For both grammars (source and target):
i. For the specified grammar, search the full corpus of rules. When the
S symbol is detected, store that rule along with its elements.

Rule storage includes all the available data associated with a rule. These include (as
applicable according to rule type):
-

Non-terminal/terminal symbols on both sides of rule production

-

Potential context

-

Time-specificity characterisation

-

Production probabilities

-

Production times, i.e. the positioning of rewritten symbols in specified bars
offset from the current symbol being rewritten. Production times are used as
input for the following algorithmic function (find section lengths).

2) Find the section lengths for both source and target grammars:
a. For both grammars (source and target):
i. For the population of production times of the S

rule of the specified

grammar, iterate:
1. Store section length (number of bars) to be equal to the
difference between the bar position of the next section
symbol and the bar position of the current section symbol:
(section length) = (next section symbol bar) – (current section
symbol bar)
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At this point the lengths of sections of both forms, i.e. source and target, have been
stored.

3) Find and store the section-level symbols of the target grammar as well as their
position in the target form:
a. For the number of probable productions of the S rule iterate:
i. For the number of produced symbols (per probable production)
iterate:
1. Store section-level symbol
2. Store the form position of the section-level symbol, i.e. the
bar number on which the section begins within the target
form

4) Find and store the section-level rules of the target grammar (and all associated
data):
a. For the number of section-level symbols – from (3-a) above – iterate:
i. For all general and timed rules of the target grammar iterate:
1. For the number of left-side non-terminal symbols of the
current rule iterate:
a. If the section symbol corresponds to the left-side
symbol of the current rule, then add the current rule to
a list of section-level rules and break the (4-a-i-1)
iteration.
2. Store/associate the corresponding rule length found in (2)
3. Store the section-level symbol that follows the section
symbol being searched (4-a)
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5) Rewrite all possible function symbols 26 (section 4.3) until function-level nonterminals:
a. Source cycle/source grammar:
Based on the current state of the cycle (source cycle), this algorithmic
function rewrites all non-terminals until the function-level non-terminal, i.e.
level 4 of grammar symbols of the FATRA grammar model (section 4.3) –
Harmonic tonal functions (tonic/subdominant/dominant). Productions are
based on the rules of the source grammar and are applied to the music
section starting at the current bar up to one bar before the goal point
calculated at the start of Setup combination (4.4.2.2). In essence, the
standard rule rewrite process is followed through the use of the find_rule
algorithmic function as outlined in Figure 4.4 (section 4.3), but with two
fundamental differences. First, the function-level non-terminals play the role
of terminal symbols so that rule productions seize at the function level.
Second, the rewrite/production is applied non-linearly in order to capture all
possible function symbol productions as opposed to one linear instance of
production. As discussed in section 4.3, when not transitioning, the
find_rule

algorithmic function applies rewrites iteratively for each bar

until a terminal is reached and then proceeds to the next bar. However, in
this instance (i.e. transitioning) when find

rule

reaches a terminal – or,

more precisely, a function symbol in this instance – it iterates at the same
bar until all potential function symbols have been rewritten for that bar.
Achieving this, requires all production options of rules to be rewritten,
regardless of their corresponding production probabilities, for all potential
non-terminal symbols (levels 1/2/3) at each bar. This same-bar iteration
based on population of production options per rule is applied on all
rules/non-terminal levels down to the function level, i.e. levels (1), (2) and
(3) of the FATRA grammar model (for levels 1, 2 and 3 see section 4.3).
This results in the production and storage of all possible function symbols
for all bars, regarding the section between the current bar and the goal
point. This function of FATRA does not return function symbols in linear
26

In this context the phrase function symbols refers to harmonic tonal functions, i.e.
fourth-level non-terminal symbols of the FATRA grammar model hierarchy (section
4.3), i.e. not to be confused with algorithmic functions that are conceptual subsets of
the algorithm.
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form for the whole form section being considered – i.e. section between the
current bar and the goal point for the source grammar and the whole form
for the target grammar (see (b) below). Instead, function symbols are stored
in groups according to their parent production rule and their position in the
source musical form. These non-linear groups of function symbols are
referred to as function chunks. Function chunks contain information of:
-

The position – as a bar number – of the chunk and of all individual
function symbols in the musical form.

-

The sequence of rules that each function chunk stems from, so that
a production trajectory can be traced for each function chunk.

This information is used by the following algorithmic function (6) in order to
construct harmonic function symbols in linear form for the whole form
section being considered – i.e. section between the current bar and the goal
point for the source grammar and the whole form for the target grammar
(see (b) below).

It is worth pointing out that, for the source grammar, rewrites of function
chunks begin from the earliest production rule encountered within the
current bar-to-goal point interval. It follows that the entirety of function
chunks for the source grammar partly stems from the aforementioned
earliest production rule. As all rules, the earliest rule is subject to context
sensitivity (if context sensitivity applies to the specific rule). Thus, the
function chunks within the current bar-to-goal point interval, may not be
deterministically produced in their entirety. Instead, the current bar-to-goal
point interval may include the probabilistically generated harmonic history
that has been generated before the transition notification was received from
the PEF.

b. Target cycle/target grammar:
Subsequently, the same (5-a) production of function chunks is applied to the
target grammar. In this instance, all possible function chunks of the target
piece are produced for the entirety of the target from. This means that, while
function 5-a considers the current bar-to-goal point interval for function
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rewrites, 5-b considers the interval from the beginning of the target form
until the end of the target form for function productions.

6) Construct function symbol lines:
This algorithmic function reconstructs all function chunks into the total number of
function symbol sequences, i.e. lines of harmonic function sequences. The length
of the harmonic function sequences corresponds to the length of the form section
being considered, i.e. the current bar-to-goal point interval for the source grammar
and the total form length for the target grammar. To do so, this algorithmic function
applies hierarchical iteration for all function chunks and combines them
appropriately to construct function symbol lines for all the possible combinations of
function chunks for the form section being considered. Thus, this function is applied
twice in FATRA, as below (a, b).

a. Construct all the function lines stemming from the source grammar function
chunks, for the interval between the current bar and the goal point. Return
source function lines.
b. Construct all the function lines stemming from the target grammar function
chunks, for the entire target form. Return target function lines.

In this function, productions of the grammar rules are written in descending order of
probability, i.e. with the most likely production to occur rewritten first. Based on this
principle (most likely production rewritten first) and the hierarchical iteration of
function chunks for function line construction, function lines are stored in
descending order of probability of occurrence. This means that function lines that
are positioned earlier (i.e. first) in the set of function lines are more likely to occur
than following function lines.
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7) Filter function lines:
In order to decrease the computational load for the subsequent algorithmic
functions where harmonic and formic fitness are evaluated (functions 8-9), this
function (7) filters out a portion of the function lines previously constructed by
function (6).

Excessive population of function lines is problematic for the score sorting part of
FATRA (algorithmic functions 8 & 9 below) and restriction of function lines shortens
the search space effectively.
Based on the principle discussed in the previous algorithmic function (6) – i.e.
function lines being stored in descending order of probability of occurrence –, the
function lines that survive the filtering are the ones that are most likely to occur, or,
otherwise, the function lines that are filtered out are the ones that are less likely to
occur.
Thus, function lines that survive filtering represent a more likely version of the
music they are aimed at generating, being the most probable harmonic function
sequences to occur. However, filtering out a portion of the function lines results in
restriction of the musical space of both source and target musical styles.
As a result, overall, FATRA supports a more complex grammatical representation
of the generated musical style when not transitioning, than during transition periods
when the musical space is restricted.
As also discussed in section 7.6 (Additional technical results and discussion of
technical aspects of FATRA) later in the thesis, filtering allows FATRA to generate
music in real time successfully for high-complexity grammars. Without filtering,
disruptions in the musical flow were noticed during real time generation (delays due
to background calculations) for high-complexity grammars.
Thus, one of the reasons for this restriction of music generation space is
computational feasibility and generalisability of FATRA. An additional incentive for
developing this filtering feature of FATRA is supporting a more likely, thus, standard
and recognisable version of both the source and target musical styles during
transition. As discussed later in the Compare functions up to goal point and
Compare include history algorithmic functions (8 & 9 respectively), the harmony of
the two styles/grammar instances (source-target) is merged during the transitioning
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period. This merging may result in a music section of decreased clarity of identity
regarding harmony and form. Thus, the merging of a more stereotypical harmonic
version of the source and target pieces may result in a more recognisable and
harmonically stable transitioning section.
Besides algorithm description and on an implementation level, the degree of
filtering may vary based on computer processing and sorting algorithm (see
following functions below) speed and efficiency. As mentioned in chapter 7, FATE
was implemented to filter function lines above the population of 400.

8) Compare functions up to goal point:
This part of FATRA compares and finds the couples of source and target function
lines – constructed by function (6) and filtered by function (7) – that are most
harmonically compatible. This search of harmonic compatibility applies to the
section of the music between the current bar – the bar before which the ‘ending’
notification from PEF occurs – and the goal point. This section of the music is
referred to as the transition section.
The (8-a) part of FATRA calculates harmonic function compatibility between source
function lines (current bar to goal point) and all section endings of the target form,
for the equivalent length of source function lines.
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Algorithm:
a. Get scores up to goal point:
For the number of target section-rules – stored by algorithmic function (4)
above – iterate:
i. For the number of source function lines iterate:
1. For the number of target function lines iterate:
a. Align the target function line of the current iteration
(i.e. 8-a-i-1) with the transition section so that the
ending of the target function line coincides with the
ending of the transition section.
b. For all bars between current bar and goal point
iterate:
i. If the function symbol of the source function
line is the same as the function symbol of the
target function line, increase the score for the
specific combination of lines by one.
ii. Store the specific score (as local score) and
associate it with the corresponding couple of
source and target function lines.
Return the set of local scores, i.e. the score in reference to the transition
section.

The rationale behind calculating the harmonic compatibility between source function
lines (current bar to goal point) and section endings of the target form is the following.
The beginning of one of the sections of the target form is to be placed at the goal point
bar, i.e. when the music transition is to be completed. This placement secures that the
target piece starts at the beginning of one of its form sections. An entrance of the target
piece/style at the beginning of one of its sections aims towards formic consistency for
the listener by respecting the structure of sub-components (i.e. sections) of the form of
the target piece in question. This can support the aesthetically effective establishment
of a new (target) style for the listener and, thus, support the contrast regarding cultural
references between two adjacent episodes of the EPE narrative.
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In addition, a harmonic sequence is a series of interdependent events – harmonic
functions in this instance. Thus, the beginning of each section of the target form to be
potentially placed at the goal point is tied to the ending of its previous section in the
context of target function lines. Recall that target function lines are sequences
corresponding to the whole form of the target piece. As a result, harmonic compatibility
of section endings of the target form is a key pillar of transition generation by FATRA.
As evident in the algorithmic function 8-a-i-1-b-i outlined above, harmonic compatibility,
i.e. functions matching between the source and target function lines, increases the
score for each pair of source and target function lines. Since harmony of the music
within scope (i.e. MPM) is well represented by harmonic functions (see previous
section 4.3.3), this approach allows music transitions to be informed by and respect the
underlying harmonic movement information carried in the function-level harmonic
sequences of the source and target pieces. Through this process the most
harmonically compatible pairs of source and target function lines are those with the
highest scores and, thus, preferred for the transitioning process. The following
functions of FATRA in this chapter outline how transitioning is achieved in more detail.

b. Store a percentage of the best local scores:
i. Sort the local scores – in descending order – using the Timsort
algorithm. Return sorted local scores.
ii. Store and return the defined percentage of the sorted local scores
(8-b-i).

Timsort is a sorting algorithm that relies on and expands the TimMerge algorithm. The
Timsort/TimMerge algorithms are not originally developed by the researcher. They are
part of this algorithm as a black box/tool for the broad purposes of FATRA and are not
presented as core novelty of this research. More information on the Timsort algorithm
is available in [252].
It should be noted that the Timsort algorithm was used due to its overall better potential
performance than the bubble, merge, insertion, and TimMerge [253] [254] sorting
algorithms. More discussion on this is available in section 7.6 (technical results) of
chapter 7, later in the thesis.
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The

rationale

behind

retaining

only

a

percentage

of

best

local

scores:

Best local scores occur from testing the harmonic compatibility between the source and
target pieces for the transition section. Subsequently, algorithmic function (9) of FATRA
calculates harmonic compatibility between the source and target pieces for a broader
music segment (more bars) including history of harmonic functions generated – more
discussion below in (9). These history-informed, form-aware scores are merged with
sorted local scores, influencing the ranking of combinations of function lines (sourcetarget). Thus, modulation of the population of sorted local scores influences the
balance between sorted local scores and history-informed, form-aware scores.
Specifically, by restricting the number of local scores, the influence of history informed
scores increases.
For clarity, local scores calculate local harmonic/formic compatibility, i.e. regarding the
transition

section,

while

history-informed

scores

calculate

harmonic/formic

compatibility, i.e. regarding a broader segment of the musical forms expanding before
the current bar (i.e. before the beginning of the transition section). Overall, percentage
restriction of best local scores is a feature that allows FATRA to receive input that can
granularly affect control over the balance between local and broader harmonic/formic
compatibility.
From an implementation perspective, the percentage of local scores was set at 20%.
This was a baseline implementation choice with the aim of balancing local and broader
compatibility.

9) Compare include history (for a portion of length of the source form):
This algorithmic function expands the scope of calculation of harmonic/formic
compatibility between the source and target pieces. This expansion is directed to
the history of harmonic functions, i.e. the harmonic functions that have been
generated for the bars preceding the current bar. Namely, the scope of harmonic
compatibility is expanded to include the bars preceding the transition section
(current bar – goal point). The additional section tested is referred to as history.
Harmonic compatibility of the history of functions is also recorded in the form of
score, based on function symbol matching, similarly to (8-a-i-1-b-i) above.
Subsequently, history-aware scores are merged with the previously recorded best
local scores (8-b).
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Algorithm steps:
a. Store all function symbols that have been generated for the last cycle of the
source form until the current bar.
b. For the number of sections of the source form iterate:
i. If the current section (based on current iteration 9-b) beginning is the
same as the goal point, then set the beginning of the previous
section as the beginning of the history section.
c. Set history length as the section between history start (9-b-i) and the current
bar.
d. For the number of best local scores (8-b) iterate:
i. For the number of history bars (history length as in 9-c) iterate:
1. If the function symbol at the currently tested history bar
(current iteration of 9-d-i – as opposed to global current bar
in the music generation) of the target function line that
corresponds to the current best local score (current iteration
of 9-d) is equal to the function history symbol on the currently
tested history bar (iteration 9-d-i), then increase history score
by one. This history score corresponds to the current best
local score (9-d).
ii. Add the history score to best local score and store separately as an
instance of a new set of history inclusive scores. Thus, the history
inclusive scores set is the result of integration between local scores
and history scores.
e. Sort the history inclusive scores – in descending order – using the Timsort
algorithm. Return sorted history inclusive scores.
f.

Get the best history inclusive scores:
Stores the set of scores – along with their associated source and target
function lines – with the single highest score value. Scores store the
following data elements:
-

Score value

-

Corresponding source function line
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-

Corresponding target function line

-

The section of the target function line, i.e. because target function
lines have the length of the entire target form

The source and target function lines and the section of the target
function line, correspond to and result in the specific score value.
Algorithm:
i. For the population of sorted history inclusive scores iterate:
1. Store current history inclusive score (current iteration of 9-f-i).
2. If the score value of current history inclusive score (current
iteration of 9-f-i) is not equal to the score value of the next
member of the set of sorted history inclusive scores, then
break iteration (9-f-i).
ii. Return best history inclusive scores

g. Get top source function line scores:
Stores the set of scores associated with the most likely source function line
to occur.
Algorithm:
i. Sort best history inclusive scores, in descending order of serial
number of the source function lines associated with the scores
(bubble sort algorithm is used for sorting at this point).
As discussed earlier, within sets of source and target function
lines the most probable lines to occur, appear first. Thus, the
source and target function lines with the smallest serial number
are those with the highest probability of occurrence. This part of
FATRA (9-g-i) relies on this principle for sorting and storing the
scores associated with the most likely source function lines to
occur.
ii. For the population of best history inclusive scores (now sorted by 9g-i) iterate:
1. Store current best history inclusive score (iteration 9-g-ii).
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2. If the serial number of the source function line of the current
best history inclusive score (current iteration of 9-g-i) is not
equal to the serial number of the source function line
associated with the next member of best history inclusive
scores, then break iteration (9-g-ii).
iii. Return top source function line scores, i.e. the set of scores
associated with the top source function line.
h. Get the top target function line scores:
Similar to (9-g), stores the set of scores associated with the most likely
target function line to occur. The algorithm is similar to (9-g):
i. Sort the top source function line scores (from 9-g-iii), in descending
order of serial number of the target function lines associated with
each score (bubble sort algorithm is used for sorting at this point).
The target function lines with the smallest serial number are those
with the highest probability of occurrence.
ii. For the population of the top source function line scores (now sorted
by 9-h-i under the criterion of highest probability of target function
line occurrence) iterate:
1. Store the top source function line score (as per 9-h-ii
iteration).
2. If the serial number of the target function line of the top
source function line score (current iteration of 9-h-ii) is not
equal to the serial number of the target function line
associated with the next member of top source function line
scores, then break iteration (9-h-ii).
iii. Return the top target function line scores, i.e. the set of scores
associated with the top target function line.
i.

Get the earliest target form scores:
Using a similar algorithm to (9-g) and (9-h), stores the subset of the top
target function line scores (from 9-h) that are associated with the earliest
section in the target form.
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Algorithm:
i. Sort the top target function line scores by prioritizing the scores
associated with the earliest sections of the target function line.
ii. Return the earliest target form scores.
The incentive for prioritizing earliest target form sections is
completeness of form. The rationale is that by exposing as much
of the target form as possible after the transition is complete, i.e.
from the goal point bar onwards, more musical (style)
characteristics of the target piece are exposed to the listener.
This enhances the cultural references inferred through the target
piece

in

question

and,

thus,

the

purpose

of

musical

accompaniment and transition is served effectively (see chapter
2 for discussion on the purposes of NAM and NTs within it).
j.

Store the final best score:
Stores the first member of the set of earliest target form scores as the final
best score. This final best score will enforce the chord generation for the
transition section.
Rationale: All earliest target form scores are equal under the tested criteria:
-

Harmonic function compatibility (score value based on harmonic
function matching)

-

Probability of sequences of function symbols being produced by the
source and target grammars (most probable source and target
function lines to occur)

-

Maximum length of target form being generated from the transition
section onwards (earliest section of target function line)

In the equality of all criteria tested, nominating the first member of earliest
target form scores as final best score, is equivalent to random allocation. As
discussed in section 7.6 (technical results) of chapter 7, in transition
instances of FATE, the population of earliest target form scores was
singular, thus final best score allocation was insignificant.
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At this point in the algorithm, the best combination (couple) of function symbol
sequences between the source and target musical styles has been identified, under the
scope of the three criteria, also discussed earlier:
1) Harmonic function compatibility (score value).
2) Typicality of harmonic functions within the (source or target) style, captured
through the probabilities of sequences of function symbols being produced by
the source and target grammars (most probable source and target function lines
to occur).
3) Form awareness and completeness, captured through prioritising the earliest
section of the target form to influence the transition. In this manner the earliest
harmonically compatible section of the target form (earliest section of target
function line) is influencing music generation starting from the transition section
onwards. Thus, the longest and harmonically compatible part of the target form
is exposed to the listener.

By this point in the music transitioning process, the final combination (couple) of
function symbol sequences, corresponding to the source and target grammars, has
been calculated and the source and target best lines have been returned. At this point,
the Setup combination 4.4.2.2 part of the transition part of FATRA has finished its task.
Namely, the transition is set up for the next part of FATRA (4.4.2.3. Update
combination) to form and deliver the final transition section. To achieve this, the
following Update combination function receives the source and target best lines as
input, combines them in a weighted probabilistic manner and positions the final,
terminal symbols on the corresponding bars of the transition section for real time music
generation.

4.4.2.3 Update combination

The music section between the current bar and the goal point, where the combination
of the source and target best lines will occur, is referred to as the transition section and
relies on the gradual probabilistic mixture of the two musical styles/pieces (source and
target) on the levels of harmonic function symbols and terminal symbols. This is
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achieved through the intermediary step of numeral symbol generation – see Figure 4.5
– and algorithm outlined below:
1) Get the starting and ending bar of the transition:
These are the current bar and goal point. Calculate length of the transition
section.
2) Weight-choose the transition section:
Based on source and target best lines, chooses functions and terminals
probabilistically. This happens in a weighted probabilistic manner with
probabilities distributed based on the positioning of the bar being generated in
proportion to the transition section length. Specifically, at the beginning of the
transition section, probabilities are biased in favour of the source style, while at
the end of the transition section probabilities are biased in favour of the target
style. Probabilistic weighting proceeds progressively, changing at each bar
throughout the transition section. Finally, probabilistic weighting is applied to the
transition section on two generation levels:
-

Function level: weight-choosing function symbol

-

Terminal level: weight-choosing numeral and terminal symbols

The algorithm below outlines these functions:
a. Weight-choose function symbols:
i. Set probability unit as the equal split and distribution of 100% for
each bar throughout the transition section
ii. Set current probability equal to probability unit
iii. For the number of bars in the transition section, iterate:
1. Generate random probability (0-100%)
2. If random probability is greater than/equal to current
probability (2-a-ii), then choose the function symbol of the
source best line for the bar of the current iteration
(iteration 2-a-iii). If not, then choose the corresponding
function symbol of the target best line.
3. Add one probability unit to current probability.
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b. Weight-choose terminal symbols:
i. Set probability unit as the equal split and distribution of 100% for
each bar throughout the transition section
ii. Set current probability equal to probability unit
iii. For the number of bars in the transition section, iterate:
1. Generate random probability (0-100%)
2. If random probability is greater than/equal to current
probability (2-b-ii), then choose source grammar to inform
the decisions of 2-b-iii-3 below. If not, then choose target
grammar to inform the decisions of 2-b-iii-3 below.
3. Find rule (algorithmic function outlined in Figure 4.4 in
section 4.3 earlier in this chapter) from source or target
grammar (as decided in 2-b-iii-2 above) and rewrite
function level symbol (established from 2-a, i.e. weight
choose function symbols) until terminal level symbol for
the bar of the current iteration in the transition section
(bar of iteration of 2-b-iii).
Recall (section 4.3) that the find_rule
function

applies

rewrites

iteratively

algorithmic

based

on

the

grammar provided to it as input (source or target in this
instance) until a terminal symbol is reached.
4. Add one probability unit to current probability.

Now the transitioning process between the source and target pieces through the
merging of the source and target grammars is complete and the transition section is
updated with a sequence of terminal symbols. After this, the music proceeds with
sonification (see chapter 5, section 5.4) of the terminal symbols until the goal point
(end of music transition).
Once the goal point has been reached, the music generation process continues as
normal, as before the transitioning phase, but with the target grammar having become
the new source grammar. From that point on, the form of the new piece (‘target’ until
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recently) is generated iteratively until the next NT is signalled by the PEF and, thus, the
next MT process is activated by FATRA.

4.4.3 Recovery
As discussed earlier in this chapter (section 4.3) FATRA incorporates a recovery
feature, i.e. recovery of the previously ending, source piece if an ‘ending’ signal from
PEF is proven false (see Figure 5.1 in chapter 5). Recovery aims to support coherent
harmonic transitioning back to the previously ending, source piece.
The recovery process is standard and described by the recovery function below, in two
steps:
1) If transition is proven false, place the rec symbol one bar after the current bar.
2) Place the ‘optimal’ form functions in the part of the cycle (form) that starts one
bar after

rec – or otherwise two bars after the current form position (bar) –

until the end of the form.

The above steps (1 & 2) take form cyclicality into account, i.e. the sequence of bars is
circular, starting from the beginning of the form when the form cycle reaches its end.
As already discussed earlier in this chapter (section 4.3), ‘optimal form functions’ is the
most likely sequence of function symbols to occur in the generation of a specific style.
It should be noted that ‘optimal’ function sequences were implemented as part of the
grammar instances based on the musicological knowledge and composition
experience of the researcher, rather than statistical analysis of musical styles. As
mentioned earlier in this chapter, contributing new or improved algorithmic approaches
for replication of musical style is beyond the scope of this research.
Placement of ‘optimal’ functions aims to recover the previously ending source piece
back to its most characteristic version. The approach of ‘optimal’ functions (i.e. the
most characteristic version of harmonic function sequences to occur) is aimed at
enhancing the perceptual distinctiveness and swiftness of recovery on the grounds that
the musical form of the source is more likely to be recognised by the listener in a
shorter period of time.
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Through the placement of rec symbols in the cycle, a set of recovery rules (reccorresponding rules) are activated (see section 4.3). Their role is to reconcile the last
played chord of the transition section with the harmonic style being recovered.

4.5 Summary
This chapter outlined the approach that has been developed as a solution to the
research problem. The structure and logic of the components of the Form-Aware
Transitioning and Recovering Algorithm (FARTA) have been described. FATRA, along
with all of its components, was developed in order to generate NAM for EPEs that
fulfils the musical requirements outlined in chapter 2.
In summary, the FATRA grammar model was developed to fulfil the NAM requirement
of variable formic music in the scope of RM. In addition, adaptiveness of the grammar
model aims to support coherent recovery in the instance of false NT predictions.
Finally, the searchable, hierarchical structure of the FATRA grammar model supports
the functionality of the Grammar Merging Function (GMF) that, in turn, aims at
generating coherent transitions between different musical pieces/styles, i.e. adaptively
and in real time. To achieve coherence during transition, GMF searches for the best
available combination (couple) of versions of sections of the source and target pieces
based on the following criteria:
1) Harmonic function compatibility
2) Typicality of harmonic functions within the (source or target) style
3) Form awareness and completeness, captured through prioritising the earliest
section of the target form to influence the transition.
Finally, GMF generates terminal symbols for the transitioning section via gradual,
weighted probabilistic choosing between the source and target grammars.
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In this manner, the developed solution approach answers the research questions , also
presented in chapter 1 of the thesis:
-

How can formic music of recognisable style be generated and modified in order
to be consistent with the respective source style as well as transition to a new
(target) style in a musically coherent manner?

-

How can formic music of recognisable style be generated and modified in real
time in order to match narrative episodes of non-determined duration and
order?

Overall, this chapter outlines the contribution of this thesis, i.e. the FATRA algorithm
and the FATRA grammar model. Justification of this contribution is discussed in
chapters 1 and 8. The success of FATRA in fulfilling the identified musical
requirements within scope (chapter 2) and in answering the research questions was
demonstrated by perceptual and technical evaluation that are discussed in the
corresponding chapter on evaluation later in the thesis (chapter 7).
In order to realise such evaluation, implementation instances of FATRA were
developed. These instances are outlined in the following chapter (5).
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5 Implementation for evaluation
5.1 Introduction
As discussed earlier in chapter 4, the Form-Aware Transitioning and Recovering
Algorithm (FATRA) was implemented as the Form-Aware Transition Engine (FATE) for
a number of perceptual evaluation studies and technical analysis of results (chapter 7).
The two implemented instances are:
-

The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology (PMEA) implementation or FATEPMEA.

-

The Computer-Simulated Environment (CSE) implementation, referred to as
FATE-CSE.

This chapter outlines the implementation architecture of the two versions of the FormAware Transition Engine (FATE) mentioned above.
To provide an overview of FATE, it consists of two primary components: The Transition
Prediction Engine (TPE) and the Music Generation Engine (MGE). The TPE is
responsible for providing MGE with predictions of upcoming narrative transitions (NTs).
MGE is responsible for music generation and sonification in real time.
The algorithm underlying the TPE implementation is the Prediction Engine Function
(PEF), discussed later in this chapter (section 5.2). The operation of PEF relies on
input from an EPE environment. This input is in the form of narrative state updates of
the position of a given participant in the space associated with a given EPE narrative
episode. This input is provided to PEF via interfaces of EPE environments. Specifically,
the interface of the FATE-PMEA implementation was based on the physical spaces of
the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology (PMEA) [2] within which participants were
tracked via Bluetooth beacons through a smart device (iPhone) that they carried. The
interface of the FATE-CSE implementation was based on a computer-simulated
museum environment that was developed in Unity 3D [255]. Details for both of the
implemented TPE interfaces are provided in section 5.3 later in this chapter.
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In summary, TPE consists of the following components:
1) EPE interface:
a) Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology (PMEA) environment for FATEPMEA
b) Computer-Simulated Environment (CSE) for FATE-CSE
2) Prediction Engine Function (PEF)

The algorithm underlying the Music Generation Engine (MGE) implementation is
FATRA, including the Grammar Merging Function (GMF) and supported by the FATRA
grammar model as outlined in chapter 4.
In summary, MGE consists of the following components:
1) Music generator:
a) Sequencer (timer)
b) Grammar compiler
c) Music composer
d) Logger
2) Sonification and audio distribution

The following sections of this chapter outline the PEF algorithm and provide
implementation details regarding the TPE interfaces as well as the MGE.

5.2 Prediction Engine Function (PEF)
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, FATRA has been implemented in two versions,
these are the FATE-PMEA and the FATE-CSE. Preliminary FATRA along with its
corresponding preliminary FATE implementation (including a Preliminary Prediction
Engine Function – PPEF) are outlined in chapter 6.
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Reflecting the differences in FATE-PMEA and FATE-CSE implementations, PEF differs
accordingly and for the purpose of clarity they are referred to separately as PEF-PMEA
and PEF-CSE.
As discussed in section 5.1, different FATE implementations bear different Transition
Prediction Engine (TPE) interfaces.
FATE-PMEA bears the extended interface established in the Petrie Museum of
Egyptian Archaeology (PMEA), as explained in section 5.3 below, through the use of
Bluetooth beacons and a custom-developed Beacon Tracking Engine.
The computer-simulated environment (CSE), developed in the game development
software Unity 3D was the TPE interface in FATE-CSE, also explained in section 5.3.
PEF-PMEA predicts if a transition is likely to occur soon, based on participant’s
proximity to a given transition point, as well as tracks and verifies transitions between
two episodes (PMEA rooms) when they occur. Prediction and verification by PEF occur
through current and historic review of Bluetooth beacon tracking events. If an NT
prediction if proven to be false, PEF-PMEA is capable of recognising it. PEF-CSE
estimates the time that remains until an episode transition in CSE is reached, i.e. a
hypothesised transition between episodes, as well as recovers this estimation if it later
detects it to be false. As discussed earlier in the thesis, (chapter 4, section 4.3), in case
of false prediction of an NT, FATRA makes musical decisions in order to re-establish
the falsely ending (source) harmony and form.
A fundamental difference of PEF-PMEA compared to PEF-CSE is that PEF-PMEA
predicts and verifies transitions based on location of participant – i.e. proximity of
participant to transition point/location) instead of time prediction – i.e. time remaining to
transition location. Thus, PEF-CSE differs in approach compared to PEF-PMEA. As
explained in section 5.3, the initial implementation intention was to use an identical
PEF for both FATE-PMEA and FATE-CSE implementations. However, this was not
feasible due to imprecision and volatility in the calculation of distance between
Bluetooth Beacons and the smart device (iPhone) carried by participants. Thus,
instead of Beacon-iPhone distance, PEF-PMEA relied on visibility/invisibility of
Bluetooth Beacons by the smart device as a fallback approach.
Overall, all PEF versions have the role of predicting/estimating that a narrative
transition is going to occur ‘soon enough’ and, in this context, within a time window of
eight (8) bars of music. In addition, the role of all PEF versions is to notify FATRA and,
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specifically, the Grammar Merging Function (GMF) about the state of the narrative
trajectory. PEF-CSE is more sophisticated than PEF-PMEA and it is outlined first,
followed by PEF-PMEA.
Both PEF versions outlined below rely on continuous iterations. In each iteration, data
from the EPE environment is captured. The type of data captured depends on the
transition prediction interface (see section 5.3 below), i.e. virtual character X-Y position
in the computer-simulated environment in PEF-CSE and presence in a certain room
(via Bluetooth Beacon visibility and history of visibility) for museum participants in PEFPMEA. Updates are iteratively transmitted to the music generation engine at the
beginning of each music beat.
Below, the two variations of the algorithm of the Prediction Engine Function are
outlined.

PEF-CSE:
The prediction algorithm is divided below into three conceptually separate algorithmic
functions dedicated to:
1) Capturing the position of the virtual character of the computer-simulated
environment.
2) Estimating the temporal occurrence (i.e. remaining time) of the narrative
transition
3) Managing the transitioning state of the narrative and providing FATRA with
transitioning state updates.

These functions of the prediction algorithm are outlined in detail below (1 to 3):
1) Get the absolute and relative position of the virtual character (VC):
a) Get the X-Y position of the virtual character (VC) in the computer-simulated
environment (CSE)
b) Get the current room, i.e. which of the three CSE rooms the VC is in
c) Calculate the distance from transition location
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d) If the distance from transition location (e.g. door passage in the CSE) is not
zero (0) AND the room number is the same as the previous room number
value (previous iteration):
§

Return that transition has not occurred yet

e) If the distance from transition location is not zero (0) AND the room number
is different to the previous value of room number
§
f)

Return that transition has occurred

If the distance from transition location is zero (0)
§

Return that transition location has been reached

g) Update the previous values (X, Y, new room number, distance from new
transition location) with current (latest) values.

2) Episode ending estimation:
a) Calculate the absolute difference between last and pre-last distance from
the next transition location. In this manner the algorithm captures the
movement behaviour of the participant with the transition location as a
reference point.
b) Store the absolute difference between last and pre-last distance in a set of
absolute differences. Regardless if the VC is approaching or distancing from
the transition location, this step captures the history of how fast the VC is
moving on the VC – transition location axis. For reasons of clarity, this value
is referred to as axis speed, meaning absolute speed on the continuously
adapting VC – transition location axis.
c) Calculate the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) of axis
speed, i.e. based on the history of distance differences, found in the set of
absolute differences in (2b) above.
d) Calculate if the VC is approaching or distancing from the transition location,
by comparing the previous and current distances from the transition
location.
e) Estimate the remaining time to transition by dividing current distance to
transition location by the EWMA of axis speed. This algorithmic process
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calculates the expected average (i.e. EWMA) of minimum remaining time
towards the transition location. The calculation refers to the minimum
remaining time in order to capture the scenario in which the VC starts
moving directly and in a straight line towards the transition location and with
its average axis speed weighted in favour of recent history of axis speed
(EWMA).
f)

Compare the remaining time estimate with the pre-set time threshold. In
order to match prediction to music generation, this time threshold
corresponds to the duration of a number of bars. In the case of PEF-CSE
this threshold corresponds to eight (8) bars of music.

3) Transitioning state management:
a) If the VC is approaching the transition location (2d above) AND if the
remaining time estimate is less than the time threshold (2f above):
•

Return that the episode is ending. This Boolean message
triggers the operation of the Grammar Merging Function (GMF)
of FATRA.

b) If the transition location has been reached (1f above) AND episode is not
ending:
•

Return that the episode is ending. This Boolean message to
GMF has the purpose of triggering the transition when the
transition location has been reached – even though late –, in
the instance that the VC approaches the transition location too
fast for PEF-CSE to return an ‘ending’ signal under the
Boolean requirements of (3a).

c) If the episode was ending in the previous iteration AND if the episode is
currently not ending AND transition has not occurred (1e above):
•

Return that the episode is recovering. This Boolean message
to the music transition function triggers the music recovery
generation process by FATRA.

d) Send message to FATRA to trigger music transitioning or recovery.
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Figure 5.1 provides an overview of transitioning state management (3) along with the
Boolean prerequisites of each state.

Figure 5.1. Transitioning state management overview: Transition states and their
Boolean prerequisites

In summary, as already mentioned in chapter 4, section 4.4.1, the transition states
provided by PEF as input to the Grammar Merging Function (GMF) of FATRA are:
-

Not ending: Indicating that no transition is approaching within an episode

-

Ending: Indicating that a transition is approaching within an episode

-

Transitioning: Indicating that a transition is currently in progress

-

Transition reached/complete: Indicating that a transition has occurred and has
been completed

PEF-PMEA
From an algorithm perspective, PEF-PMEA is simpler. As discussed earlier this version
of PEF predicts if a transition is likely to occur soon, based on participant’s proximity to
a transition point, as well as tracks and verifies transitions between two episodes
(museum rooms) when these occur. Estimation of an upcoming transition relies on the
participant’s location in the museum space (Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology at
UCL) rather than a direct remaining time estimate until transition occurrence.
To achieve this, PEF-PMEA relies on visibility of Bluetooth beacons strategically
positioned in the museum space. The museum space is divided into two main rooms
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and specific Beacons correspond to each (also mentioned in section 5.3 below).
Specifically, and as also evident in the log file excerpt in APPENDIX B. , beacons ‘2.0
and ‘5.0’ correspond to room 1, while beacons ‘1.0’ and ‘4.0’ correspond to room 2
(Figure 5.3 below). Each couple of beacons are visible by the smart device (iPhone)
around the transition area (see Figure 5.4 below). When a participant is approaching
the passage between the two rooms, first the beacons of the same room (e.g. beacons
2.0 and/or 5.0 for room 1) become visible to the algorithm and then beacons of the
adjacent room become visible to the algorithm (e.g. beacons 1.0 and/or 4.0 for room
2).
Thus, the algorithm of PEF-PMEA flows as follows based on iterative scans of
Bluetooth beacons:
1) Only for the first iteration: Get the pre-set number of room. This is the number of
the room the algorithm recognises as current in the initiation of the
tracking/prediction process, regardless of whether beacons are visible or not.
This is to secure that the algorithm perceives the intended room as the
trajectory beginning, even if the participant is standing at a beacon-blind
location at the start of their visit.
2) Scan and store the set of current beacons. Thus, any currently visible beacons
are stored.
3) Does the set of current beacons include beacons dedicated to both rooms?
a. NO:
i. Update the current room number
ii. Is the predicted narrative state currently in ‘transitioning’ state?
•

YES: If current room is different to previous room then return
that the narrative is not transitioning (transition is complete).
Else, if current room is same as previous room return that the
narrative is recovering

b. YES: return that the narrative is transitioning
4) Update the previous beacon and room values with current set of scanned
beacon values and current room.

PEF was implemented in Python programming language [256].
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An implementation of the prediction engine function for a preliminary version of
FATRA, i.e. the Preliminary Prediction Engine Function (PPEF) is discussed in chapter
6.
As already discussed in chapter 4, the algorithm of the Prediction Engine Function is
not part of the novelty of this research, only an implementation choice, i.e. despite the
fact that this algorithm was custom-developed. However, prediction of upcoming
narrative states enables the novelty and contribution of FATRA.
Even though narrative state prediction is only a means to an end rather than a core
part of this research, future directions for improvement of the PEF algorithm are
discussed in chapter 8.
The following section (5.3) details the implemented interfaces of the Transition
Prediction Engine (TPE) within the FATE-PMEA and FATE-CSE implementations.

5.3 EPE interfaces of the Transition Prediction Engine
The overall purpose of FATE is to generate musical accompaniment in response to
states of interactive experiences. The types of interactive experiences supported by the
existing versions of FATE are museum experiences. The choice of museum
experiences was made for three reasons.
First, a museum experience is interactive in the sense that the duration of a museum
visit, the duration of phases (e.g. time spent in a given room) within the visit and the
spatial trajectory of a museum visitor are factors that cannot be known with precision in
advance of a visit. This creates the need for realtime generation of musical
accompaniment. Second, it was hypothesised that musical accompaniment may
enhance the experience of visitors at the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology
(PMEA) [2] at UCL. As discussed later in chapter 7, perceptual results supported this
hypothesis. Third, the timing and evaluation needs of the research coincided with the
willingness, on behalf of PMEA at UCL, to invest in technologically enhanced museum
visits.
As already discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the interface of the FATE-PMEA
implementation was based on the physical spaces of the Petrie Museum of Egyptian
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Archaeology (PMEA), while the interface of the FATE-CSE implementation was based
on a computer-simulated museum environment (CSE) that was developed in Unity 3D.
Thus, FATE-PMEA was set up to generate musical accompaniment for the real space
of PMEA at UCL (PMEA study – see chapter 7) – see (a) below – and FATE-CSE was
set up to generate musical accompaniment for a computer-simulated museum
environment – see (b) below.

a) Real museum environment (FATE-PMEA)

The generation of music by FATE relies on the phases of the corresponding interactive
experience. In this instance of real museum environment, the space of the museum
was conceptually divided into two main parts (rooms) as shown in Figure 5.2 and
Figure 5.3. This division was considered appropriate since the museum is both
spatially and conceptually divided into two parts, i.e. the main room that exposes
various exhibits of ancient Egypt and the pottery room that mainly exposes pottery of
ancient Egypt (yellow and blue colours respectively – Figure 5.3). Due to this
conceptual division of the museum space, it was considered that generation of two
distinctly different musical styles for the two rooms was appropriate. The choice of
these musical styles is discussed later in the thesis, in chapter 7. Thus, FATE-PMEA
was implemented under these principles.
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Figure 5.2. Plan of the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology at UCL. Image courtesy of
The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology.
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Figure 5.3. Pottery room in blue (left – room 2), main room in yellow (right – room 1).
Image courtesy of The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology.

Tracking
As already discussed in section 5.2, generation of music by FATRA occurs according
to recognition of current phases and prediction of future phases of the interactive
experience. In order to recognise and predict phases of the interactive experience,
FATE must track the relative position of participants.
To achieve tracking of participants in the physical space of PMEA, a preliminary
custom tracking engine was developed by Dr Nicolas Gold, implemented in python.
This is referred to as the Beacon Tracking Engine (BTE). To achieve tracking, a
number of Bluetooth beacons [257] were placed in both rooms of the museum.
The preliminary version of BTE could generate a computer simulation of physical
spaces through a custom user interface (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6). To achieve
tracking, museum visitors carried an iPhone 4S [258] on which a beacon tracking iOS
application (BeaconTracking) was running. The application was developed for this
project by Nicolas Gold in Swift programming language [259].
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The initial intention was to use BTE to measure the distance between the iPhone and
the Bluetooth beacons in a specified frequency (> 1 Hz). However, after thorough
testing in the museum spaces, distance measurements were found to be too volatile
and imprecise to rely on. Thus, an alternative approach was developed, i.e. the use of
Bluetooth beacon visibility as a digital indicator (i.e. visible/not visible). Beacon visibility
was far more reliable than distance measurement even though not entirely stable. In
order to virtually specify each of the two rooms of the museum space, a group of
beacons was dedicated to each room. The Bluetooth signal of each beacon group was
trackable inside part of its corresponding room. The two beacon groups were set up so
that their signal coincided in the transition area (Figure 5.4). As a result, when a
participant started moving towards the next room, BTE recognised this as the
beginning of a transition. It should be noted that, as mentioned earlier, FATE-PMEA
predicts and historically verifies transitions based on location (i.e. proximity of
participant to transition location) instead of time prediction (i.e. time remaining to
transition location).
A laptop computer was placed in the museum and ran the tracker component (Figure
5.5 and Figure 5.6) and a server. The computer and iPhone were connected on a
dedicated WIFI network. On each tracking update, the population and IDs of tracked
(i.e. scanned) beacons were transmitted to the computer through the server/network.
This data was then provided to TPE where subsequent computation took place.
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Figure 5.4. Space coverage of Bluetooth beacons. The green ellipse on the right
represents the Beacon group for room 1 and the red ellipse represents the Beacon group
for room 2. The yellow arrows indicate the transition passage area where their signals
coincide. Image courtesy of The Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology.
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Figure 5.5. Computer interface of the Beacon Tracking Engine for computer-simulated
definition of physical spaces. The user can define a number of grids (boxes) and
calibrate distances from beacons for each grid. The right-hand side of the figure shows
the user interface for creation, definition, calibration etc. of virtual maps.
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Figure 5.6. Computer interface of the Beacon Tracking Engine: Computer-simulated
definition of the museum space. The white boxes on the right represent room 1 (main
room), the white boxes on the left represent room 2 (pottery room) and the single green
box in the middle represents the transition space (short passage) between the two
rooms. Boxes in red are neutral space and, in this instance, represent the museum’s
walls.
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b) Computer-simulated environment (CSE)

The environment was designed in Unity 3D (Figure 5.8). A first-person navigation
mode was achieved (Figure 5.9) with use of the standard First Person Controller (FPC)
object of Unity 3D standard assets with the main camera of the environment scene
attached to it.
Controller input was managed by the 'FPS Input Controller' standard script (JavaScript)
of Unity 3D. The script enables character movement in four directions (forward –
backward, left – right) by use of the keyboard arrows. Orientation of movement is
controlled by the computer mouse. Attachment of the main camera to the First Person
Controller object, results in a first-person navigation setting. It should be noted that the
components described for the Computer-simulated environment (CSE) have been
similarly implemented and reported in the MRes Dissertation [260] written by the
researcher, for study preceding the PhD research.
To allow velocity variability in the movement of the first person character, a default
Unity 3D script that allows further control in character movement was modified. The
script (APPENDIX C. ) was available in JavaScript and after modification it enabled
running – walking states attached to computer mouse controls (left button
pressed/released respectively). The modified part of the code is available below in
Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7. Modified code to support variable velocity, i.e. walking and running, in the
first-person navigation setting of the computer-simulated museum environment.
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Figure 5.8. Plan of the computer-simulated museum environment. The space is divided
into three rooms, i.e. the paintings room (red floor colour), the statues room (yellow floor
colour) and the pottery room (blue floor colour).

Figure 5.9. First person navigation mode in the Unity environment. This is the starting
point of each trajectory (statues room - red floor colour).
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Tracking of the first person character was much simpler and totally reliable on the
computer-simulated environment by capturing its X – Y – Z position (Figure 5.10). In
FATE-CSE position data was passed on to the PEF Python implementation via Open
Sound Control (OSC) [261] locally.

Figure 5.10. Position tracking (x/y/z - on the right) of the First Person Character
(highlighted white shape and camera on the left side of the figure) in Unity 3D.

In both FATE-PMEA and FATE-CSE implementations, messages from the PEF Python
implementation were sent to the music generation engine (implemented in C++) in real
time via OSC. The OSC protocol was chosen in these instances due to its reliability
and speed of signal delivery.

5.4 Music Generation Engine (MGE)
In the FATE implementations, the programming language C++ was used in the context
of openFrameworks [262], an open source toolkit that combines a set of commonly
used, highly functional libraries. These libraries include functionalities for realtime
applications and were highly applicable to the development of FATE. In the following
description of the MGE implementation, the functions update() , ofSetFrameRate()
and ofSetVerticalSync(false) are mentioned and their role in the implementation is
explained. These functions are part of openFrameworks infrastructure.
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As already discussed at the beginning of this chapter, MGE consists of the following
components:
1) Music generator:
a) Sequencer (timer)
b) Grammar compiler
c) Music composer
d) Logger
2) Sonification and audio distribution

These components of MGE are discussed below.
1) Music generator:
a. Sequencer
The sequencer is the foundation of the MGE in the sense that it processes the realtime
production of music in a timely manner. It has been implemented as a C++ class with
the support of openFrameworks and interoperates with other components of MGE
described below, according to the standard C++ connectivity between classes.
The operation of the sequencer relies on the iterative update()

function of

openFrameworks. The update rate of the update() function is set to a default value of
frames per second and the sequencer updates on each update accordingly.
A multi-level counter operates based on these updates and, in this manner, time is
divided in:
1. Eight ticks per sixteenth note subdivision or semiquaver.
2. Three or four quarter note subdivisions (QN_subdivisions), i.e. per beat.
This is an implementation choice assigned before each launch of FATE,
depending on the desired quarter note subdivision of the generated music.
3. Three or four beats per bar. This is also an implementation choice assigned
before each launch of FATE, depending on the desired metre of the generated
music.
4. Twelve or 32 bars per cycle, assigned depending on the length of musical form
(corresponding to the implemented grammar instances provided as input).
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The C++ implementation of the multi-level counter is shown in Figure 5.11 below.

Figure 5.11. Core C++ implementation of the sequencer counter.

Each update corresponds to one ‘tick’. Inspiration for this was the principle of Ticks Per
Quarter Note (TPQN) of the MIDI protocol used as the minimum time division when
sequencing note events. This tick-based management of time allows the music engine
to control note events with greater granularity compared to the quarter note
subdivision. For instance, due to the sustained sound of one of the MIDI instruments of
choice (organ) in FATE implementations, it was challenging for MGE to generate a
detached, non-legato feel between chords. This was sidestepped by interpolating a
number of silent ‘ticks’ between chords.
During implementation, a challenge occurred regarding the flexibility of frame rate, i.e.
the frequency of the update rate. The ofSetFrameRate() function was used for frame
rate assignment. This function operates in sync with the computer monitor and, thus,
the framerate frequency was limited at a maximum of 60 Hz. This was sidestepped by
the

ofSetVerticalSync(false) function that unlocks the refresh rate from the

monitor.
No significant challenges occurred regarding time stability. The only instances when
the generated music sped up or slowed down unexpectedly was due to acceleration or
deceleration of the frame rate. Such instances were noticed when the computer was
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under significant external tasks in parallel to music generation, such as playing
arbitrary notification sounds (e.g. audio notifications for emails received). Of course
such unexpected events were isolated during the evaluation studies by keeping the
computer off the Internet and by running only the necessary software for the operation
of FATE.

b. Grammar compiler

As discussed in chapter 4 (section 4.3) a custom grammar compiler (text parser) was
developed as a C++ class that parses implemented instances of the FATRA grammar
model as input.
The compiler runs when FATE starts, i.e. in advance of the music generation and
sequencing processes. The compiler reads through one or more text files each of
which may contain a number of instances of the FATRA grammar model. In this
manner, the text parser compiles all available grammars and stores their elements
(e.g. rewrite rules) for music generation. The population of grammar instances that
FATRA can accept as input is theoretically unlimited, but is expected to be practically
limited in FATE implementations due to restricted computational power. FATE-CSE
was tested under the workload of three grammars and did not demonstrate any issues
under these circumstances.
As already discussed in chapter 4, each grammar instance includes a set of rules
dedicated to one musical style. Subsequently the stored grammar elements (i.e. sets of
rules) are used by FATRA so that music decisions are made in real time. The core
structural elements of the FATRA grammar model, i.e. formal description, grammar
syntax and grammar function have been discussed in chapter 4.

c. Music composer

This ‘music composer’ section refers to the implementation of FATRA regarding music
generation during transitioning and non-transitioning phases. It should be reminded
that, from an algorithm perspective, music generation during non-transitioning phases
relies on the find

rule

function of FATRA (chapter 4, Figure 4.4), while music
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generation during transitioning phases relies on the Grammar Merging Function (GMF)
part of FATRA (section 4.4.2, chapter 4).
The find

rule

function was implemented as a C++ function within the grammar

compiler C++ class mentioned above (b. Grammar compiler). The GMF was
implemented as a separate C++ class.
Both of these functions of the implemented C++ code (i.e. find rule and GMF) can
access the elements of all grammars that are previously provided as input to the
grammar compiler.
The music composer receives data from TPE in real time, assesses two elements of
narrative state, i.e. current episode number and transitioning state (transitioning, nontransitioning, recovering etc. – more detailed analysis is available in section 5.2,
earlier). As discussed earlier (section 5.3), TPE sends narrative state data (predictions)
to the music composer via the Open Sound Control protocol.

d. Logger

In order to record the algorithmic steps of the music generation process, a system
logger was developed. The logger was also implemented as a C++ class that could
interoperate with the aforementioned components of FATE. The logger stores and
reports states and events of the operation of FATE with a frequency of every bar (see
a. Sequencer above in this section) up to more granular states such as steps of
grammatical rewrites or steps of the computational process of harmonic and form
compatibility fitness calculation during preparation of transitions (see chapter 4, section
4.4.2 for more details on the algorithmic process during transitions). Logged elements
are first saved in strings – i.e. sequence of characters – and subsequently these strings
are written in a .txt file actively by the user (i.e. by manual pressing of a computer
key). Saving the elements in strings before writing them in .txt files allows dividing
them into groups (one string per group of elements). This division allows writing the
elements in .txt

in files in a structure that is easily readable by humans. Saving

groups of elements in strings during operation of FATE and writing them in .txt files
did not appear to affect the functionality of the FATE implementations as no decline in
speed or stability of music generation was noticed as a result of it. Segments of a log
.txt file are indicatively presented in APPENDIX B. .
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Below (points 1 to 6) is a list of the elements that are recorded by the logger in order of
appearance in the log .txt

file. Groups of elements are signified by explanatory titles

at their beginning and end:

1. Realtime log (encountered as ‘REAL TIME LOG’ in the log file):
These logs occur on every grammatical rewrite and include the grammar rule used
for each rewrite of symbols as well as the harmonic state of the musical form at that
point (including terminals and non-terminals – details on grammar elements and
structure are available in chapter 4). This includes rewrites and form states during
transitional and non-transitional phases. Additional elements logged during
transitional phases are the upcoming point of music transition (MT), descriptions of
elements of source and target grammars (e.g. number of sections and length of
grammar rules) and the process of combination of rules and symbols between the
source and target grammars. Realtime logs include timestamps with precision to
the millisecond, tied to the beat and events of greater granularity executed by
FATE.

2. Final cycle log:
Logs the final harmonic progression that has been played by FATE in the form
[symbol : bar number].

3. Transition data:
Includes all rewrite possibilities in the form of function-level non-terminals (see
section 4.3 in chapter 4 for details) of both the source and target grammars for an
upcoming transition. In addition, all fitness scores for all combinations of rewrite
possibilities are recorded here (see section 4.4.2 of chapter 4 for details on the
fitness calculation process) with transparency on all levels of fitness refinement.
As discussed in section 7.6 (technical results) of chapter 7, the search of harmonic
fitness – the sorting of scores in specific – was found to be the most challenging in
terms of workload and time consumption. To address this issue, a number of
sorting algorithms were implemented (discussed in chapter 4 and 7 in detail). The
logger records which of these sorting algorithms is used in each case. Non-terminal
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choices for the transition section and the process of their refinement into terminals
is also recorded in this section of the log.
Timestamps are included frequently in this section of the log in order to
quantitatively monitor time consumption of transition preparation.

4. Grammars log:
This section of the log contains all basic elements of all grammars that are provided
to FATE as input for a given run. Elements recorded for each grammar include form
length, ‘optimal’ form functions (see chapter 4), details of non-terminals and
terminals, among other elements. In addition, a quantitative overview is recorded
for each grammar. This includes overview of the form, i.e. numbers of bars in each
section of the form represented by the grammar, number of rules per family of rules
– i.e. timed rules and general rules – as well as music statistics for each grammar,
i.e. average number of bars per sections and subsections within the form.

5. Tracking log:
This tracking feature was developed to capture tracking data in the Petrie Museum
of Egyptian Archaeology (PMEA) implementation of FATE including which room the
participant is in and tracking measurements such as beacon visibility by the TPE.
Eventually this feature was not used consistently, but is available for future use.

6. Speed log:
Some study preliminary trials included speeding up and slowing down the music as
part of the transition. Even though the acceleration/deceleration feature was not
applied in perceptual in evaluations (see chapter 7), log functionality is available for
it.

The log feature enabled monitoring of the behaviour of FATRA (as implemented in
FATE) regarding both the process of musical decision making and the speed and
workload efficiency of the system. Technical evaluation of FATRA relied on the logger
(see chapter 7). In addition, logs are available for all music generated for the online
perceptual study, discussed later in the thesis (chapter 7). The logger was being
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developed and tested during the PMEA study and it was functional by the end of the
study.
As a result, only sample logs are available from the FATE-PMEA implementation
version. These logs have been either produced from short museum trajectories taken
by the researcher or produced independently from mock trajectories in order to monitor
the music generation process. Logs dependent on mock trajectories were based on
predefined hand-coded proxies of beacon tracking sequences.
Even though saving log data occurred during the operation of FATE, writing the log
data in a .txt file was coded to be actively triggered. Specifically, in all versions of
FATE a computer key had to be pressed in order to save log data, at the end of each
FATE session. Active log saving was successful in the PMEA study and in lab
conditions.
However, active log saving was not successful for FATE-CSE in the corresponding
perceptual study (see chapter 7, section 7.4). Even though participants were asked to
signify the end of their computer-simulated trajectory by pressing the log key, no
logging data could be recorded due to a communication issue between the Unity 3D
environment and the C++ code in OpenFrameworks.
Beyond the technical issues encountered regarding logging, active logging would not
be recommended for future user studies. Active logging is recommended to be
replaced by automated logging. In retrospect, logging was successful in PMEA testing
and in the lab – rather than in user studies – mainly because lab settings did not
involve participant management and trajectories were mostly controlled by the
researcher. Management of participants during user studies including recruitment,
paperwork administration (e.g. consent granting), discreet monitoring, managing of the
feedback process (e.g. questionnaires or interviewing) and debriefing may not allow
the researcher to actively log data successfully.
Despite technical and practical issues, logging provided useful feedback for developing
and improving FATRA and its FATE implementations. Finally, as already mentioned,
logging was the foundation of technical evaluation (section 7.6 in chapter 7) and may
significantly contribute to future research upon implementation of the aforementioned
improvements.
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2) Sonification and audio distribution.

As discussed in chapter 4, the final deliverable generated by FATRA is a sequence of
(terminal) chord symbols. In order to sonify these symbols, FATE incorporates a C++
function that maps terminal chord symbols to specific chords (detailed at the level of
voicing), i.e. sets of MIDI note events, triggered simultaneously to form the aimed
chords. The MIDI note events are sent to a local audio host where virtual instruments
receive the MIDI note events and generate sound. Studio One 3 [263] was used in
FATE. In FATE-CSE the music was distributed to participants via computer
headphones. However, in FATE-PMEA upon sonification via Studio One 3 [263] MIDI
instruments, the sound needed to be transmitted to participants. To achieve this, the
sound was transmitted to the smart device (iPhone) held by participants via a local
WIFI network that was set up for this purpose. The Airfoil and Airfoil satellite app [264]
were used for the management of audio streaming.

5.5 Summary
In

summary,

the

Form-Aware

Transitioning

and

Recovering

Algorithm

was

implemented as the Form-Aware Transition Engine (FATE) for evaluation in two
instances. These were the FATE-PMEA implementation, developed based on the
physical spaces of the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology (PMEA), as well as the
FATE-CSE implementation, developed based on a computer-simulated museum
environment (CSE) created in Unity 3D.
Overall FATE consisted of two main pillars, i.e. the Transition Prediction Engine (TPE)
and the Music Generation Engine (MGE). One level lower, TPE consisted of the
Python implementation of the Prediction Engine Function and an EPE interface, which
was based on the PMEA and the CSE. MGE consisted of the music generator –
including a sequencer (timer), grammar compiler, music composer and logger –
implemented in C++ within the context of openFrameworks. Sonification was realised
through translation of the generated chord symbols into MIDI note events (chords) that
were transmitted to virtual instruments within an audio host. Audio distribution was
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achieved via computer headphones in FATE-CSE and via audio streaming through a
dedicated local WIFI network in FATE-PMEA.
Before moving on to discuss the evaluation of FATRA (chapter 7), a preliminary
FATRA/FATE version is outlined in the next chapter (6).
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6 Preliminary, ending-focused FATRA
6.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a preliminary version of FATRA, referred to as preliminary
FATRA, and its implementation (preliminary FATE) focusing on music endings rather
than music transitions. Preliminary FATRA and preliminary FATE have been published
[7] and presented in the Sound and Music Computing (SMC) conference 2016 (paper
also available in APPENDIX D. ). The current chapter outlines the underlying logic and
functionality of preliminary FATRA and preliminary FATE as reported in the
aforementioned SMC publication. Recall that the main contribution of the research lies
in the final versions of FATRA and FATRA grammar model presented in chapter 4
(implemented as PMEA FATE and CSE FATE).
This approach is considered a less sophisticated version of FATRA, since the problem
of endings is less complex – i.e. ending a music excerpt – than the problem of music
transitions – i.e. ending one music excerpt and starting a new one. This version of the
algorithm is referred to as preliminary FATRA since it is the basis upon which the final
FATRA version was developed.
Since preliminary FATRA fundamentally relies on the same principles and grammar
structure as the final FATRA version, only the main principles of preliminary FATRA
and preliminary FATE are discussed in this chapter. Beyond the transitioning capability
that preliminary FATRA does not bear, the major difference in music generation is that
the corresponding hierarchical grammar structure is deprived of the level of harmonic
tonal functions non-terminal symbols, i.e. layer 4 of the FATRA grammar model (see
chapter 4).
Beyond these fundamental differences, preliminary FATRA relies on the same contextsensitive, hierarchical, dynamic grammar structure principles as the final FATRA
version. As discussed below, the on-demand ending and recovery capabilities of
preliminary FATRA rely on the dynamic structure of the grammar.
Preliminary FATRA has been technically evaluated separately from the perceptual and
technical evaluation of the final version of FATRA (see chapter 7). Technical results
are discussed later in this chapter.
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Preliminary FARTA consists of two main components: a prediction engine function and
a music generation algorithm.

6.2 Preliminary Prediction Engine Function (PPEF)
The prediction engine function developed for preliminary FATRA, referred to as the
Preliminary Prediction Engine Function (PPEF), bears a two-dimensional, computer
mouse-controlled interface, where the movement of the mouse is a proxy of the
hypothesised movement of a participant within the episode of an extended
performance experience (see Figure 6.1 below). The aim of the PPEF is to estimate
the temporal occurrence of reaching a goal point in the 2-D interface, i.e. a
hypothesised end of an episode, as well as to recover the estimation if it later detects it
to be false.

Figure 6.1. Mouse-controlled 2D interface. Dot/participant (top-left), quadrant/goal point
(bottom-right).

PPEF is fundamentally similar to the implementation of PEF for CSE (chapter 5), thus,
only differences between the two prediction engine functions are pointed out here.
Namely, PPEF is also divided into three conceptually separate algorithmic processes
similar to PEF for CSE. These are (1) capturing character’s position, (2) estimating
temporal occurrence of transition and (3) managing the transitioning state. The
differences from PEF for CSE are the following:
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-

Regarding capturing character’s position (1) instead of distance to transition
location, distance is calculated with reference to a goal point, which conceptually
represents the ending of a narrative episode instead of a transition between two
episodes.

-

Regarding managing the transitioning state (3) once the goal point has been
reached and until the music ends, the transitioning state corresponds to finishing,
which is reflected in the music generation through a number of finishing-specific
grammar rules being activated.

Otherwise, the two implemented prediction algorithms are identical.

6.2.1 Music generation engine
Preliminary FATE generates form, rhythm and harmony of generic 12-bar blues. This is
generated in real time as musical accompaniment to a hypothesised narrative episode.
The music develops based on narrative advancement so that the music ending
matches the ending of the hypothesised episode.
Music generation is achieved by the use of a context-sensitive, stochastic and dynamic
grammar. The grammar conveys a hierarchical generation of musical form and
harmony (chord sequence). For definition of musical form and harmony in the context
of this research, see chapter 2. The rules of this grammar can be divided based on
musical function in four main categories:

1. Music generation rules
2. Music ending rules
3. Prolonged ending rules
4. Music recovery rules

These four categories are explained below.
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Music generation rules
Musical form is defined by a set of non-terminals, according to their re-write
capabilities, i.e. potential rule expansions of the blues form in this implementation
instance (Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3).
rule: dec_1 à 0.2 I I
dec_1

|

|

dec_5

|

|
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|

|

|

|
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A grammar G

was instantiated to generate a blues form and harmony according to the

generic rock blues style. For definition of style under the scope of this research see
earlier discussion in the thesis (chapter 2).
In the instance of the 12-bar blues form, bars 1, 5 and 9 were set as potential cycle
endings. This choice was made based on harmonic phrases being completed and
significant harmonic shifts occurring at these points of the blues form. Specifically,
according to the harmonic development of the blues form, a harmonic shift to the
subdominant function occurs in bar 5, a harmonic shift to the dominant function occurs
in bar 9 and the standard tonic beginning of the form (resolved cadence) occurs in bar
1. As shown in Figure 6.4, we have the following:
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generate a harmonic progression that is a series of dominant – tonic chord sequences.
This is illustrated in Figure 6.5 where the transition prediction has occurred between
bars 3 and 6, a cadence has been scheduled to occur in bar 7 and the form is going to
end at bar 9. From bar 9 onwards the bars are populated with fin

non-terminal

symbols. These symbols activate a subset of rewrite rules that support prolongation of
the music through a sequence of dominant-tonic cadences, resulting in a I-V-I-V...
iteration. This iteration serves the purpose of continuing the musical output until the
narrative episode reaches its end.

Music recovery rules
Similar to the form recovery process outlined earlier as part of the transition algorithm
(chapter 4), when an episode ending is predicted, but is later cancelled based on
environment (two-dimensional interface) input, then a form-recovery process begins.
To achieve this a rec

non-terminal symbol is placed in the bar following the current

bar (Figure 6.6). Through this non-terminal symbol, a set of recovery rules are
activated in order to harmonically reconcile the latest generated chord (current bar)
with a version of the harmony that is highly likely to occur in the generated form/style
for the remainder of the form. Similarly to the logic of ‘optimal’ functions, discussed in
chapter 4, a highly likely version of the harmony to occur in the generated form/style is
highly characteristic of that style. Re-establishment of the most characteristic version of
the previously ending form aims to enhance the perceptual stability and swiftness of
recovery since the form being recovered is more likely to be recognised by the listener
in a shorter period of time.
A difference between the preliminary FATRA and the final FATRA is that in the final
FATRA (outlined in chapter 4) the remainder of the form is populated with a sequence
of ‘optimal’ function symbols, whereas in preliminary FATRA discussed in this chapter
the remainder of the form is populated with a sequence of ‘optimal’ chord numeral
symbols (corresponding to level 5 of the hierarchy of non-terminals of the final FATRA
grammar model).
Figure 6.6 demonstrates an instance of form recovery where bar 1 is the current bar
being played, with a i6

terminal. Recovery is triggered in bar 1, a rec

non-terminal

symbol is placed in bar 2 and the ‘optimal’ chord numeral non-terminals are placed in
bars 3 to 12 (I-I-IV-IV-I-I-V-IV-I-I).
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3.2.5 Recovering
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Instances of ending (Figure 6.7) and recovery, i.e. re-establishing falsely ending
harmony and form, are demonstrated in case studies 2 and 3 in [7] (see also Figure 6.8
and Figure 6.9 below), where a musical ending occurs, but not followed by a narrative
ending eventually. In these instances, FATRA is able to re-establish the harmony and
form of the initial piece. As discussed in section 6.2 as well as in chapter 4, section 4.3,
in order to achieve this, an additional subset of rules (recovery rules) is activated with
the aim to facilitate harmony (chords) to shift back to the initial piece in a non-disruptive
harmonic manner.

Figure 6.7. Trajectory 1 and corresponding narrative events (first column). Bars of
occurrence of narrative event in the second (overall bar count) and third (bar count
within the 12-bar cycle) column and overall cycle state at corresponding points in time.
This figure is presented in [7].
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Figure 6.8. Trajectory 1 and corresponding events, bars of occurrence and current cycle
state at each bar as presented in [7].

Figure 6.9. Trajectory 1 and corresponding events, bars of occurrence and current cycle
state at each bar as presented in [7].
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6.4 Summary
Overall, this chapter outlined the preliminary FATRA and its preliminary FATE
implementation as presented in the relevant publication [7]. This version is the result of
a preliminary investigation of the research problem. Results indicate that preliminary
FATRA is capable of generating adaptive endings and recovering based on the
narrative predictions within an EPE proxy (2D interface). Since the capabilities of the
preliminary FATRA revolve around on-demand music endings, this approach was
significantly expanded in the final FATRA version in order to solve the more complex
problem of on-demand music transitions.
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7 Evaluation
7.1 Background
Adaptive music generation based on extended performance environment (see chapter
2) input can be considered to be an interactive music interface in the sense that
behaviour within the EPE affects the compositional behaviour of the computer.
As evident in Prechtl’s [53] work on dynamic generation of video game music, in the
work of Modhrain [265], Fernandez and Vico [5] and Herremans [3] as well as in the
literature that is available later in this section, there are two main viewpoints to
approach the evaluation of the FATRA algorithm:
1) Firstly, regarding the quality of the generated music, including transitioning and
non-transitioning phases of music generation by FATRA
2) Secondly, the impact of the generated music on the overall experience of
participants

This section provides literature background on the evaluation of computer music
systems regarding the two aforementioned viewpoints.

Regarding the quality of musical outcome, several approaches and frameworks exist in
the literature for evaluating creativity of computers, as follows.
Beyond computer creativity on music, machine creativity has been discussed by Gero
[266] from a creative design perspective on the dimensions of generation of novel
design ideas as well as replication and automation of the designing process followed
by humans, while in [267] Gero introduces a computer creativity evaluation framework
regarding design structuring and manipulation. Boden [268] mentions that three forms
of creativity – these are “combinational, exploratory, and transformational” [268] – can
be represented via AI, while Ritchie [269] discusses specific criteria for evaluation of
computational creativity, even though focusing on the attributes of the final output
rather than the generation approach and mechanism.
The complexity of the concept of creativity is documented in the literature [5] [3] [270]
with controversy regarding musical creativity of machines, for instance, as evident in
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the critique of Cope by Wiggins [271]. Jordanous [270] systematically discusses the
evaluation of musical creativity of computers and introduces the “Standardised
Procedure for Evaluating Creative Systems” (SPECS) framework, which relies on three
key pillars: (i) defining creativity in the context of a given algorithm or computer system
under evaluation, (ii) constructing the analyses that the musical output needs to
undergo in order to assess success of the system and (iii) assessing the musical
outcome based on these analyses. The semantics of creativity are analysed and 14
creativity components emerge. According to Jordanous, defining creativity of a
computer system should rely on identifying the requirements of the output based on
context, defining whether the evaluation focuses on the outcome versus the creative
mechanism, differentiating between P-creativity (subjective novelty) and H-creativity
(communal, societal novelty) [272] [270] [273]. Definition of creativity informs the
standards that need to be assessed.
It should be noted that FATRA is not intended to be a creative music generation
system under the lens of musical novelty – regardless of P- or H-creativity – but to
replicate existing musical styles as already discussed in chapter 2. However, the
SPECS framework is partly applied to the evaluation of FATRA since, as discussed in
the following subsection (7.2) the intended aims of FATRA are defined within its
context of function, out of which a number of specific criteria of success are identified
(see also chapters 1 and 2).
Jordanous [270] also points out that the input of humans is necessary in the evaluation
process of musical creativity of a machine, i.e. in the process of defining the
aforementioned assessment standards as well as, potentially, in the judgement of the
musical outcome. Indeed, as evident in the design sections of each of the evaluation
studies of FATRA below (see subsections 7.3.1, 7.4.1 and 7.5.1), qualitative reasoning
has been a key design driver in order to assess success of the algorithm.
Pearce and Wiggins [273] introduced a version of the Turing Test [274] as capable for
evaluating musical creativity of machines. Specifically, they outline an approach of four
pillars, these are (i) defining the context and goals of music generation, (ii) determining
a musical fitness component from a corpus of musical patterns, (iii) generating music
based on the fitness component and (iv) assessing specific elements of the musical
outcome by surveying human listeners as judges.
The approach of Pearce and Wiggins [273] is also focused on creativity. However,
Ariza [275] criticizes it and argues that a Turing Test is suitable to test the music
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plausibility in the sense of existing style replication rather than creativity under the lens
of novelty. Within the aims of FATRA and the scope of this research, a version of the
Turing Test is considered valid and useful to test plausibility of the musical outcome
within the context of narrative accompanying music for specific musical styles (as also
discussed in the Online study section later in this chapter), i.e. with the generation of
novel music not identified among the aims of FATRA.
The methodological value of qualitative judgement of computer generated music by
human listeners is also documented by Agres et al. [276] while, as also argued by
Herremans [3], musical references of individuals constitute a basis for judgement of
stylistic conformity, as per Peretz et al. [277] and Krumhansl [278]. As evident in the
following sections of this chapter, human listeners judged the acceptability of the music
generated by FATRA regarding its stylistic and contextual (EPE) conformity.
Nonetheless, critique of utilizing human listeners as judges is also raised in the
literature. For instance, Biles [279] discusses issues of speed and efficiency in case of
evaluating the musical outcome of multiple stages of generation, while Tokui & Iba
[280] mention tiredness and stress as a potential outcome of lengthy listening and
evaluation. Such concerns were considered during design of the evaluation studies
that are presented in the remainder of this chapter (section 7.2 and below). However,
as discussed in the design description sections that follow (subsections 7.3.1, 7.4.1
and 7.5.1), human participants were allowed to withdraw from all studies, while in two
out of the three studies designed, the music was part of a broader experience and,
thus, musical evaluation was not an end in itself.
Regarding the expertise of human judges of a creative outcome Boden [272] argues
that the view of both experts and non-experts is valid, but noting that expertise allows
the explicit justification of judgement. This can potentially lead to constructive feedback
through the identification of the drivers underlying specific responses.

As already

mentioned, creativity under the lens of novelty is not within the scope of research for
FATRA. However, Boden’s argumentation [272] is highly relevant to this research from
the viewpoint of the quality and plausibility of the generated music, i.e. stylistically and
contextually. Thus, the first two of the evaluation studies described below (sections 7.3
7.4) relied on the judgement of an audience non-music experts – i.e. not necessarily
music experts – while the last of the three studies (see section 7.5 below) relied on the
judgement of music experts.
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As already stated in the beginning of this section, beyond the evaluation of the quality
of computer-generated music, the impact of adaptive, computer-generated music on
the overall experience of participants is also an area for evaluation. However, it should
be noted that the effect of the generated music on the overall experience is not the
primary focus in the scope of research.
Numerous publications exist in the literature proposing methodologies and frameworks
for the evaluation of interactive music systems and Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs)
including W. Hsu and M. Sosnick [281], Barbosa [282] and Malloch et al. [283]. While
the domain of DMI evaluation is only relevant to this thesis under the viewpoint of
interactive interfaces, Stowell et al. [284] stress the value of qualitative evaluation of
computer-human musical interactions by humans. In addition, O’Modhrain [265]
discusses the evaluation of DMIs from three perspectives, these are (i) evaluation
based on usage, i.e. the “performer’s perspective”, (ii) evaluation based on interaction
with the audience, i.e. the “designer’s perspective” and (iii) evaluation based on
commerciality, i.e. the “manufacturer’s perspective”. Given the fact that music
generation is not the primary aim of a given participant – or, otherwise, interface user –
in the context of EPEs as these were defined in chapter 2, the boundaries between the
performer and the audience are dubious. In fact, the participant affects the music
generation – even though potentially non-deliberately – while being the primary listener
of the generated music. This leads to a circular concept under the scope of DMIs.
However, as per Collins’ [285] framework presented in the beginning of the following
section (section 7.2), interaction or non-interaction of a given participant with an EPE is
used as a criterion for structuring the evaluation of FATRA across different studies.
Beyond DMIs, the role of the music and audio in video game interactive experiences
has been evaluated in Paterson et al. [286] and Prechtl [53] by open or direct, Likertscale questions regarding the effect that the music or audio had on the overall
experience of participants. For the evaluation of FATRA open questions or Likert-type
questions intended to capture information relevant to the impact of the generated
music on the overall EPE.

The following section provides an overview of the evaluation approach that has been
followed for FATRA, while the subsequent sections (sections 7.3 to 7.6) outline the
three different user studies implemented as well as relevant technical evaluation. The
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chapter closes (section 7.8) with a summary of the evaluation and results, categorised
based on the criteria of success.

7.2 Evaluation overview
Collins (N.) [285] defines three perspectives for the evaluation of interactive music
systems:

1) By individuals who directly interact with the system
2) By the audience and reviewers
3) Technical evaluation of algorithms

Even though the above perspectives of evaluation refer to ‘concert systems’, Collins’
approach influenced the evaluation approach viewpoints of this research. These were
defined as the following:

1) Experience-related perceptual evaluation of generated music: Participants’
viewpoint of the music as they experienced it within an EPE setting.

2) Perceptual evaluation of the generated music, detached from its relevant EPE
setting: Evaluation of the generated music by music experts.

3) Technical evaluation of the algorithm: Evaluation of FATRA based on generated
output.

As already mentioned in chapter 1 of the thesis (introduction), a number of evaluation
criteria have been identified. These criteria are divided into three main categories, i.e.
baseline criteria, success criteria and Criteria of general musical quality under the
scope of NAM, as below:
-

Baseline criteria are the ones that frame the research problem and constitute its
relevant challenges. These are the following:
o

Contrasting music generation between source and target pieces

o

Continuous musical accompaniment
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o

Correct temporal placement of transitions with regards to narrative
episodes

-

The success criteria are:
o

Generation of RM, i.e. including music characteristics and non-musical
associations.

o

Non-monotonous

repetitiveness and

capability

for avoidance

of

repetitiveness in the generated music, i.e. indication that music variation
can be generated and that repetitiveness is not perceived as dull and
monotonous.
o

Generation of coherent transitions between source and target music, i.e.
the transition being perceived as a non-abrupt, non-cacophonous,
natural-sounding and smooth musical process between the source and
target pieces.

-

Criteria of general musical quality under the scope of NAM:
o

Overall plausibility of the generated music, i.e. the output being
characterised as music in the scope of RM as well as being perceived
as pleasant/enjoyable.

o

Appropriateness within respective EPE context, i.e. the output being
perceived as suitable NAM for relevant EPEs as well as pleasant and
experience-enhancing in EPE scenarios in general.

o

Recognition of the musical output as formic and/or appreciation of form
as quality enhancing.

Evaluation involved three perceptual studies as well as technical evaluation. The
perceptual studies were the Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology (PMEA) study the
Computer-Simulated Environment (CSE) study and the online survey.
The three perceptual studies relied on participant questionnaires and technical analysis
of the generated music complemented the analysis of results.
The questionnaires consisted of closed and open questions. Closed questions required
responses in non-parametric form including Likert-type scales, multiple choice of
yes/no(/unsure) and ranking music excerpts according to specific criteria. Such non-
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parametric questions are commonly used in perceptual studies where ordinal data
match the qualitative nature of the results being observed. Open-ended questions were
used as standalone or follow-up questions in certain instances in order to capture the
finer aspects of the perception of participants.

7.3 Petrie Museum of Egyptian Archaeology (PMEA) study
7.3.1 Design of the PMEA study
A museum visit was regarded as a valid instance of EPE for evaluation of FATRA.
Thus, a PMEA visit was regarded to be an EPE and the transition between the two
primary rooms of the museum, i.e. main room and pottery room (plan image available
in Figure 5.2 to Figure 5.4, and questionnaire in APPENDIX E. ), were regarded as an
NT.
In collaboration with the PMEA, the setup of the study was defined according to the
conceptual requirements of the space. Specifically, ‘early jazz music’ and ‘Egyptsounding’ music was identified as appropriate musical accompaniment to the museum
experience in order to invoke the feeling of the Flinders Petrie [287] era – i.e. the
beginning of the 20th century until the early 1940s – as well as to establish an ancient
mood that would correlate to Ancient Egypt. In addition, two CDs including numerous
early jazz pieces (but not exclusively) were provided by PMEA as examples of the
desired jazz musical style. These examples were used as the basis for the
implementation of the jazz grammar (dedicated to the pottery room of the museum).
The grammar was developed to resemble the structural characteristics and form of
Take the A train by Duke Ellington. However, generation is not confined to these
musical characteristics since production of chord sequences by FATRA is generative.
The generated harmony is characterised as major, chromatic and tonal.
In order to implement the grammar for the ‘Egypt-sounding’ piece (dedicated to the
main room of PMEA) musical style modelling depended on examples of music found
after internet and Spotify search regarding what may be perceived as ancient Egypt
music, i.e. invoking associations with that geography/era since no objective findings
indicated what the music of that era sounded like. The result was a grammar that
generated a 32-bar form, along with tonal harmony in (chromatic) Phrygian mode. The
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two grammar instances are available in APPENDIX A. (first two out of three grammars
presented).
Beyond generation of chord sequences, orchestration was also managed in real time.
For the jazz piece, basic swing jazz drumming was used. In addition, a repeated
walking bass pattern was applied on top of each generated chord, relying upon each
chord generated by FATRA, horizontally (melodically) analysing each chord’s notes
with a swing sequenced note pattern of 1 3 5 3 7 5 3 528 (4 beats, for 7th chords)
or 1 3 5 3 1 5 3 5 (4 beats, for triad chords). An organ virtual instrument sound
was used for the sonification of chords. In the (chromatic) Phrygian piece, the
generated chord sequences were sonified using a harpsichord virtual instrument sound
along with repetitive cymbal percussive patterns.
Orchestration elements for both pieces were sequenced/controlled at the note level,
but their sequencing was deterministic sine patterns were standardised and did not rely
on probabilistic generation.
The study ran over the course of two weeks in November 2017 at the Petrie Museum
of Egyptian Archaeology at the University College London campus and relied on
recruitment of museum visitors as they entered the PMEA. Upon consent, participants
were granted a smart device in a bag, and headphones with volume control attached to
them. After setting the volume to a comfortable level while listening to pre-recorded
music for testing, participants were urged to continue their museum visit as they would
normally do. At any point, participants could return the equipment to the researcher
and voluntarily complete the questionnaire (APPENDIX E. ) in writing or share
responses verbally.
Overall, 59 participants took part in the study. They reported listening to music for ~1.9
hours daily on average.
To exclude participants who may have missed significant parts of the music, a question
on whether they removed their headphones during their visit was used to reject
corresponding questionnaire replies by those who did so. A total of 52 questionnaire
replies were kept as valid. Thus, in effect the number of valid participants is 52.

28

Numbers correspond to note degrees in relation to the fundamental note of a chord.
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7.3.2 Results
7.3.2.1 Baseline criteria
Continuity
All participants responded positively to question 1 regarding continuity of music, i.e. 52
out of 52, thus, musical continuity was achieved. However, it should be reported that a
minority of participants were uncertain about the nature of the question and actively
asked the researcher for clarifications on whether question 1 referred to continuous
presence of musical accompaniment or whether it implied aesthetic continuity or
otherwise. Clarifications were provided in favour of the former perception, i.e.
continuous presence of musical accompaniment.

Musical contrast and correct temporal placement
Question 7 asked participants whether parts of the soundtrack corresponded to specific
areas of the museum. 42 out of 52 participants replied positively, but only 39 out of 52,
i.e. 75%, indicated these areas to be the two main rooms of PMEA on the
questionnaire.
In addition, the following question (8) asked participants to choose (out of multiple
choices) the areas of PMEA where musical changes occurred, under the condition that
such changes were perceived by participants. In fact, all the sub-questions of question
8 were conditional upon recognition of significant changes in the music. 47 out of 52
participants replied to parts or all of the sub-sections to question 8. However, only 41
out of 47 participants indicated the correct graph (image ii of multiple choices)
implying significant change in the music to occur between the two main rooms of
PMEA. Thus, results indicate that only 41 out of 52 participants, i.e. 79%, perceived the
music as contrasting at the points in the music that the study intended to explore, i.e. at
the points of music transitions.
The discrepancy between the results of 41 from question 8 (recognised contrast on
music transitions) and 39 from question 7 (parts of the soundtrack perceived to
correspond to the two main rooms) was attributed to the wording and image of
question 7 not clarifying the level of detail required by the drawing/indication (openended request for drawing/indication). The set of the 39 participants from question 7
was a subset of the 41 participants from question 8.
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Overall, regarding musical contrast between the source and target pieces, 41 out of 52,
i.e. 79%, is considered to be the relevant result since it was 41 participants who
indicated the intended transitions between the two main rooms to constitute ‘significant
changes in music’. The same applies to temporal placement of music transitions, since
they were recognised to occur between rooms by the same number of participants.
This majority, being above chance, is considered a positive indication for the
identification of musical contrast by participants, as well as for the correct placement of
a transition in the PMEA environment experience (i.e. EPE).
Finally, it should be mentioned that the initial planning for the design of the experiment
was to introduce an additional condition to it, namely the music transitions to occur at
NTs between PMEA rooms as well as at random points of museum visits.
Randomisation between these two conditions would minimise the risk of music
transitions being perceived as contrasting due to the physical switch between museum
rooms. However, in order to increase the statistical significance for benchmarking
between the transitioning approaches under the same conditions (see next section),
this idea was abandoned.
Instead, the perception of musical contrast, beyond any bias due to transitioning
between the PMEA rooms, was triangulated by replies to open questions that indicated
the source and target music to fall into different categories of RM either by
classification of musical genre or by non-musical association. For instance, replies to
question 5)b), “[If parts of the soundtrack suggested a specific era/part of the world]
name or describe the era(s) or part(s) of the world in your own words” included:
“Main room: ancient era, Pottery room: 1920s NYC swing jazz.”
“Kind of like Incan, the metal parts and Egyptian possibly. Then ragtime jazz.”
“1950s Britain” for the pottery room, as opposed to “1700s in the African desert”
for the main room.

7.3.2.2 Coherence of transition
In the trajectories of PMEA visitors, the transition between the two main rooms of the
museum was considered to be an NT. All MTs occurred in time correlation to these
NTs based on position tracking of participants. MTs were generated in two manners,
i.e. transitions generated by FATRA as well as direct transitions – i.e. consecutive
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triggering of precomposed music passages. This enabled benchmarking FATRA
transitions against direct transitions. Direct transitioning was used as a benchmark
technique which is used commonly in real time adaptive music generation, as already
discussed in chapter 3. Direct transitions were generated in real time as follows: The
source and target pieces were generated by the FATE implementation but with the
transitioning capability of FATRA disabled. When an NT occurred in participants’
trajectories, the target piece would start playing from the beginning of its form and at
the bar where the FATRA transition section would otherwise begin, i.e. if the
transitioning capability of FATRA was enabled. In this manner, the direct transition
occurred in a synchronised manner in order not to disrupt the harmonic phrase of the
source piece and, thus, not to bias results in favour of FATRA transitions. Since source
and target pieces were orchestrated differently, their instrument sounds were
automatically volume-crossfaded on transitions. This crossfading was synchronised
with transitions, i.e. it began when transitions began. To achieve automated
crossfading, the same chord MIDI signals generated by the music generator – part of
the Music Generation Engine (MGE) of FATE (see section 5.4) – were sent
simultaneously to two channels of different instrument sounds, i.e. organ sound for the
chords of the jazz piece and harpsichord for the chords of the (chromatic) Phrygian
piece. On the contrary, MIDI signals of bass and percussion patterns were sent to
distinct dedicated channels for each piece. In all instances, crossfading relied on
automated, gradual change in the note velocity of the MIDI signals.
Participants were asked three questions with regards to musical coherence. These
were 8)b)i, 8)b)ii and 8)c aiming to capture perception on transitioning abruptness,
smoothness and musical detachment between the source and target pieces. The
sample size for these questions was considered to be 41 based on the number of
participants who identified the music transitions as intended by the experiment design.
Thus, only replies from the specific 41 participants were considered.
Replies were in the form of Likert-type scales and as shown in Table 3 below, no clear
preference between the two transitioning approaches was demonstrated. Since this is
an experiment between two different conditions, of unrelated design and nonparametric values, the Mann-Whitney test was applied for the analysis of results.
Of the 41 participants, 22 participants listened to FATRA transitions and 19 listened to
direct transitions.
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Regarding perceived suddenness/abruptness, direct transitions performed marginally
better, but without statistical significance (p = 0.44) – Table 3. FATRA transitions were
marginally more gradual/smooth than direct ones, but without statistical significance (p
= 0.45) – Table 4. Finally, FATRA outperformed the direct transitioning approach
regarding detached/disconnected perception, but without statistical significance (p =
0.16) (Table 5).

Question 8)b)i

The changes in the music felt sudden/abrupt:

# of participants: 41

# of Replies
FATRA
Reply choices
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree
Sum of ranks
Mean of ranks:
Standard
deviation:
p-value

Direct

2
3
6
11
0

2
5
3
7
2

468
21
38.3

393

0.44

Table 3. PMEA study, question: “The changes in the music felt sudden/abrupt”
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Question 8)b)ii

The changes in the music felt gradual/smooth:

# of
participants: 41

# of Replies
Reply choices
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree
Sum of ranks
Mean of ranks:
Standard deviation:
p-value

FATRA

Direct

2
8
5
7
0

2
7
3
6
1

456.5
21
38.3
0.45

404.5

Table 4. PMEA study, question: “The changes in the music felt gradual/smooth”

Question 8)c

These changes made different parts of the
soundtrack sound detached/disconnected:

# of
participants: 41

# of Replies
Reply choices
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree
Sum of ranks
Mean of ranks:
Standard deviation:
p-value

FATRA

Direct

0
8
4
7
1

0
5
3
9
2

423.5
21
38.3
0.16

437.5

Table 5. PMEA study, question: “These changes made different parts of the soundtrack
sound detached/disconnected”

Overall, none of the two transitioning approaches performed distinctly better than the
other regarding coherence of transition. A consideration based on these results is that
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factors such as the PMEA experience (EPE) or orchestration beyond the generated
chord sequences may have masked the differences between the two transitioning
approaches. This consideration led to amendments in the experiments of the next two
studies (CSE and online survey). Specifically, orchestration was abandoned in the next
surveys and a single organ virtual instrument was used for chord sonification instead.
In addition, FATRA transitioning was also benchmarked against crossfading
transitioning in addition to benchmarking against direct transitioning in the online study.
Beyond these considerations around lack of distinct winner transitioning approach, the
observation

of

FATRA

marginally

surpassing

direct

transitions

regarding

gradualness/smoothness and perception of detachment between source and target
may be considered to be a result of the chord-level control of music generation by
FATRA during the transitioning phase, which results in gradual introduction of material
(chords) of the target piece during the transitioning phase. I.e. in contrary to the direct
transitioning approach where the switch from the source harmonic context to the target
occurs all at once. This consideration is also discussed further on in the online study
section (7.5).

7.3.2.3 Generation of RM & general plausibility and quality of music
Questions 4 and 5 of the questionnaire aimed to capture whether the generated music
can be considered to be RM. Results from question 4 as they appear on Table 6
demonstrate a clear tendency towards agreement. In addition, the follow-up open
question provided certain replies that demonstrate the recognisability of the generated
music either in terms of musical genre or by non-musical association.

Question 4

The soundtrack reminded me of one or more existing musical styles

# of replies

50
Reply choices
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

Replies
2
8
10
26
4

Table 6. PMEA study, question: “The soundtrack reminded me of one or more existing
musical styles”
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Below are some characteristic replies:
“New age, 60s Psychedelia”, “Bluegrass?”, “Jazz - style music”, “Ragtime jazz”,
“[…] sounded like jazz, it did remind me a little of the 1920s era.”
It should be argued that orchestration is considered to be a major factor in
recognisability of the generated music. However, it is not considered to be entirely
responsible for genre recognition. For instance, orchestration elements such as swing
drumming may be a reference to jazz music in general, however, specificity of the early
jazz era/sub-genre, e.g. the 1920s or ragtime jazz, is considered to emerge from the
harmonic language and, perhaps, musical form that was generated.
In addition, as evident in the online study (discussed in section 7.5 below), the
generated music, despite lacking orchestration, was still identifiable with similar
references to style or era.
However, as shown in the following Table 7, binary replies to question 5 on specific era
or geography associations were split.

Question 5

a) Did parts of the soundtrack
suggest a specific era in time?

b) Did parts of the soundtrack suggest
a specific part of the world?

# of replies: 49
Reply choices
Yes
No

Replies
25
24

Replies
23
22

Table 7. PMEA study, questions: “Did parts of the soundtrack suggest a specific era in
time?” & “Did parts of the soundtrack suggest a specific part of the world?”.

Overall, the results of FATRA on the level of recognisability (i.e. generation of RM)
were split. However, the fact that the majority of participants who replied positively
were able to articulate specific musical genres or non-musical associations for the
music, without being music experts nor within a music-focused experience, is
considered an indication in favour of recognisability. In addition, where recognisability
is achieved, it is considered an indication of the generated music passing a basic
threshold of musical quality. As also discussed below (see section 7.3.2.6), description
of the generated music as potentially NAM of other, ‘real-life’ EPEs is an additional
indication of quality of the musical output.
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7.3.2.4 Non-monotonous

repetitiveness

capability

for

avoidance

of

repetitiveness in the generated music
Monotony and repetitiveness were tested via questions 2 and 3. Results clearly
indicated that the music was perceived to be repetitive with 35 out of 47 participants
(74%) agreeing or agreeing strongly (Table 8). These results along with the results on
monotony – 46% perceived the music to be monotonous (Table 9) – indicate that
repetitiveness was perceived as negative.
However, it should be pointed out that durations of PMEA of participants lasted much
longer than anticipated spanning from 20-30 minutes for the whole museum to 50
minutes spent in a single museum room by participants. The form length of the
generated music and RM in principle did not match the length of the episodes in the
experience, i.e. each piece was not intended to last for more than a few minutes. Thus,
it is considered that long repetition of the generated forms (cycles) and their
subsections was the primary driver behind this result.
However, as evident in the log data (discussed later in this chapter – section 7.6)
FATRA is capable of generating musical variety, i.e. between sub-sections of the
musical form as well as between form cycles.

Question 2)a

I found the music to be repetitive:

# of replies

47
Reply choices
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

Replies
0
5
7
29
6

Table 8. PMEA study, question: “I found the music to be repetitive”.
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Question 3)a

I found the music to be monotonous:

# of replies

46
Reply choices
Yes
No

Replies
21
25

Table 9. PMEA study, question: “I found the music to be monotonous”.

7.3.2.5 Form generation, perception and appreciation
As discussed later in this chapter (section 7.6), form generation is evident in the log
data corresponding to the generated music. In addition to this data, perception and
appreciation of form were aimed to be captured by question 9. The first sub-question,
9)a), asked whether the music was perceived to be ‘organised overall’ while the
second synonymous sub-question, 9)b, on whether the generated music was
perceived to be ‘well-structured’ aimed to triangulate results of 9)a. Possible replies
were ‘yes’, ‘no’ and ‘unsure’. ‘Unsure’ replies were not considered to be equal to ‘no’
since, due to the pool of participants not being necessarily music experts, the notion of
musical organisation and structure may not have been clear for participants.
Results showed that the music was perceived to be ‘organised overall’ by 50% out of
all replies or 64% excluding the ‘unsure’ replies. 52% of all replies or 72% excluding
‘unsure’ replies (Table 10) were positive regarding the structure of the music being
perceived as good.
The percentages excluding the ‘unsure’ replies can be considered to be a positive
indication of perception of musical organisation and musical structure. Nonetheless,
the lack of clarity on the perception underlying the ‘unsure’ replies needs to be
acknowledged and, thus, updated questionnaires were included in subsequent studies
to triangulate results (see next paragraph).
Overall, a consideration on these results is whether perception of organisation and
structure was owed to the formic element in the generated music rather than other
factors. Due to ambiguity in the terminology and concept of musical organisation and
structure, questionnaires of the subsequent studies (i.e. CSE and online studies)
included additional relevant questions for further triangulation/clarification.
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Question 9

a) Did the music feel
organised overall?

b) Did the music sound
well-structured overall?

# of replies: 50
Reply choices
Yes
No
Unsure

Replies
25 (50%, 64%)
14
11

Replies
26 (52%, 72%)
10
14

Table 10. PMEA study, questions: “Did the music feel organised overall?” & “Did the
music sound well-structured overall?”.

7.3.2.6 Appropriateness within the PMEA EPE context
Since the music generated by FATRA is NAM it was considered significant to test
whether it has been perceived as potentially NAM for other, ‘real-life’ EPEs. As already
discussed, questions 4, 5 and 10 aimed to capture perception on musical and nonmusical references invoked by the generated music as well as general comments on
the generated music. Open replies to these questions indicated that the music was
perceived as potentially part of film, TV or video game music. Specifically, relevant
replies described the music as follows:
“Music hall/old-fashioned live music to accompany a film. Otherwise, film/TV
drama soundtrack.”
“Game Music”
“Some parts reminded me of thriller music soundtracks”
“Something between elevator music and a tense film score”
“Jazz age & silent movies”
“Late 90s TV music (maybe X-files) […]”

To further research the themes that occurred in these open questions, i.e.
appropriateness of the generated music as NAM, the relevant part of the questionnaire
was enhanced in the subsequent studies (i.e. the CSE and online studies) to be more
structured and specific.
Beyond correlation to NAM in different EPE contexts, replies on whether the music
enhanced the EPE experience – i.e. the PMEA visit for participants – or not were
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provided, including both positive and negative feedback. Positive feedback mentioned
that the music was “soothing”, “made it easier to concentrate on museum pieces” and
“it elevated the museum experience”. In addition, the following feedback was provided:
“I 'm pretty sure I stayed longer than I would have if it wasn't for the music.
Made the experience very enjoyable. One part was nice and atmospheric. The
other was early jazz, that matched the excavation period very nicely.”

Negative feedback revolved around the fact that “[…] the music didn't necessarily feel
connected with the theme of the exhibit” or similarly that the music “[…] seemed
unrelated to what I was seeing and had no connection with it.”. In addition, in instances
of

negative

feedback.

criticism

was

attributed

by

participants

to

repetitiveness/monotony of the music as well as to unconvincing virtual instrument
sounds.
Despite criticism, the music is considered capable of being perceived as potentially
NAM for ‘real-life’ settings, such as NAM for film, TV or video games. Criticism was
attributed to repetitiveness/monotony (discussed in the relevant section), the choice of
musical style generated – a choice made in collaboration with PMEA in this instance –,
as well as to unconvincing virtual instrument sounds, i.e. a non-structural or formic
characteristic of the music that is beyond the scope of research.
Thus, subject to discussion in section 7.3.2.4 on monotony/repetitiveness, criticism was
not considered negative or problematic in the scope of research.
In addition, description of the generated music as potentially NAM for ‘real-life’ EPEs is
considered an indication of quality of the musical output.

In summary, regarding the whole PMEA study, the fact that participants were mere
visitors to the museum may have impacted the questionnaire results because
participants may have focused primarily on the museum experience/exhibits rather
than the music. Despite this, overall questionnaire results were insightful regarding
music generation and drove ideas for improvements in the questionnaires and
experimental design of the subsequent studies.
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7.4 Computer-Simulated Environment (CSE) study
7.4.1 Design of the CSE study
In order to capture additional data in the principles of the PMEA EPE-based study, the
CSE study was designed. As discussed in chapter 5 earlier in the thesis, a simulation
of an Egyptian Archaeology museum was developed in the Unity 3D [255] game
engine.
Study participants were asked to navigate a CSE in 1st-person mode while listening to
NAM. The CSE was divided into three rooms of different colour and theme, i.e.
paintings in the red room, statues in the yellow room and pottery in the blue room (see
Figure 5.8, chapter 5).
A different style of music was dedicated to each room, thus, three music generation
grammars were provided as input to the algorithm. Two of the three grammars were
identical to the grammars used in the PMEA study. An additional grammar was
implemented to generate music of different harmonic context to the other two. The
intention for the third grammar was to generate music in the style of rock music. To
achieve this, the grammar was developed to generate sequences of power chords, i.e.
chords consisting of only the root note and 5th note of the chord. The generated chord
sequences were in the same tonality as the previously implemented grammars, but in
Aeolian mode. Overall, the paintings room of the CSE was accompanied by
(chromatic) Phrygian mode music (also found in the main room in the PMEA study),
the statues room was accompanied by major mode, chromatic, jazz music (which
corresponded to the pottery room in the PMEA study), and the Aeolian, power-chord
piece accompanied the pottery room.
The design of the experiment was similar to the PMEA study design, exposing
participants to two conditions, i.e. two approaches of music transitions: FATRA
transitioning and direct transitioning. In order to manage the risk of diminishing
perceptual differences between transitioning approaches due to orchestration changes
(see discussion in section 7.3.2.2 regarding orchestration changes between styles in
the PMEA study), a single organ virtual instrument was used in all three pieces.
Discrete trajectory indications were provided to participants in the CSE (arrows). Room
transitions were regarded as NTs and MTs aimed to match these transitions
temporally.
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The study took place in December 2018 at UCL main campus. The CSE was set up in
a common area where passing-by individuals were recruited via visual advertisement
present in the space.
An enhanced version of the PMEA questionnaire was used in the study, to which
participants could provide answers voluntarily after the computer-simulated experience.

7.4.2 Results
Eight individuals undertook the CSE experience and listened to the generated music
five of which provided answers to parts of the questionnaire – three out of five provided
answers verbally. Verbal replies were subsequently transcribed by the researcher.
Despite the limited amount of replies, useful results were derived regarding a number
of the evaluation criteria, complementing the results of the PMEA study. The main
findings are discussed in 7.4.2.1 and 7.4.2.2 below.
All participants (i.e. five out of five) followed the indicated trajectory, i.e. they virtually
moved through all three rooms of the CSE and reached the initial room before leaving
the EPE. Three out of five participants listened to the FATRA transition while two
listened to the direct transition.

7.4.2.1 Baseline criteria
Music contrast and correct temporal placement: All five participants perceived
differences in the music between the three rooms. This result indicates that generated
pieces were perceived as distinctly different as well as that temporal placement of
transitions was correct.
The possibility of bias in perceiving the generated pieces as distinctly different due to
the contrast between the CSE rooms/room colours in the CES trajectory needs to be
acknowledged. However, the recognition of different music genres or different musical
characteristics in the generated music is considered a positive indication against such
bias.
Regarding continuity, all five participants reported the music to have been continuous
throughout their trajectory.
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7.4.2.2 Generation of RM and quality of musical output
Three out of five participants indicated that the generated music resembled funk, jazz
and 70s/psychedelic rock music. Specifically, music in the painting room (chromatic
Phrygian mode music) was characterised as 70s/psychedelic rock music, while music
in the statues room (major mode, chromatic, jazz music) was characterised as funk and
jazz. Regarding music in the pottery room (Aeolian, power-chord music), it was
characterised as more “plain”, “clean” and consonant compared to music in the other
two rooms, while one participant referred to it as more “calm” and “serious”.
Recognition of different music genres and differences in musical characteristics is
considered a significant finding of this study. Specifically, the PMEA study raised a
question on whether recognisability of different genres was owed to differentiating
orchestration. However, the CSE study is an indication of the contrary since only one
virtual instrument sound (organ) was used throughout the EPE.
In addition, three out of five participants mentioned that the music could have been
NAM in video games. This is an interesting finding indicating the plausibility of the
generated music despite lack of orchestration.
Finally, three participants shared their judgement on the quality of the generated music.
Two of them judged the music positively mentioning that it provided a pleasant audio
background to the trajectory and that it was interesting to listen to the music changing
during the CSE experience. One participant judged the music as “rather boring” and
they attributed this to the single instrument sound used throughout the trajectory.

Overall, the CSE study provided useful and interesting results as they complement
findings of the PMEA study regarding the role of orchestration in the success of the
musical output. Specifically, association with existing musical styles, appreciation of
musical differences between the music of different rooms and recognition of the
generated music as potentially part of NAM of video games are all considered
interesting and useful in view of lack of orchestration in the CSE study.
Despite the relatively low number of participants and, therefore, the low reliance that
can be placed on the data, the CSE study was considered a useful extension of the
PMEA study.
Perceptual evaluation of FATRA was completed by the online study outlined in the
following section.
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7.5 Online study
7.5.1 Design of the online study
In order to capture the perception of the generated music in more detail, an online
survey aimed at music experts was launched. Besides the musical expertise of
participants, this experimental setup allows participants to make judgements of the
music without distractions from an EPE such as the PMEA or the CSE of the two
studies conducted earlier.
The survey was launched in January 2018 and was advertised via email to mailing lists
of the computer music community, i.e. the NIME, ISMIR, SMC and DMRN lists. The
Opinio platform [288] – UCL Opinio in specific – was used for distribution of the survey.
35 participants started the study, while only six participants completed the entire study.
The total length of study, i.e. 45 questions most of which relied on listening to audio
excerpts – a time-consuming process –, was considered to be the main reason for this.
The initial body of participants reported listening to music for approx. 2 hours daily. The
preferred musical genres of participants varied between classical music, jazz and
electronic music, and the majority of genres mentioned can be regarded as MPM.
The background of musical training of participants was diverse with an average of 5.6
years of instrument training and 4.6 years of music theory training.

The survey consisted of the following parts:
-

Testing the musical background of participants (questions 1-4)

-

Establishing perception of contrast between the target and source pieces upon
which the rest of the study relied (question 5)

-

A ranked comparison between 3 transitioning approaches (questions 6-11)

-

Standalone judgement of the three different transitions from the previous
section (questions 12-23) with subsequent comparison of results between the
three

-

Overview of the quality of an excerpt generated by FATRA, including transition,
form, and general acceptability judgements (questions 24-45)
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Complementing the two previous studies, an additional transitioning condition, i.e.
crossfading transitioning, was added along with amended questionnaire structure and
phrasing.
The online questionnaire is also available in APPENDIX G. .

7.5.2 Results
7.5.2.1 Baseline criteria
All musical examples, including transitions, were generated/composed in advance of
the study. Due to detachment of the study from any EPE setting, testing the correct
temporal placement of transitions is non-applicable.

Musical contrast
As discussed in chapter 2, contrast is viewed as perception of distinct stylistic
differences between two pieces of music. Perception of contrast between the source
and target pieces that were used in the study was tested at the beginning of the
questionnaire.
At first, participants listened to two separate music excerpts, both generated by
FATRA, each with a different grammar as input.

The musical examples were

generated in advance of the study. The two grammars were initially implemented for
the PMEA study and were also used in the CSE study. The first excerpt corresponded
to the piece of the main room of the PMEA study, i.e. based on the (chromatic)
Phrygian mode, while the second piece corresponded to the pottery room of the PMEA
study, i.e. the major mode, chromatic, jazz piece. The excerpts used in question 5
(Table 11), testing musical contrast, did not include music transitions.
The sequence of the generated chord symbols is provided below under excerpts 1 & 2
(full cycle) as extracted from the log file which was produced upon excerpt generation.
Each tuple contains one chord symbol along with its bar number (starting from 0). For
both examples a full form of 32 bars was generated. The audio output was recorded
and subsequently both excerpts were edited in DAW software, so only the first half of
both excerpts was uploaded to the survey.
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Indicative disambiguation of chord symbols for the tonic chord:
-

i : major triad

-

im : minor triad

-

i6 : major 6th chord

-

i7 : dominant chord (i.e. chord type as opposed to harmonic function)

-

isus4

:

triad with sustained 4th note in the place of the third, i.e. notes C – F

– G.
-

io : diminished triad chord

Excerpt 1 – full cycle:

FINAL CYCLE
[symbols : times]
[isus4 : 0][isus4 : 1][bviim : 2][isus4 : 3][isus4 :
4][ivsus4 : 5][vo : 6][vo : 7][ivsus4 : 8][isus4 :
9][ivsus4 : 10][bviim : 11][ivsus4 : 12][isus4 :
13][vo : 14][isus4 : 15][isus4 : 16][ivsus4 :
17][bviim : 18][isus4 : 19][bvi : 20][isus4 :
21][isus4 : 22][isus4 : 23][bviim : 24][isus4 :
25][isus4 : 26][iiio : 27][bviim : 28][isus4 :
29][bviim : 30][isus4 : 31]

Excerpt 2 – full cycle:

FINAL CYCLE
[symbols : times]
[i : 0][iv : 1][ii7 : 2][ii7 : 3][v7 : 4][v7 : 5][i6 :
6][i6 : 7][i6 : 8][ii7 : 9][ii7 : 10][ii7 : 11][v7 :
12][v7 : 13][i6 : 14][ii7 : 15][iv6 : 16][iv6 :
17][iv6 : 18][iv : 19][iim7 : 20][i6 : 21][v7 : 22][v7
: 23][i : 24][i : 25][iv : 26][i6 : 27][iv : 28][v7 :
29][i : 30][i : 31]
Question 5 asked participants whether they considered the music between the two
excerpts to be contrasting or distinctly different (Table 11).
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Question 5

Excerpts 1 and 2 are CONTRASTING or DISTINCTLY DIFFERENT

# of participants

32
Reply choices
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

Replies
4
5
3
13
7

Table 11. Online study, question 5: “Excerpts 1 and 2 are CONTRASTING or DISTINCTLY
DIFFERENT”.

Results were evaluated using the Wilcoxon signed rank test and scores were
compared to a theoretical median. The theoretical median used was ‘neutral’ under the
assumption that any two given musical pieces may be perceived as either different or
similar. Likert-type scores were assigned to a numeric scale from 1 to 5 (Strongly
disagree to Strongly agree). Regarding statistical significance, the p-value was 0.0548,
thus, marginally no statistical significance was achieved for p < 0.05 (W-value was
143.5 while the critical value of W at p ≤ 0.05 is 140).
However, triangulated with findings from the follow-up open question, the two excerpts
appear to be perceived as contrasting.

Two dominant themes [289] were identified in the submitted replies, i.e. categorisation
based on mood as well as identified musical attributes. Indicative replies follow:

“Formal attributes such as the tone and scale were contrasting, hence resulting
in a contrasting mood. Both were tense but the latter more so.”

“Both excerpts were made up of just chords, but excerpt 1 used a more sombre
mood, while excerpt 2 was more uplifting.”
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“Yes, the two pieces are distinctly different harmonically. However, rhythmically,
they are at the same tempo and move in quarter notes or greater. Sonically,
they are played by the same instrument, within the same range. […]”

“The second excerpt sounds much more peaceful and happy while the first one
sounds sad (probably the first is in minor key and the second in major key?)”

The element of perceived contrast between the two pieces of music becomes apparent
also in questions 24 and 25 (Table 12). To answer these questions, participants
listened to a single audio excerpt generated by FATRA, including a transition where the
source and target pieces were generated by the grammars of the first and second
excerpts of question 5.

The excerpt was 36 bars long, 12 bars of which were generated as source piece, 12
bars as transition section and 12 bars as target piece. Participants were asked to
identify when the transition began and when the target piece started. Below is the
sequence of terminal chord symbols generated:

FINAL CYCLE
[symbols : times]
[isus4 : 0][isus4 : 1][bviim : 2][isus4 : 3][biisus2 :
4][isus4 : 5][bviim : 6][bviim : 7][ivsus4 : 8][isus4
: 9][biisus2 : 10][bviim : 11][ivsus4 : 12][isus4 :
13][isus4 : 14][i7 : 15][i6 : 16][iv : 17][bviim :
18][isus4 : 19][iim7 : 20][biisus2 : 21][i6 : 22][i6 :
23][i : 8][i6 : 9][iim7 : 10][iim7 : 11][v7 : 12][v7 :
13][i : 14][i7 : 15][iv : 16][iv : 17][iv6 : 18][iv6 :
19]
It should be noted that bar count is resettled once the target piece is established to the
perceived entrance point of the target piece in its form. The source section is shown in
blue colour, the transition section is shown in red colour and the target section is
shown in black colour.
Three out of five participants were successful in recognising the correct entrance point
of the transitioning phase. Replies are available in Table 12.
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Q 24: I felt that transition from excerpt 1
started at :

Q 25: I felt that excerpt 2
started at :

Text input

Text input

00:09
00:34
00:29
00:33
00:32

00:48
00:34
00:44
00:53
00:47

Table 12. Online study, questions 24 & 25: “I felt that transition from excerpt 1 started
at: …” & “I felt that excerpt 2 started at: …”.

With reference to the audio file provided to participants, even though the transitioning
phase begins at 00:26, the first chord from the second grammar does not enter until 3
bars later, i.e. 00:32, as also evident from the log symbol sequence presented above.
The target piece enters at 00:52 and one out of five participants was successful in
recognising it with precision, while it appears that four participants perceived chords of
the target grammar during the transition as a complete transition. These findings
demonstrate that the difference in the character of the harmony, i.e. voicings and
potentially chord roots, was identifiable by participants.

Continuity
Continuity of the generated music became evident from the recordings of the
generated pieces as well as from the corresponding log files (via timestamps).

7.5.2.2 Coherence of transition
As discussed earlier, overall comparable perceptual results were observed between
the FATRA transitions and the direct transitioning benchmark in the PMEA study. Thus,
the FATRA and direct transitioning approaches were re-examined comparatively. In
addition, the crossfade transitioning technique was introduced in order to examine the
perceptual differences between FATRA and crossfading transitioning.
Coherence of music transitions generated by FATRA was benchmarked against
crossfading and consecutive, direct transitions on the grounds that these are common
approaches applied in the video game industry. A similar approach of benchmarking
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against common approaches (i.e. direct transitioning and crossfading) in video games
was undertaken by Prechtl [53] in order to capture smoothness between transitions.
Transitioning benchmarking, against a human composer/DJ in this instance, was
applied by Wooller [62] in order to examine the morphing capabilities of the algorithm
underlying the LeMorpheus software application.
Questions 6 to 11 of the online questionnaire aimed to capture whether transitions of
FATRA are perceived as more coherent or if they are preferred in general against the
benchmarks of direct or crossfaded transitions.
For questions 6 to 11 participants listened to three music excerpts, each corresponding
to one of the aforementioned transitioning approaches. The two grammars
implemented for the PMEA study – and two of the grammars used in the CSE study –
were also used to generate the source and target pieces respectively. Generation of
the source and target pieces relied on the same two grammars for all three transitions.
The FATRA transition excerpt was generated using the full capability of the algorithm,
i.e. generation of source, transition and target sections. The transition was triggered by
a proxy NT event. The proxy event occurred in the 4 first bars of the source piece and
this triggered a transitioning phase of 12 bars between bars 5 and 16, after which the
target piece was fully established and played for another 5 bars.
Direct transitions are similar to what is mentioned as precomposed, consecutive
passages in the thesis. However, the process of production of the direct transition
excerpts was generative in this experiment. Specifically, the source and target pieces
were generated by the FATRA algorithm but with the FATRA transitioning capability
disabled. As a result, when a transitioning NT proxy signal was provided to the
algorithm, the target piece would start playing from the beginning of its form and at the
bar where the FATRA transition section would otherwise begin.
The direct transition excerpt consisted of 4 bars of the source and then it directly
switched to chord generation based on the grammar corresponding to the target piece
in bar 5. The target piece entered from the beginning of its form and was played until
the end of the excerpt. The direct transition was placed in bar 5 of the excerpt so that
the source piece ends at a musically logical position of its form. I.e. the first 4 bars of
the form of the source piece can be considered a complete harmonic phrase since a
Tonic – Subdominant – Dominant – Tonic movement is completed. The rationale
behind this decision was, similar to the PMEA study, to provide a ‘quality’ version of the
approach of direct transitioning rather than an unsynchronised transition at an arbitrary
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time or point in the form of the source piece. Such an arbitrarily positioned transition
would be considered a handicap to the direct transition approach and could bias results
in favour of FATRA transitions.
Regarding the automatically generated excerpts, i.e. the direct and FATRA transition
excerpts, audio files were edited by using a DAW before uploading them for the survey
in order to manage their overall duration.
In the third approach, the source piece played for 4 bars at the start of the excerpt,
crossfading occurred between bars 5 and 12 and the target piece was established for
the remainder 4 bars of the excerpt. The crossfading phase was set to 8 bars instead
of 12 bars that corresponded to the transitioning phase of the FATRA excerpt. Similar
to the direct transition, the rationale behind this decision for reduction of the
crossfading transitioning phase from 12 to 8 bars, was to decrease the duration of
dissonance between the two excerpts. As Hazzard [40] and Sweet [21] mention, the
longer a crossfading transition is, the higher the risk of it being ‘cacophonous’. Thus,
this decision was to avoid biasing results in favour of the FATRA transition.
To assemble the crossfading transition excerpt, the source and target pieces were
generated in two separate instances by FATRA (without transitioning) and were
subsequently merged and crossfaded manually by using DAW editing software.

In the following discussion of results, Transition A corresponds to the direct transition,
Transition B corresponds to the FATRA transition and Transition C corresponds to the
crossfaded transition.
The generated sequence of chord symbols of the direct transition excerpt is the
following:

FINAL CYCLE
[symbols : times]
[isus4 : 0][biisus2 : 1][bviim : 2][isus4 : 3][i :
0][i6 : 1][iim7 : 2][ii7 : 3][v7 : 4][v7 : 5][i :
6][i6 : 7][i6 : 8][i6 : 9][ii7 : 10][ii7 : 11][v7 :
12][v7 : 13][i6 : 14][i7 : 15][iv6 : 16]
Source music is shown above in blue and target in black (after 4 bars). As already
mentioned, no transition section applies to this excerpt.
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It should be noted that the last 5 bars have been excluded from the version of the
recording that was uploaded to the survey in order to decrease duration. Since the last
5 bars occurred well after the transition had been completed, they don’t play a role in
the perception of the transition.
The generated sequence of chord symbols of the FATRA transition excerpt is the
following:

FINAL CYCLE
[symbols : times]
[isus4 : 0][biisus2 : 1][bviim : 2][isus4 : 3][isus4 :
4][biisus2 : 5][isus4 : 6][i6 : 7][iim7 : 8][isus4 :
9][iim7 : 10][iim7 : 11][ivsus4 : 12][i6 : 13][i6 :
14][i7 : 15][i6 : 8][i6 : 9][ii7 : 10][ii7 : 11][v7 :
12][v7 : 13][i6 : 14][i7 : 15][iv : 16]
Source music is shown above in blue (4 bars), the transition section in red and the
target in black.
The last 3 bars have been excluded from the version of the recording that was
uploaded to the survey to decrease duration.
In questions 6 to 11 participants were asked to rank the three transition versions with
reference to different qualitative criteria. As discussed earlier (chapter 2), the concept
of musical coherence is ambiguous. Thus, the questionnaire was developed based on
the terms ‘coherence’ and ‘acceptability’, but also on synonymous terms that convey
the notion of musical coherence in the context of this research, as this was discussed
earlier in chapter 2. Specifically, the questions asked participants to rank transitions
based on:
-

Smoothness

-

Coherence/acceptability

-

How detached/disconnected each transition made the source and target sound
between them

-

Which transition captured/combined the elements of the source and target most
successfully

-

Which transition had the least musical mistakes

-

Overall preference of transition
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This section of the study is a one-sample related study with three conditions
(transitioning approaches) and ranking provides non-parametric responses. Thus, the
results were subjected to the Friedman test which is appropriate for such testing
scenarios. Transitions earned three rank points for ranking first, two for ranking second
and one for ranking third. The results, available in the tables below (Table 13 to Table
18), demonstrated that the crossfading approach (transition C) was the least preferred
with a statistical significance of p < 0.05 for most questions. Statistically significant
differences (same p-value) within the group of transition approaches were not found for
the questions regarding the combination of elements between source and target as
well as regarding the perception of musical mistakes.
In addition, as evident from the data below, no significant differences were observed
between transitions A and B. However, focusing on specific questions, the following
observation was made: Transition B, i.e. the FATRA transition, was ranked to be the
marginal winner against transition A in the questions regarding source-target
detachment as well as capturing/combining elements of both source and target. The
phrasing of these two questions, may be considered an indication that, potentially,
transition B is able to transition more smoothly than transition A in some respect, even
though such capability was not captured by the direct phrasing of the question related
to smoothness (question 6). Overall the greatest difference in rank totals (4 points)
between the two transitioning approaches was observed in the question regarding
capturing/combining elements of the source and target (question 9) and this difference
was in favour of the FATRA transition.
It is possible that transition B marginally exceeding transition A in the questions
regarding detachment and combination of elements between source and target is due
to the fact that FATRA generates sections of music transition with control at the chord
level, as opposed to the section-level control that the direct transition is capable of, i.e.
with a one-off shift between one harmonic context (Chromatic Phrygian mode –
source) to the next (major mode, chromatic – target).
Another hypothesis possibly justifying comparable perceptual results between
transitions A and B is the compatibility between the two excerpts. As already
mentioned in chapter 2, incoherent transitions are a result of incompatible musical
elements between source and target pieces.
Even though in this instance the source and target were identified as contrastingly
different (in principle) by the previous relevant question, it should be argued that a
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number of similarities exist between them. These are common tonal centre and
harmonic rhythm as well as 4-bar phrases occurring in both. In addition, as already
mentioned above, the direct transition occurs in a position (bar 5) that does not
interrupt the harmonic phrase of four bars in the source piece. Finally, as evident from
the generated chord symbol sequences presented earlier, the two neighbouring chords
in this instance have the same root and only a one-note difference in their voicing, i.e.
a C-F-G voicing turning into a C-E-G voicing, which sounds like a resolution of the F
note (4th note in the chord) to the E note (3rd note in the chord): [isus4 : 3][i :
0].
Results of this section of the questionnaire relied on the replies of 15 to 16 participants.
Question 6: Smoothness

Transition A
Transition B
Transition C

Best
8
7
1

Medium
6
7
3

χ^2
Significance
In favour of
Marginal Winner

7.625
YES
AB
A

(p < 0.05)

Worst
1
1
14

Rank totals
37
36
23

# of
participants

16

Table 13. Online study, question 6: Smoothness.

Question 7: Coherence/acceptability

Transition A
Transition B
Transition C

Best
8
7
1

Medium
6
7
3

χ^2
Significance
In favour of
Marginal Winner

7.625
YES
AB
A

(p < 0.05)

Worst
1
1
14

# of
participants

Table 14. Online study, question 7: Coherence/acceptability.

Rank totals
37
36
23

16
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Question 8: Detached/disconnected

Transition A
Transition B
Transition C
χ^2
Significance
In favour of
Marginal
Winner

Best (least
disconnected)
3
6
6

Medium

Worst

Rank totals

5
6
4

9
2
4

26
24
40

10.1333
YES
AB
B

(p < 0.05)

# of
participants

15

Table 15. Online study, question 8: Detached/disconnected.

Question 9: Capture/combine elements

Transition A
Transition B
Transition C

Best
7
7
1

Medium
3
7
5

χ^2
Significance
Marginal Winner

4.1333
NO
B

(p < 0.05)

Worst
4
11

# of
participants

Table 16. Online study, question 9: Capture/combine elements.

Rank totals
31
35
24

15
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Question 10: Least mistakes

Transition A
Transition B
Transition C
χ^2
Significance
Marginal
Winner

Best
7
5
3

Medium
4
8
3

1.7333
(p < 0.05)
NO
No winner, B worst

Worst
2
2
11

Rank totals
31
33
26

# of
participants

15

Table 17. Online study, question 10: Least mistakes.

Question 11: Overall Preference of transition

Transition A
Transition B
Transition C
χ^2
Significance
In favour of
Marginal
Winner

Best
8
6
1

Medium
5
7
3

6.5333
YES
AB
A

(p < 0.05)

Worst
1
1
13

Rank totals
35
33
22

# of
participants

Table 18. Online study, question 11: Overall Preference of transition.
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In order to further investigate potential differences between transitions A and B the
data from the next section of the questionnaire, i.e. questions 12-23, were analysed.
In this section of the questionnaire, participants were asked to listen to the same
transition excerpts, this time one excerpt at a time. Four questions were asked
regarding each of the three excerpts. The questions were similar to the previous
section of the survey focusing on whether transitions:
-

Sounded sudden/abrupt

-

Sounded gradual/smooth

-

Sounded natural/coherent

-

Incorporated unresolved/unfixed musical mistakes

Four identical questions were asked independently for each transition and replies were
provided via a five-degree Likert-scale with the following reply options: Strongly
disagree, disagree, neutral, agree and strongly agree.
This section of the questionnaire was developed with the aim to capture more granular
perceptual results than the ranking questions did. Thus, it was designed so that, as
already mentioned, only one excerpt is focused on per question, via the
aforementioned Likert-type scale, instead of ranking. Seven participants replied to all of
the questions in this section.
This section of the questionnaire requires judgements of all three experiment
conditions, i.e. the three transition types. However, based on statistical significance
from the previous section in favour of transitions A and B and against transition C
(crossfading), testing the crossfading condition was less relevant. In addition,
observing the results demonstrates clearly that, as expected, the crossfading transition
performed distinctly worse than transitions A and B.
Thus, only transitions A and B were focused on for this analysis. Under this scope, this
is a one-sample experiment with one variable (FATRA transitioning), two conditions –
i.e. transitions A and B – and non-parametric data observed. The Wilcoxon signed rank
test was used to analyse the results. This analysis refers to questions 12 to 19 of the
online questionnaire.
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Questions:

Sudden/abrupt

Gradual/smooth

Transition
type

Direct

FATRA

Results
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6
Participant 7

1
4
3
1
4
4
3

1
4
3
1
4
4
3

W-value
Critical value
Significance

10
2
NO

p-value

0.05

Differenc Direct
e
(FATRADirect)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Sum = 0

5
2
3
5
1
1
2

FATRA

Difference
(FATRADirect)

2
2
4
4
5
5
4

-3
0
1
-1
4
4
2
Sum = 7

5.5
2
NO

Table 19. Online study, comparison between FATRA and direct transitions for
sudenness/abruptness (questions 12 & 16) and gradualness/smoothness (questions 13 &
17).
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Questions:

Transition
type

Natural/coherent

Direct

FATRA

Results
Participant 1
Participant 2
Participant 3
Participant 4
Participant 5
Participant 6
Participant 7

5
3
3
5
2
1
3

2
3
4
2
5
4
3

W-value
Critical value
Significance

7
NO

p-value

0.05

Unresolved/unfixed mistakes

Difference Direct FATRA
(FATRADirect)
-3
0
1
-3
3
3
0
Sum = 1

2
4
2
2
4
3
1

1
4
2
3
1
2
2

Difference
(FATRADirect)
-1
0
0
1
-3
-1
1
Sum = -3

5
NO

Table 20. Online study, comparison between FATRA and direct transitions for
naturalness/coherence (questions 14 & 18) and unresolved/unfixed mistakes (questions
15 & 19).
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As shown in the tables above (Table 19 and Table 20) the Wilcoxon test did not
demonstrate statistical significance, partly due to the small sample size since only 7
participants completed all questions of this section. Despite lack of statistical
significance, to further investigate the hypothesis whether the FATRA transition
performed better in some questions, the non-parametric Likert-type values were
interpreted into a numeric scale of 1 to 5 – Strongly disagree to Strongly agree – and
the differences between transitions for each participant were calculated.
It should be clarified that ordinal data do not depict the difference level between values,
thus, the calculation of these differences is essential – this is also the first step of the
Wilcoxon signed rank test. As also evident in Table 19 above, the FATRA transition
outperformed the direct transition regarding gradualness/smoothness of transition by 7
points (in contrast to comparable perceptual results on smoothness observed in the
previous section). Regarding naturalness/coherence FATRA performed marginally
better by 1 point – this is considered as insignificant difference, in line with results from
the previous questionnaire section. Comparable perceptual results were also observed
for suddenness/abruptness. The direct transition outperformed FATRA by 3 points in
the question regarding unresolved/unfixed mistakes, in contrast with the question
regarding ‘mistakes’ in the previous section where FATRA performed marginally better
(33 vs 31 points of total rank).
Overall, lack of statistical significance of results from this section of the questionnaire
does not lead to a clear conclusion regarding the comparison between the direct and
FATRA transitions. However, the fact that the greatest difference between the two
transitions was observed in the question regarding gradualness/smoothness should be
pointed out. This is considered a positive, even though not decisive, result in the scope
of research since coherence has been defined as the absence of abruptness (as well
as cacophony) and smoothness is regarded to be the opposite of abruptness.
Finally, coherence of the FATRA transition was tested in the final section of the
questionnaire (question 36 – Table 21) where participants listened to a single excerpt
generated by FATRA. The excerpt was 36 bars long 12 bars of which were generated
as source piece, 12 bars as transition section and 12 as target piece. As already
mentioned, participants were asked to identify the point of this transition in questions
24 and 25 (Table 12), a task which was performed successfully, indicating that the
difference between the source and target is identifiable.
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In order to test the coherence of transition in question 36, participants were asked
whether this transition occurred at an unexpected point in the music. The intention of
the question was to capture whether the transition was perceived as abrupt. The
sample size was small (6 participants).

Question 36

The transition between excerpts 1 and 2 occurred
at an unexpected point in the music

# of participants

6
Reply choices
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

Replies
3
2
1
-

Table 21. Online study, question 36.

As shown in the table above (Table 21), replies were in favour of the FATRA transition.
They indicated that the transition was not perceived to occur at an unexpected point,
i.e. 3 ‘disagree’ replies vs 1 ‘agree’ reply. The ‘agree’ reply was complemented by the
following comment indicating that unexpectedness was meant in a positive way:
“It was sort of unexpected because the chord that was going to be used in the
transition was not obvious from the progression. This was good in a way
because it introduced an element of surprise (pleasant).”
Due to sample size, results of this question do not provide decisive evidence in favour
of the FATRA transition, however they are an indication that, even though clearly
identifiable, the transition was not perceived as unpleasantly abrupt. Thus, this is an
indication in favour of coherence of the FATRA transition.

7.5.2.3 Generation of RM
Questions 39 to 42 aimed to capture whether the generated music was recognised as
MPM or if it established non-musical associations for participants. These questions
relied on the same audio as question 36, i.e. 12 bars of source, 12 bars of FATRA
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transition and 12 bars of target music. These questions were answered by only 6
participants.
In question 39, participants were asked if the music suggested an “existing musical
style”. In this yes/no question four out of six replies were ‘yes’ and two were ‘no’. When
asked if the music suggested a specific era in time, responses were split, between yes
and no for six participants. On whether the music suggested a part of the world, five
out of six participants replied ‘no’. Finally, the following open question asked
participants to describe the “musical style(s), era(s) or part(s) of the world” the full
replies were:
“classical, 1800s, Europe”
“The start seemed like a progressive rock style. And the end resembled a carol
(choir music)”
“1970s rock, western Christmas music”
“Part 2 was jazzy”
Even though the results of the closed questions were not decisive, the open-ended
replies demonstrated recognition of musical genre (rock, jazz) or association with nonmusical settings (Christmas, 1800, 1970s). It is considered that, based on
characteristics of the generated music, the source piece was referred to as “1970s
rock” while the target piece was referred to as “jazzy” or “Christmas music”.
The fact that four out of six participants could articulate musical or non-musical
associations of the generated music, is considered positive regarding the aim of
generation of RM.
It is also considered that the results of the open questions could be attributed to the
nature of these questions, i.e. urging the participants to be descriptive and, thus,
further consider the detailed characteristics of the generated music.

7.5.2.4 Non-monotonous

repetitiveness

and

capability

for

avoidance

of

repetitiveness in the generated music
Questions 31 to 35 relied on the same 36-bar excerpt as questions 26 to 30. These
questions were answered by only 6 participants.
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To test repetitiveness, question 31 asked participants whether they perceived the
music to rely on loops. Four out of six replies were negative, one reply was positive
and one was ‘unsure’.
In question 32, on whether the music was perceived as repetitive, four out of six replies
were negative and two were positive. In order to identify the perceived impact of
repetitiveness for the two positive replies, the next question (33) asked whether the
perceived repetitiveness played a negative role in the quality of the music. One of two
participants was unsure and the other replied that repetitiveness played a negative role
in the quality of music. Thus, only one out of six participants indicated the music to be
repetitive and with repetitiveness perceived in a negative way.
On whether the music was perceived to be monotonous, three out of six participants
replied ‘yes’ and two ‘no’. In the follow-up open question, monotony was attributed to
lack of rhythmic diversity in chord duration, lack of melody and monotonous timbre (i.e.
a single instrument sound used). Thus, it appears that monotony was not associated
with repetitiveness, and perceived repetitiveness was not reported extensively as a
negative element of the music (one out of six). These findings indicated that the
generated music was not repetitive to a negative extent or to the extent of monotony.
7.5.2.5 Form generation, perception and appreciation
As evident in the two excerpt sequences of generated chord symbols mentioned earlier
(Baseline criteria, section 7.5.2), 32-bar forms were generated. The relevant log
extracts are presented again below:
Excerpt 1 – full cycle:

FINAL CYCLE
[symbols : times]
[isus4 : 0][isus4 : 1][bviim : 2][isus4 : 3][isus4 :
4][ivsus4 : 5][vo : 6][vo : 7][ivsus4 : 8][isus4 :
9][ivsus4 : 10][bviim : 11][ivsus4 : 12][isus4 :
13][vo : 14][isus4 : 15][isus4 : 16][ivsus4 :
17][bviim : 18][isus4 : 19][bvi : 20][isus4 :
21][isus4 : 22][isus4 : 23][bviim : 24][isus4 :
25][isus4 : 26][iiio : 27][bviim : 28][isus4 :
29][bviim : 30][isus4 : 31]
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Excerpt 2 – full cycle:

FINAL CYCLE
[symbols : times]
[i : 0][iv : 1][ii7 : 2][ii7 : 3][v7 : 4][v7 : 5][i6 :
6][i6 : 7][i6 : 8][ii7 : 9][ii7 : 10][ii7 : 11][v7 :
12][v7 : 13][i6 : 14][ii7 : 15][iv6 : 16][iv6 :
17][iv6 : 18][iv : 19][iim7 : 20][i6 : 21][v7 : 22][v7
: 23][i : 24][i : 25][iv : 26][i6 : 27][iv : 28][v7 :
29][i : 30][i : 31]
Beyond the objective demonstration of form generation above, it was considered
purposeful to test the contribution of form in the generated music on a perceptual level.
The formic structure of a piece may not be easily recognisable unless the listener, even
if musically trained, focuses on the musical piece. In the EPE context of the PMEA and
CSE studies, the primary focus of participants is considered to have been on the
overall experience rather than the NAM in specific. Thus, the online study is a more
appropriate setting for such perceptual testing.
Questions 26 to 30 relied on the same 36-bar excerpt as questions 39 to 42. These
questions were answered by only 6 participants.
According to the results, four out of six participants considered the music to be
organised in sections/harmonic phrases (question 26 – Table 22), out of which, three
perceived these sections to be organised in larger sections (question 27 - Table 23). In
addition, three out of the same four participants (question 28) considered this
organisation to improve the quality of the music and one participant was unsure.
All six participants perceived the music to be ‘organised overall’ (question 29 – Table
25) and five out of six considered the music to be well-structured overall (question 30 Table 26). A minor contradiction has been identified between questions 26 and 29, i.e.
one participant not considering the music to be organised in sections/phrases, while
considering overall organisation. This is considered to be due to the technical nature of
the first question and the fact that the second is open to interpretation. Thus, the
majority of participants considered the music to be organised and well-structured
(Table 22 to Table 26). An additional observation was that the only three participants
who replied positively in all the questions of this section (questions 26 to 30) did not
consider the music to be repetitive nor consist of loops. This is an indication of the
possibility that the perceived formic organisation of the music, including organisation in
larger sections, contributes to the music not being perceived as repetitive.
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Question 26

Within excerpt 1 and/or excerpt 2 I felt that chords were
organised in sections/harmonic phrases :

# of participants

6
Reply choices
Yes
No
Unsure

Replies
4
1
1

Table 22. Online study, question 26.

Question 27
(nested
under 26)
# of participants

These sections were organised in larger sections :

6
Reply choices
Yes
No
Unsure

Replies
3
1
-

Table 23. Online study, question 27.

Question 28
(nested
under 26)
# of participants

This organisation improved the quality of the music:

6
Reply choices
Yes
No
Unsure

Table 24. Online study, question 28.

Replies
3
1
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Question 29

The music felt organised overall:

# of participants

6
Reply choices
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

Replies
5
1

Table 25. Online study, question 29.

Question 30

The music sounded well-structured overall:

# of participants

6
Reply choices
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

Replies
1
4
1

Table 26. Online study, question 30.

7.5.2.6 General plausibility and quality of music
Regarding their subjective response to the music, two out of six participants found the
music to be enjoyable, three were neutral and one found the music unenjoyable
(question 44 - APPENDIX G. ). In addition, the following response was a reply to the
open question on comments on the music:
“I didn't like the organ sound, nor the lack of rhythm and melody. It gives the
music a church kind of mood which I find boring as well.”
These results are not considered decisive; however, they indicate the possibility that a
thorough presentation of the music orchestration-wise would enhance its overall
perceived quality.
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7.5.2.7 Appropriateness for ‘real-life’ EPE scenarios
Since the music generated by FATRA is aimed at musically accompanying EPEs, it
was considered necessary to test whether the generated music passes a threshold of
perceptual acceptability with reference to music that is applied to EPEs as musical
accompaniment in ‘real life’, i.e. in existing EPE scenarios.
To do so, participants were asked whether the generated music could be a part of the
musical accompaniment to a video game, a film, a theatrical play or other EPE
scenarios if at all. Participants were asked to indicate none, one or more such EPE
scenarios. The results are shown in Table 27 below:

Question 43

The music could have been (part of) the soundtrack to:
(Choose ONE or MORE):

# of participants

6
Reply choices
A video game
A film
A theatrical play
Other (indicate)
This could NOT have been a soundtrack
(please explain why not)
I am not familiar with any of the above

Replies
3
3
4
4
-

Table 27. Online study, question 43.

In contrary to indications that lack of orchestration played a negative part in the
perception of the music, the results of question 43 demonstrate that the generated
music was regarded plausible for a number of EPE scenarios. Thus, despite the small
sample size, the outcome of this plausibility test is considered positive given that all six
participants who replied to this question indicated that the music could have been the
soundtrack to one or more of the EPE scenarios presented.
As also discussed in the first section of this chapter, the purpose of this question is not
to judge the quality of the musical outcome at the level of creativity – with all the
complexity that such a test would encompass [275] –, but instead it is used to test the
music at a basic level of acceptability for an existing EPE scenario.
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Finally, it should be noted that negative criticism of the music was expressed. In the
open-ended part of question 5 of the survey, two out of 32 of respondents
characterised the generated music as not enjoyable, non-musical and ‘crude and
banal’. However, such criticism was a very small minority in the body of results.

7.6 Additional technical results and discussion of technical aspects
of FATRA
Sorting
As outlined in chapter 4, section 4.4 (Music transitions: Realtime merging of stochastic
grammars), couples of harmonic sequences are sorted for the sake of transition, based
on their compatibility score. As mentioned in the same section, the Timsort sorting
algorithm is incorporated in FATRA for this purpose. Efficiency of sorting algorithms
varies based on their structure. Before the eventual implementation of Timsort, a
number of alternative sorting algorithms were implemented in FATRA. These were the
bubble, merge, insertion and TimMerge sorting algorithms [254]. These sorting
algorithms were found inefficient in the context of realtime music generation by the
FATE implementation and for the anticipated population of scores to be sorted.
Empirical testing demonstrated that Timsort was able to perform better than the
alternative sorting algorithms mentioned above. In addition, this empirical finding was
supported by comparison of the theoretical worst/average/best case scenario
performance of Timsort against the bubble, merge, insertion and quicksort algorithms
(the latter was not implemented/tested empirically). As shown in Table 28, Timsort
performs equally to or better than the aforementioned algorithms.
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Best case

Average case

Worst case

Bubble

n

n2

n2

Merge

n log n

n log n

n log n

Insertion

n

n2

n2

Quicksort

n log n

n log n

n2

n

n log n

n log n

Timsort

Table 28. Theoretical worst/average/best case scenario performance of Timsort in
comparison to other sorting algorithms [290] [291]; n represents the population of
elements that undergo the sorting process.

Filtering of function lines
As outlined in chapter 4, FATRA supports filtering of the number of function lines that
are considered for function compatibility search between source and target pieces.
During the first implementation phase of FATRA for the PMEA study, it was found that
for certain grammar instances the population of function lines was excessive from the
perspective of seamless generation of music in real time. This applies specifically to
the function lines of the target grammar, where the scope for possible function lines is
the whole form. Preliminary implementation demonstrated that adding complexity to the
grammar structure may result in exponential increase of the population of function
lines. In one instance (i.e. a predecessor of the grammars presented in APPENDIX A. )
it was observed that adding one complex grammar rule, i.e. with multiple productions
on its right-hand side, increased the number of function lines from 400 to 16,000. Upon
calculating the harmonic compatibility scores for all possible combinations between
function lines (function symbol sequences) of the source and target, FATRA sorts
these scores.
Despite Timsort performing better than other sorting algorithms, the sorting process
often led to pauses in the flow of music generation in real time, i.e. in lab testing, when
the population of function lines significantly exceeded 400.
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Thus, in order to decrease the computational load for the FATE implementation of the
FATRA, a filter was set at maximum 400 function lines for both source and target
pieces. Under this filter, no pauses were noticed in the realtime music generation for
the PMEA or CSE studies.

Selection of final best rule
As outlined in chapter 4, in part 9-j of the Setup combination function (section 4.4.2.2)
selection of the final best score of source-target function lines combination is
equivalent to random. This is due to the fact that the first member of the set of the
earliest target form scores is nominated as the final best score. It should be noted that
in transition instances of the FATE implementation, the population of the earliest target
form scores was singular, thus the allocation of the final best score was insignificant.
This is indicated in the log file in APPENDIX B. , as well as in the corresponding
excerpt of the log file below:

top_next_func_line_scores:
number: 0:, score: 9, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
earliest_next_form_scores:
number: 0:, score: 9, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
FINAL_BEST_SCORE:
score: 9, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
Sort hist timestamp (end): [12:28.588]
Form generation
Generation of form is evident in the following extract from the log file already
mentioned earlier in this chapter. In this instance the generated form is an A-A’-B-A’’,
each section being eight bars long within a total of 32 bars:

FINAL CYCLE
[symbols : times]
[i : 0][iv : 1][ii7 : 2][ii7 : 3][v7 : 4][v7 : 5][i6 :
6][i6 : 7][i6 : 8][ii7 : 9][ii7 : 10][ii7 : 11][v7 :
12][v7 : 13][i6 : 14][ii7 : 15][iv6 : 16][iv6 :
17][iv6 : 18][iv : 19][iim7 : 20][i6 : 21][v7 : 22][v7
: 23][i : 24][i : 25][iv : 26][i6 : 27][iv : 28][v7 :
29][i : 30][i : 31]
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Avoiding repetitiveness
FATRA’s capability of variable generation of chords between different cycles is evident
in the following log extract, where the chords generated at the beginning of cycle 1 and
cycle 2 are evidently different:

FINAL CYCLE
[symbols : times]
Cycle 1
[isus4 : 0][iiio : 1][bviim : 2][isus4 : 3][isus4 :
4][biisus2 : 5][isus4 : 6][isus4 : 7][ivsus4 :
8][isus4 : 9][biisus2 : 10][bviim : 11][ivsus4 :
12][isus4 : 13][bviim : 14][isus4 : 15][isus4 :
16][biisus2 : 17][bviim : 18][isus4 : 19][isus4 :
20][ivsus4 : 21][ivsus4 : 22][ivsus4 : 23][bviim :
24][isus4 : 25][isus4 : 26][isus4 : 27][isus4 :
28][isus4 : 29][isus4 : 30][isus4 : 31]
Cycle 2 (beginning)
[isus4 : 0][isus4 : 1][vo : 2][isus4 : 3][iiio : 4]
Transitioning between multiple grammar instances
In addition, the capability of FATRA to transition between multiple grammars is
demonstrated in the following log extract where evidence of all three grammars are
available, i.e. Grammar 1 à Grammar 2 à Grammar 3 à Grammar 1:

FINAL CYCLE
[symbols : times]
Grammar1 (+ transition):
[isus4 : 0][iiio : 1][bviim : 2][isus4 : 3][isus4 :
4][biisus2 : 5][isus4 : 6][isus4 : 7][ivsus4 :
8][isus4 : 9][biisus2 : 10][bviim : 11][ivsus4 :
12][isus4 : 13][bviim : 14][isus4 : 15][isus4 :
16][biisus2 : 17][bviim : 18][isus4 : 19][isus4 :
20][ivsus4 : 21][ivsus4 : 22][ivsus4 : 23][bviim :
24][isus4 : 25][isus4 : 26][isus4 : 27][isus4 :
28][isus4 : 29][isus4 : 30][isus4 : 31][isus4 :
0][isus4 : 1][vo : 2][isus4 : 3][iiio : 4][bvi : 5][i6
: 6][iiio : 7][iv : 8][iiio : 9][iv : 10][vo : 11][v7
: 12][v7 : 13][i6 : 14][i7 : 15]
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Grammar 2 (+ transition):
[i : 8][i : 9][ii7 : 10][ii7 : 11][v7 : 12][v7 : 13][i
: 14][i7 : 15][iv6 : 16][iv6 : 17][iv6 : 18][iv :
19][ii7 : 20][ii7 : 21][v7 : 22][v7 : 23][i6 : 24][i6
: 25][iv : 26][i6 : 27][iv : 28][v7 : 29][i6 : 30][iv
: 31][i : 0][iv : 1][iv : 2][i6 : 3][iv : 4][v7 :
5][i6 : 6][ii7 : 7][i : 8][i : 9][ii7 : 10][ii7 :
11][v7 : 12][v7 : 13][i : 14][i7 : 15][iv6 : 16][iv6 :
17][iv6 : 18][iv6 : 19][ii7 : 20][ii7 : 21][v7 :
22][v7 : 23][i : 24][i : 25][ii7 : 26][ii7 : 27][v7 :
28][v7 : 29][i : 30][i6 : 31][i : 0][i6 : 1][iv :
2][i6 : 3][v7 : 4][v7 : 5][i6 : 6][i6 : 7][bvi5 :
8][i6 : 9][bvi5 : 10][bvi5 : 11][iv : 12][iib5 :
13][bvi5 : 14][bvi5 : 15]

Grammar 3 (+ transition):
[v5 : 8][v5 : 9][iv5 : 10][bvii5 : 11][bvii5 : 12][iv5
: 13][i5 : 14][bvii5 : 15][i5 : 16][i5 : 17][i5 :
18][i5 : 19][iv5 : 20][iv5 : 21][iv5 : 22][iv5 :
23][i5 : 24][i5 : 25][biii5 : 26][biii5 : 27][bvii5 :
28][bvii5 : 29][bvii5 : 30][bvii5 : 31][i5 : 0][biii5
: 1][biii5 : 2][biii5 : 3][iv5 : 4][iv5 : 5][biii5 :
6][biii5 : 7][v5 : 8][v5 : 9][iv5 : 10][v5 : 11][v5 :
12][iv5 : 13][iv5 : 14][v5 : 15][bvi5 : 16][bvi5 :
17][i5 : 18][i5 : 19][iv5 : 20][iv5 : 21][iv5 :
22][iv5 : 23][i5 : 24][i5 : 25][i5 : 26][i5 :
27][bvii5 : 28][bvii5 : 29][bvii5 : 30][bvii5 : 31][i5
: 0][biii5 : 1][biii5 : 2][biii5 : 3][iib5 : 4][bvi :
5][bvi5 : 6][iiio : 7][bvi5 : 8][iib5 : 9][vo :
10][bvi5 : 11][iiio : 12][bvi : 13][iiio : 14][bvi5 :
15]
Grammar 1
[ivsus4 : 8][isus4 : 9][bvi : 10][vo : 11][vo : 12][vo
: 13][bviim : 14][bviim : 15][isus4 : 16][biisus2 :
17][bviim : 18][isus4 : 19][isus4 : 20][biisus2 :
21][isus4 : 22][isus4 : 23][bviim : 24][isus4 :
25][bviim : 26][isus4 : 27][bviim : 28][isus4 :
29][bviim : 30][isus4 : 31][isus4 : 0][ivsus4 :
1][bviim : 2][isus4 : 3][ivsus4 : 4][isus4 : 5][ivsus4
: 6]
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The log file extract presented above is the result of a lab-generated instance of music,
in the principles of the CSE setup including one chromatic Phrygian (Grammar 1), one
chromatic major (Grammar 2) and one power chord Aeolian (Grammar 3) instance.

Recovery
Finally, the recovery capability of the preliminary version of the algorithm is
demonstrated by the technical results in chapter 6. Instances of recovery did not occur
in the context of the aforementioned experience-based studies. Thus, the following
figures demonstrate a lab instance of generation of recovery from transition, by the
final version of FATRA. Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.4 are subsequent snapshots of cycle
states in different phases of the recovery generation process. The yellow arrow
indicates present time in the realtime generation process. The grey frame in the
perimeter of the figures represents the musical space which encapsulates the whole
32-bar form that is being generated. In Figure 7.3 placement of the rec
rd

non-terminal

th

dedicated to recovery is shown in red colour (3 row, 4 column). As also discussed
earlier in the thesis (chapter 4, section 4.3), recall that the rec

non-terminal is

positioned one bar after the current bar in order to invoke a set of recovery rules with
the purpose to reconcile the latest generated chord – i.e. the chord in the current bar –
with the first of the chords to be generated out of the sequence of the aforementioned
‘optimal’ form functions.

Figure 7.1. Cycle state: Pre-transitioning phase.
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Figure 7.2. Cycle state: Transitioning phase: bars 5 to 16.

Figure 7.3. Cycle state: Recovery of transition triggered. The ‘rec’ non-terminal symbol
dedicated to recovery is marked in red.

Figure 7.4. Cycle state: Recovery completed
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7.7 Summary of findings and discussion
The preceding sections of this chapter outlined the design and results of the PMEA,
CSE and online perceptual studies as well as technical results produced in laboratory
conditions. The following section summarises these results in view of the evaluation
criteria as these were outlined earlier (section 7.2).

7.7.1 Baseline criteria
Musical contrast and correct temporal placement of transitions
Musical contrast between the source and target pieces was indicated by the majority of
participants (79%) in the PMEA study. Based on the design of the experiment, the
same percentage applies to indicating correct temporal placement of the transition. In
addition, perceptual results of contrast in the scope of RM – genre identification or nonmusical references – were evident from replies to open-ended questions.
In addition, despite its restricted sample size, the CSE study also indicated that
different pieces of music – i.e. with regards to perception of different genres or musical
characteristics – were perceived to be devoted to different rooms of the CSE and, thus,
it may be inferred that MTs were perceived to coincide with NTs, i.e. trajectory
transitions between rooms. In addition, the CSE study indicated that lack of
orchestration did not prohibit perception of musical differences.
Findings in the online study support the above findings since contrast was reported by
a clear majority of respondents, even though with a confidence interval of p = 0.058,
i.e. higher than p = 0.05. Despite lack of statistical significance, these findings were
considered reliable after triangulation with recognition of the time occurrence of music
transitions in the final section of the questionnaire of the online study.

Continuity
Continuity of music was evident across all studies either from a technical (log) or a
perceptual perspective (questionnaires). The concept of continuity was found to be
ambiguous for a minority of participants in the PMEA study as it was considered
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possible to convey aesthetic value. This was disambiguated by the researcher when
necessary.

7.7.2 Non-monotonous repetitiveness and capability for avoidance of
repetitiveness in the generated music
Capability of FATRA to generate variable chord sequences for each instance of form
(cycle) generation is evident in the technical data presented earlier in this chapter. In
addition, relevant perceptual results have been collected.
In the PMEA study the generated music was perceived as repetitive by the majority
(74%) as well as monotonous by 46% in the relevant questions. This is considered to
have been the result of the significant difference in duration between the generated
musical forms and the episode/EPE duration, which led to numerous repetitions of the
generated forms. Despite this perceptual result, as evident in the log data FATRA is
capable of generating musical variety, i.e. between sections and between form cycles.
In the online study, some evidence indicated that the music was perceived as
repetitive. However, triangulation with follow-up questions on whether the perceived
repetitiveness was negative for the music and on the reasons behind monotony, it
became clear that repetitiveness was not correlated to monotony nor was it reported
extensively as a negative element of the music.

7.7.3 Generation of RM
In the PMEA study, even though relevant binary results were split, numerous
comments indicated instances of RM either via reference to musical genres or by
association to non-musical situations. The fact that many participants articulated
specific musical or non-musical references to the generated music is considered an
indication in favour of recognisability.
The CSE study showed that the generated music was associated with existing
instances of MPM, despite lack of orchestration.
Results from the online study showed that four out of six participants found the music
to suggest existing musical styles, three out of six found that the music suggested a
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specific era in time, while five out of six participants did not associate the generated
music with a specific geography. Finally, four out of six participants articulated specific
music genres in the scope of MPM or non-musical settings that the generated music
can relate to.

7.7.4 Appropriateness within EPE contexts
Regarding the PMEA study, the generated music is considered capable of being
perceived as potentially NAM for ‘real-life’ settings, such as NAM for film, TV or video
games, as well as immersive for the specific EPE, i.e. within the PMEA. Music in the
CSE study was also judged as potentially NAM for video games, i.e. despite lack of
orchestration.
In addition, the online study indicated that the generated music was regarded plausible
for a number of EPE scenarios including video games, film or Theatre. Relevant
criticism corresponded to a small minority of replies and is not considered significant
within the scope of research.

7.7.5 Form generation, perception and appreciation
Evidence of generation of musical form was provided as part of the technical results
earlier in this chapter. In addition, perceptual results have been collected.
The percentages excluding the ‘unsure’ replies can be considered to be a positive
indication of perception of musical organisation and musical structure. Nonetheless,
the lack of clarity on the perception underlying the ‘unsure’ replies needs to be
acknowledged and, thus, updated questionnaires were included in subsequent studies
to triangulate results (see next paragraph).
Replies of the PMEA study are considered to be a positive indication of perception of
musical organisation and musical structure. Nonetheless, i.e. excluding the ‘unsure’
replies due to the complexity of terms related to musical form, especially for nonmusicians, as explained earlier in this chapter. In order to correlate this perception of
organisation and good structure of the music with its formic structure, additional
relevant questions were asked in the online study.
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The enhanced questionnaire of the online study showed that the majority of
participants (six for the relevant section of the questionnaire) perceived the music to be
organised in sections and the majority of them considering that this organisation
improved the quality of the music. In addition, participants who perceived the music to
be organised in sections did not consider the music as repetitive or looped.

7.7.6 Coherent transitions
In the PMEA study, benchmarking of FATRA against direct transitions did not produce
statistically significant results overall, potentially partly due to focus of participants on
the museum experience as well as due to orchestration crossfading on top of the
generated chord sequences on MT. However, FATRA performed marginally better
regarding gradualness/smoothness and perception of source-target detachment.
In the online study, FATRA transitions, direct transitions and crossfaded transitions
were tested. Statistical significance was observed in favour of the FATRA and direct
transitions against the crossfaded transition. Overall, comparable perceptual results
were observed between the FATRA and direct transitions. However, the greatest
differences between the two were both in favour of the FATRA transition and were
related to perception of combined musical elements of the source and target during the
transition as well as related to gradualness/smoothness of transition. A potential driver
behind this is the capability of chord-level control by FATRA as opposed to the
precomposed passage approach of the direct transition. Even though not focusing on
form generation, relevant past research by Prechtl [53] and Wooller [62] indicate the
value of chord/note-level control in the generation of transitions for smoothness and
coherence.
A driver behind the comparable perceptual results is considered to be the
implementation of the direct transition in a manner that manages contrast between the
source and target, i.e. temporal placement.
Overall, despite missing statistical significance, results of both studies indicated better
performance of FATRA regarding transition smoothness and musical connection
between the source and target pieces. Thus, results are regarded as positive with
consistent, even though marginal, preference of FATRA transitions over the direct
transitioning benchmark, across both studies.
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7.8 Chapter summary
Overall, the entirety of evaluation criteria has been tested and discussed on a technical
or perceptual level. Results demonstrate that the evaluation criteria were met or that
positive relevant indications were observed. The next and final chapter of this thesis
outlines the conclusions derived from this research, summarises the research
contribution and discusses directions for future work.
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8 Conclusions and future work
This is the final chapter of the thesis. This chapter provides a review of the research
problem, summarises the research conclusions and contribution as well as discusses
directions for future work, i.e. building on the findings of this research and expanding it
beyond the current scope.

8.1 Review of the research problem
As discussed in chapters 1 and 2, the basic structural elements of EPEs, i.e. episodic
structure as well as non-determinism of episode duration and order of occurrence,
raise the need for realtime adaptive generation of NAM. Due to practical issues
including stamina of human musicians, lack of space, infeasibility due to virtual
distribution (video games), cost and time efficiency, computer generation of adaptive
NAM in realtime becomes necessary.
Numerous approaches of automated realtime adaptive generation of NAM have been
developed in academia and the industry. However, these approaches do not
simultaneously fulfil the set of algorithm requirements, as these stem from NAM
requirements identified within the scope of research. These requirements are contrast
between instances of Episode Accompanying Music (EAM), continuity in NAM, correct
temporal placement of music transitions in response to episode changes, avoidance of
music repetitiveness to the extent of monotony, generation of recognisable music –
including its structural and formic characteristics –, musically coherent transitioning
between instances of EAM and non-linear transitioning between them.

8.2 Conclusions and contribution summary
The contribution to knowledge by this thesis lies in the FATRA algorithm and the
FATRA grammar model. Both grammar merging in real time – via the Grammar
Merging Function (GMF) – as well as the FATRA grammar model – due to grammar
adaptiveness capability – are novel approaches in algorithmic music generation.
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Incapability of existing approaches to fulfil the aforementioned algorithm/musical
requirements in the scope of RM raises the need for a real-time, generative, stochastic
algorithm with the capability to generate the musical styles in scope and to maintain
coherence during transitions between a variable number of source and target musical
pieces in non-linear order. In order to fulfil these requirements, the Form-Aware
Transitioning and Recovering Algorithm (FATRA) has been developed and has been
presented in chapter 4 earlier in the thesis.
FATRA achieves musically coherent transitions through the novel approach of merging
of stochastic adaptive grammars in real time. Grammar instances must abide by the
structural principles of the FATRA grammar model (outlined in chapter 4, section 4.3)
in order to be functional input to FATRA.
Coherent transitioning is achieved on the basis of harmonic function compatibility and
position of musical sections within the overarching musical form of each piece (i.e. the
source and target). Grammar merging is realised based on these factors and relies on
the structure of the FATRA grammar model.
Grammar merging and music transitions occur based on prediction of temporal
occurrence of NTs. In case of wrong prediction of an NT, the source music (i.e.
previously ending piece) is recovered through the application of adaptive grammars, a
novel approach in music generation. Recovering occurs by reverting to the source
piece in a rule-based manner.
In addition, as discussed in chapter 4 of the thesis, grammars are capable of
generating musical form, while the stochastic element present in the grammars
enables the generation of variable music and, thus, the possibility to avoid repetitive
generation of music.
Overall, FATRA relies on prediction-based, probabilistic realtime merging of adaptive
stochastic grammars in a manner that respects musical form and harmonic function.
Via these novel algorithmic features or the novel combination of them, FATRA is
capable of meeting all the NAM requirements defined by the scope of research.
This capability has been demonstrated through three evaluation studies and technical
results produced. Overall, perceptual studies demonstrated competence of the
generated music in view of the evaluation criteria. Regarding coherence of music
transitions generated by FATRA, comparable perceptual results have been observed in
comparison to a direct transitioning approach benchmark. However, marginal
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perceptual preference of FATRA was achieved on specific subcategories of the notion
of coherence – as coherence is defined in this thesis –, i.e. on gradualness of music
transitions and on combination of harmonic elements of the source and target music
during the transitioning phase. It is considered that this preference for FATRA
transitions stems from the capability of FATRA to generate/control musical material at
the chord level, as opposed to precomposed, rigid sequences of musical events, i.e.
chord sequences in this instance.
Finally, technical lab results produced by the implementation instance of FATRA for the
CSE study (FATE-CSE) demonstrate the capability of FATRA to accept an arbitrary
number of grammar instances of the FATRA grammar model as input and to generate
transitions between styles that are generated by each grammar.
Thus, overall, FATRA is successful in meeting the aforementioned NAM requirements,
answers the research questions (chapters 1 and 4) and is successful in solving the
research problem within the scope of research.

8.2.1 Abstraction of the logic of music transitioning by FATRA
In order to discuss the contribution of FATRA with focus to music transitioning on a
higher level, it is necessary to position the compositional logic underlying FATRA in
comparison to relevant approaches. Specifically, the transitioning logic of FATRA is
discussed in view of existing adaptive approaches for realtime management of music.
Existing approaches can be considered as a continuum between two extremes. One
extreme is realtime management of precomposed passages, thus, with the capability of
producing formic music, e.g. [40]. This approach lacks granularity of control of musical
material at the chord/note level, and may result in non-coherent transitions or incorrect
temporal placement of MTs with regards to NTs. Music morphing at the note/chord
level [62] lies in the opposite extreme. This approach lacks the capability of generation
of musical form while music generation and transitioning are considered at the lowest
logical level, i.e. the note/chord level, based on elements such as pitch, duration and
time placement in the bar. In essence, this approach is based on a collection of
musical attributes of notes that stem from the source and target pieces.
The capabilities of FATRA, regarding music generation and transitioning, bridge the
aforementioned extremes and expand their capabilities. FATRA bridges these
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extremes by generating formic music while generating/controlling musical material at
the chord level during transitioning.
In addition, FATRA expands the chord-level morphing approach of transitioning beyond
the paradigm of sampling musical event elements from the source and target pieces. In
specific, FATRA considers music transitioning at the deeper level of musical form. As
discussed in chapter 2, musical form is defined at the level of bar length of a piece and
its subsections as well as at the level of internal norms, principles and tendencies of
musical events that occur at specific points in the music. As outlined in chapter 4 and
earlier in this chapter, FATRA generates transitions based on compatibility of
underlying harmonic function and position of sections within the musical forms of the
source and target pieces.
This depth of consideration of musical aspects in order to manage music transitions
suggests a higher degree of sophistication regarding music transitioning compared to
note/chord-level morphing.

8.3 Future work directions

In addition to its success with regards to the evaluation criteria, FATRA is scalable
since it can be applied in variable EPE settings that are episodic non-linear
experiences. That is, under the condition that narrative state can be provided to
FATRA as input.
However, limitations apply to the current capabilities of FATRA, around which, areas
for further development have been identified and are discussed below. It should be
noted that the identified areas for development do not stem from evaluation or the
theory. Instead they expand the capabilities of FATRA beyond the scope of this
research.

Scope of musical styles
Future work may revolve around expanding the scope of musical styles to be
generated. This would include styles abiding by different harmonic character or forms
of greater length. Such investigation is beyond the scope of research, but it would be
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expected to outline further strengths and weaknesses of FATRA, such as generation of
music of large-scale form, e.g. the Sonata form.

Automated modelling of musical grammar instances
Scalability of FATRA is partly restricted by the fact that, currently, it receives handcrafted musical grammars as input. Specifically, a human musician must manually
implement grammar instances in order to generate a musical style. Thus, implemented
grammars currently rely on the musical/musicological experience and knowledge of the
human musician implementing it. Instead, further development of FATRA can enable
statistical extraction of grammar elements – i.e. the non-terminal/terminal symbols, the
production rules including productions and productions probabilities – in an automated
manner from a corpus of precomposed music of the styles to be replicated. This may
enable better modelling of musical styles to be replicated as well as time efficiency in
introducing a new grammar instance as input to FATRA.

Voicing/pitch-set flexibility
Currently FATRA generates music with control at the chord level, i.e. terminal chord
symbols are translated into chords, each of which has a specified voicing.
As discussed in chapter 7, a specific instance of direct transition was perceived as
smooth in the online study. It is possible that smoothness in this instance occurred
partly due to similar voicing between the two adjacent chords of the source and target
pieces, i.e. the source piece ended with a isus4

chord while the target piece started

with a i chord, i.e. only one-note difference in the voicing of the two chords.
This is considered an indication of potential value for voicing-level control during music
transitioning. Specifically, currently FATRA finds the most compatible combinations of
source and target segments based on harmonic function and position of music section
in the form. On top of the most compatible sequence of harmonic functions found,
FATRA can apply probabilistic generation of chord voicings according to the voicings of
the source and target. This is a hypothesis for development and investigation.
However, such a mixture of voicings may disrupt the harmonic character and, thus,
recognisability of both source and target and this could negatively impact the
plausibility of the generated music during transitions. Thus, this is a direction for future
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research, even though, it would not guarantee further improvement in the transitioning
capability of FATRA.

Time efficiency of sorting algorithm and computer processing power
As discussed in chapter 7, in order to minimise the risk of pauses in the realtime
generation of music due to computational load, FATE was implemented with a filter of
maximum 400 function lines of each piece (source and target) to be subjected to
calculation of harmonic compatibility. The purpose of filtering is to decrease the
computational load produced by the sorting algorithm. This demonstrates that FATRA
could benefit from further research for potential improvement of the sorting algorithms
that it incorporates. Further improvement of the sorting approach would result in a
more efficient realtime music generation engine, and may allow to investigate the
behaviour of FATRA in scope of the full range of function lines generated (see also
chapter 4).
In addition, such investigation can be supported by enhanced computer processing
speed.

Realtime generation stability
Since FATRA was developed in order to generate music in real time, future work may
focus on improving time stability of music sequencing under different scenarios of high
workload for the computer. An approach potentially worth investigating is the recovery
of time lost between update iterations, based on keeping track of the internal system
clock of the computer.

Prediction improvement
As already clarified, prediction of temporal occurrence of NTs is not within the scope of
research and the developed prediction function is not part of the novelty of this
research. However, FATRA could benefit from more robust NT prediction. Thus, future
improvements of the prediction function algorithm may include machine learning
techniques in order to achieve prediction of movement patterns (e.g. speed
consistency) of participants and categorisation of participants based on their
movement. In addition, statistical inference can be applied in order to enhance the
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precision of prediction. Finally, cross-domain applications, such as remaining battery
life estimation, can be investigated as potential inspiration for prediction of temporal
occurrence of future NTs.
From an implementation perspective, the prediction function could be implemented in a
lower-level programming language than Python, e.g. C++, for the sake of
computational speed in real time.

Tracking
Prediction and, thus, FATRA would benefit from improved tracking techniques in
physical spaces such as the PMEA. Beyond tracking based on Bluetooth beacons,
alternative techniques can be investigated, e.g. Kinect camera tracking, webcambased tracking and floor sensors.

8.4 Closing remark
This thesis focused on realtime adaptive generation of NAM for episodic interactive
experiences, with episodes of non-determined duration and order of occurrence,
referred to as EPEs. The scope of music to be generated was defined as Mainstream
Popular Music (MPM) aiming to be perceived as Recognisable Music (RM).
As the presence of digital interfaces and interactive experiences increases in everyday
life, automated musical accompaniment of such interactions and experiences is
expected to represent an increasing portion of musical culture in societies, and
probably to be an increasingly significant part of popular culture.
Along with this increase in digital interfaces and interactive experiences, efforts
towards improved and novel approaches for realtime adaptive music generation for
interactive experiences have also been increasing in recent years. These efforts are
present in both academia and the industry and are considered a promising indication of
advancement for the future of the field of automated music generation for interactive
experiences. Assisting this advancement has been an overarching aim and driver
behind the research presented in this thesis and future steps in the field are anticipated
eagerly.
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APPENDIX A. Three grammar implementation
instances (FATE-CSE)
NEW_GRAMMAR 1 //Egyptian atmospheric
time_signature 4
form_length 32
harmonic_rhythm 1
optimal_form_functions { T T D T T SD D T SD T SD T SD SD SD D T T D T T SD D
T SD T D T SD T D T }
end_times { 1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 }
decs { decA decA1 decA2 decB1 decB2 decC }
functions { T D SD }
terminals { i isus4 im immaj i6 i7 bii biisus2 iim7 ii7 iiim iiim7 iiio iv
ivsus4 iv6 iv7 ivm v7 vo bvi bviim i i6 i7 iim7 ii7 iv iv6 v7 i5 iib5 biii5
iv5 v5 bvi5 bvii5 }
TIMED RULES:
DOCUMENTATION
rule: S -> 1.0 SectA(1) SectB(9) SectA(17) SectC(25)
:end_rule
rule: SectA -> 1.0 decA(1) decA1(5) decA2(7)
:end_rule
rule: decA -> 0.5 T SD D T
-> 0.5 T T D T :end_rule
rule: decA1 -> 0.5 T SD
-> 0.5 SD T :end_rule
rule: decA2 -> 0.4 T T
-> 0.3 SD SD
-> 0.3 D D :end_rule
rule: T_1 -> 1.0 I :end_rule
rule: T -> 0.9 I
-> 0.1
rule: SD -> 0.4 bII
-> 0.3
-> 0.3
rule: D -> 0.7 bVII
-> 0.3

IIIo :end_rule
IV
bVI :end_rule
Vo :end_rule

rule: SectB -> 1.0 decB1(1) decB2(5)
:end_rule
rule: decB1 -> 1.0 SD T SD D :end_rule
rule: decB2 -> 0.9 SD T D T
-> 0.1 D D D D :end_rule
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:

SD_9 -> 1.0 IV :end_rule
SD_10 -> 1.0 bVI :end_rule
SD_12 -> 1.0 IV :end_rule
SD_13 -> 1.0 IV :end_rule
SD_14 -> 1.0 bVI :end_rule
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rule: SectC -> 1.0 decC(1) decC(3) decC(5) decC(7) :end_rule
rule: decC -> 0.6 D T
-> 0.4 T T :end_rule
//Terminal rules
rule: I -> 1.0 isus4 :end_rule
rule: bII -> 1.0 biisus2 :end_rule
rule: IIIo -> 1.0 iiio :end_rule
rule: IV -> 1.0 ivsus4 :end_rule
rule: Vo -> 1.0 vo :end_rule
rule: bVI -> 1.0 bvi :end_rule
rule: bVII -> 1.0 bviim :end_rule
//Recovery rules gr1
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:

rec_1 -> 1.0 isus4 :end_rule
iim7 rec -> 1.0 iim7 biisus2 :end_rule
i rec -> 1.0 i isus4 :end_rule
i6 rec -> 1.0 i6 isus4 :end_rule
i7 rec -> 1.0 i7 isus4 :end_rule
iv rec -> 1.0 iv ivsus4 :end_rule
iv6 rec -> 1.0 iv6 ivsus4 :end_rule
v7 rec -> 1.0 v7 bviim :end_rule
rec -> 1.0 isus4 :end_rule

//==========================================
//==========================================
NEW_GRAMMAR 2 //1920's jazz grammar
time_signature 4
form_length 32
harmonic_rhythm 1 //each non-t production applies to 1 bar (e.g. I1 : 1, I2 :
2), i.e. seq_t[3]==1, seq_t[3]==2 etc.
optimal_form_functions { T T SD SD SD D T T T T SD SD SD D T T SD SD SD SD SD
SD SD D T T SD SD SD D T T }
end_times { 1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 }
decs { decT decSD decCad }
functions { T D SD }
terminals { i i6 i7 iim7 ii7 iv iv6 v7 isus4 im immaj bii biisus2 iiim iiim7
iiio ivsus4 iv7 ivm vo bvi bviim i5 iib5 biii5 iv5 v5 bvi5 bvii5 }
rule: S -> 1.0 SectA(1) SectA(9) SectB(17) SectA(25) //SectC(16) SectA(24)
//SectB(2) //SectA(8) SectC(8) //
:end_rule
rule: SectA -> 1.0 decT(1) decSD(3) decCad(5) decT(7) :end_rule
rule: SectB -> 1.0 decSD(1) decSD(5) decCad(7) :end_rule
rule: decT -> 0.7 T T
-> 0.3 T SD :end_rule
rule: decSD -> 0.6 SD SD
-> 0.4 SD T :end_rule
rule: decSD_17 -> 1.0 SD SD SD SD :end_rule
rule: decCad -> 0.7 iv D D //-> 1.0 SD D :end_rule
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-> 0.3 SD D :end_rule
//Function rules (non-T)
rule: T -> 1.0 I :end_rule
rule: SD -> 0.6 II
-> 0.4 IV :end_rule
rule: D -> 1.0 V :end_rule
rule: SD_17 -> 1.0 IV :end_rule
rule: SD_21 -> 1.0 II :end_rule
rule: SD_18 -> 1.0 IV :end_rule
rule: SD_19 -> 1.0 IV :end_rule
rule: SD_20 -> 1.0 IV :end_rule
//Terminal rules
rule: I -> 0.5 i
-> 0.5 i6
:end_rule
rule: I_1 -> 1.0 i :end_rule
rule: I_16 -> 1.0 i7 :end_rule
rule: II -> 0.7 ii7
-> 0.3 iim7 :end_rule
rule: IV -> 0.5 iv6
-> 0.5 iv :end_rule
rule: V -> 1.0 v7 :end_rule
//Recovery rules gr2
//rule: rec -> 1.0 immaj :end_rule
rule: rec_1 -> 1.0 i6 :end_rule
rule: iib5 rec -> 1.0 iib5 iim7 :end_rule
rule: i5 rec -> 1.0 i5 i :end_rule
rule: iv5 rec -> 1.0 iv5 iv6 :end_rule
rule: v5 rec -> 1.0 v5 v7 :end_rule
rule: rec -> 1.0 i7 :end_rule
//==========================================
//==========================================
NEW_GRAMMAR 3 //3rd grammar (rock/ power chord-based)
time_signature 4
form_length 32
harmonic_rhythm 1
optimal_form_functions { T SD D T SD SD T SD T T T SD SD D SD SD T T SD SD SD
SD D T SD T SD SD D T SD T }
end_times { 1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 }
decs { decA decB }
functions { T D SD }
erminals { i5 iib5 biii5 iv5 v5 bvi5 bvii5 i isus4 im immaj i6 i7 bii biisus2
iim7 ii7 iiim iiim7 iiio iv ivsus4 iv6 iv7 ivm v7 vo bvi bviim i i6 i7 iim7
ii7 iv iv6 v7 i i6 i7 iim7 ii7 iv iv6 v7 isus4 im immaj bii biisus2 iiim iiim7
iiio ivsus4 iv7 ivm vo bvi bviim }
rule: S -> 1.0 SectA(1) SectB(9) SectC(17) SectD(25) //SectC(16) SectA(24)
//SectB(2) //SectA(8) SectC(8) //
:end_rule
rule: SectA -> 1.0 decA1(1) decA2(5) :end_rule
rule: SectB -> 1.0 decB1(1) decB2(5) :end_rule
rule: SectC -> 1.0 decC1(1) decC2(5) :end_rule
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rule: SectD -> 1.0 decD1(1) decD2(5) :end_rule
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:

decA1
decA2
decB1
decB2
decC1
decC2
decD1
decD2

->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

T T T T :end_rule
SD SD T T :end_rule
D D SD D :end_rule
D SD T D :end_rule
T T T T :end_rule
SD SD SD SD :end_rule
T T T T :end_rule
D D D D :end_rule

rule: T_1 -> 1.0 I :end_rule
rule: I -> 1.0 i5 :end_rule
rule: T -> 0.4 i5
-> 0.4 biii5
-> 0.1 iv5
-> 0.1 bvi5 :end_rule
rule: SD -> 1.0 iv5
-> 1.0 bvi5
-> 1.0 iib5 :end_rule
rule: D -> 0.7 bvii5
-> 0.3 v5 :end_rule
//Recovery rules gr3
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:
rule:

rec_1 -> 1.0 i5 :end_rule
biisus2 rec -> 1.0 biisus2 iib5 :end_rule
isus4 rec -> 1.0 isus4 i5 :end_rule
ivsus4 rec -> 1.0 ivsus4 iv5 :end_rule
bviim rec -> 1.0 bviim bvii5 :end_rule
rec -> 1.0 i5 :end_rule
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APPENDIX B. Log file (segments)
============REAL TIME LOG (start):============
the_rule: S,
new cycle (update_cycle()): SectA
SectB
=======
is_terminal?: SectA
the_rule: SectA,
new cycle (update_cycle()): decA
SectC
=======
is_terminal?: decA

decA1

the_rule: decA,
new cycle (update_cycle()): T T D T decA1
SectC
=======
is_terminal?: T
the_rule: T,
new cycle (update_cycle()): I T D T decA1
SectC
=======
is_terminal?: I

SectA

SectC

decA2

SectB

SectA

decA2

SectB

SectA

decA2

SectB

SectA

the_rule: I,
new cycle (update_cycle()): isus4 T D T decA1
SectC
=======
is_terminal?: isus4

decA2

SectB

SectA

SectB

SectA

[global_bt : 1] [timestamp : [11:11.399]
velocity crossfade END - [timestamp : [11:11.399]
the_rule: T,
new cycle (update_cycle()): isus4 I D T decA1 decA2
SectC
=======
is_terminal?: I
the_rule: I,
new cycle (update_cycle()): isus4 isus4 D T decA1
SectC
=======
is_terminal?: isus4

decA2

SectB

SectA

[…]
[…]
the_rule: I,
new cycle (update_cycle()): isus4 isus4 bviim isus4 decA1 isus4 decA2 bviim
SectB isus4 biisus2 bviim ivsus4 isus4 bviim isus4 SectA biisus2 bviim isus4
biisus2 isus4 isus4 isus4 SectC isus4 isus4 isus4 bviim isus4 bviim isus4
=======
is_terminal?: isus4
[global_bt : 36] [timestamp : [12:26.429]
velocity crossfade START (intelligent) to gr2 - [timestamp : [12:28.561]
===TRANSITION BEGINS=== [timestamp : [12:28.561]
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DIST_TO_GOAL: 12, Goal Point: 16
curr_gr: 0, next_gr: 1
S_rule_curr:
SectA(1), time: 0
SectB(9), time: 8
SectA(17), time: 16
SectC(25), time: 24
S_rule_next:
SectA(1), time: 0
SectA(9), time: 8
SectB(17), time: 16
SectA(25), time: 24
sect_lengths_curr: [292 8], [292 8], [292 8], [292 8],
sect_lengths_next: [292 8], [292 8], [292 8], [292 8],
the_rule: decA1,
the_rule: decA2,
the_rule: SectB,
the_rule: decB1,
the_rule: decB2,
the_rule: S,
the_rule: SectA,
the_rule: decT,
the_rule: decSD,
the_rule: decCad,
the_rule: decT,
the_rule: SectA,
the_rule: decT,
the_rule: decSD,
the_rule: decCad,
the_rule: decT,
the_rule: SectB,
the_rule: decSD,
the_rule: decCad,
the_rule: SectA,
the_rule: decT,
the_rule: decSD,
the_rule: decCad,
the_rule: decT,
===COMBINATION SETUP=== [timestamp : [12:28.588]
the_rule: T,
is_terminal?: I
the_rule: I,
is_terminal?: isus4
the_rule: SD,
is_terminal?: bII
the_rule: bII,
is_terminal?: biisus2
the_rule: T,
is_terminal?: I
the_rule: I,
is_terminal?: isus4
the_rule: T,
is_terminal?: I
the_rule: I,
is_terminal?: i6
the_rule: T,
is_terminal?: I
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the_rule: I,
is_terminal?: isus4
the_rule: T,
is_terminal?: I
the_rule: I,
is_terminal?: isus4
the_rule: SD,
is_terminal?: bII
the_rule: bII,
is_terminal?: biisus2
the_rule: D,
is_terminal?: bVII
the_rule: bVII,
is_terminal?: bviim
the_rule: SD,
is_terminal?: II
the_rule: II,
is_terminal?: iim7
the_rule: D,
is_terminal?: V
the_rule: V,
is_terminal?: v7
the_rule: T,
is_terminal?: I
the_rule: I,
is_terminal?: i6
the_rule: T,
is_terminal?: I
is_terminal?: i7

===COMBINATION UPDATED / MORPH BEGINS=== [timestamp : [12:28.596]
is_terminal?: isus4
[global_bt : 37] [timestamp : [12:28.596]
is_terminal?: biisus2
[global_bt : 38] [timestamp : [12:30.694]
is_terminal?: isus4
[global_bt : 39] [timestamp : [12:32.829]
is_terminal?: i6
[global_bt : 40] [timestamp : [12:34.962]
is_terminal?: isus4
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[global_bt : 41] [timestamp : [12:37.097]
is_terminal?: isus4
[global_bt : 42] [timestamp : [12:39.229]
is_terminal?: biisus2
[global_bt : 43] [timestamp : [12:41.362]
is_terminal?: bviim
[global_bt : 44] [timestamp : [12:43.496]
is_terminal?: iim7
[global_bt : 45] [timestamp : [12:45.631]
is_terminal?: v7
[global_bt : 46] [timestamp : [12:47.764]
is_terminal?: i6
[global_bt : 47] [timestamp : [12:49.897]
velocity crossfade END - [timestamp : [12:50.763]
is_terminal?: i7
[global_bt : 48] [timestamp : [12:52.031]
MORPH ENDED, Goal Point Reached
the_rule: S,
new cycle (update_cycle()): SectA
SectA
=======
the_rule: SectA,
new cycle (update_cycle()): SectA
decT decSD
SectA
=======
is_terminal?: decT
the_rule: decT,
new cycle (update_cycle()): SectA
SectA
=======
is_terminal?: T
the_rule: T,
new cycle (update_cycle()): SectA
SectA
=======
is_terminal?: I
the_rule: I,
new cycle (update_cycle()): SectA
SectA
=======
is_terminal?: i

decCad

SectA
decT

SectB

T T decSD

decCad

decT

SectB

I T decSD

decCad

decT

SectB

i T decSD

decCad

decT

SectB

[…]
[…]
============REAL TIME LOG (end):============

FINAL CYCLE

SectB
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[symbols : times]
[isus4 : 0][isus4 : 1][bviim : 2][isus4 : 3][biisus2 : 4][isus4 : 5][bviim :
6][bviim : 7][ivsus4 : 8][isus4 : 9][biisus2 : 10][bviim : 11][ivsus4 :
12][isus4 : 13][bviim : 14][isus4 : 15][isus4 : 16][biisus2 : 17][bviim :
18][isus4 : 19][biisus2 : 20][isus4 : 21][isus4 : 22][isus4 : 23][bviim :
24][isus4 : 25][isus4 : 26][isus4 : 27][bviim : 28][isus4 : 29][bviim :
30][isus4 : 31][isus4 : 0][isus4 : 1][bviim : 2][isus4 : 3][isus4 : 4][biisus2
: 5][isus4 : 6][i6 : 7][isus4 : 8][isus4 : 9][biisus2 : 10][bviim : 11][iim7 :
12][v7 : 13][i6 : 14][i7 : 15][i : 8][i : 9][ii7 : 10][ii7 : 11][v7 : 12][v7 :
13][i6 : 14][i7 : 15][iv6 : 16][iv6 : 17][iv : 18][iv : 19][iim7 : 20][iim7 :
21][v7 : 22][v7 : 23][i : 24][i6 : 25][iim7 : 26][iim7 : 27][ii7 : 28][v7 :
29][i : 30][i6 : 31][i : 0][i6 : 1][iim7 : 2][ii7 : 3][v7 : 4][v7 : 5][i6 :
6][i6 : 7][i6 : 8][i6 : 9][ii7 : 10][ii7 : 11][v7 : 12][v7 : 13][i6 : 14][i7 :
15][iv6 : 16][iv6 : 17][iv6 : 18][iv6 : 19][ii7 : 20][iim7 : 21][v7 : 22][v7 :
23][i : 24][i : 25][ii7 : 26][ii7 : 27][v7 : 28][v7 : 29][i : 30][i : 31][i :
0][i6 : 1][ii7 : 2][iim7 : 3][ii7 : 4][v7 : 5][i : 6][i : 7][i6 : 8][i6 :
9][iim7 : 10][ii7 : 11][v7 : 12][v7 : 13][i6 : 14][i7 : 15][iv : 16][iv :
17][iv6 : 18][iv6 : 19][ii7 : 20][ii7 : 21][v7 : 22][v7 : 23][i6 : 24][i :
25][ii7 : 26][ii7 : 27][iim7 : 28][v7 : 29][isus4 : 30][isus4 : 31][i : 0][i6
: 1][v7 : 2][isus4 : 3][biisus2 : 4][biisus2 : 5][isus4 : 6][isus4 : 7][ivsus4
: 8][isus4 : 9][biisus2 : 10][bviim : 11][ivsus4 : 12]
============Transition data (start):============

curr_func_lines, [name:time]
number:0 [T:4], [SD:5], [T:6], [T:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [SD:12],
[T:13], [D:14], [T:15],
number:1 [SD:4], [T:5], [T:6], [T:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [SD:12],
[T:13], [D:14], [T:15],
number:2 [T:4], [SD:5], [SD:6], [SD:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11],
[SD:12], [T:13], [D:14], [T:15],
number:3 [SD:4], [T:5], [SD:6], [SD:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11],
[SD:12], [T:13], [D:14], [T:15],
number:4 [T:4], [SD:5], [D:6], [D:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [SD:12],
[T:13], [D:14], [T:15],
number:5 [SD:4], [T:5], [D:6], [D:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [SD:12],
[T:13], [D:14], [T:15],
number:6 [T:4], [SD:5], [T:6], [T:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [D:12],
[D:13], [D:14], [D:15],
number:7 [SD:4], [T:5], [T:6], [T:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [D:12],
[D:13], [D:14], [D:15],
number:8 [T:4], [SD:5], [SD:6], [SD:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11],
[D:12], [D:13], [D:14], [D:15],
number:9 [SD:4], [T:5], [SD:6], [SD:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11],
[D:12], [D:13], [D:14], [D:15],
number:10 [T:4], [SD:5], [D:6], [D:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [D:12],
[D:13], [D:14], [D:15],
number:11 [SD:4], [T:5], [D:6], [D:7], [SD:8], [T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [D:12],
[D:13], [D:14], [D:15],
next_func_lines, [name:time]
number:0 [T:0], [T:1], [SD:2], [SD:3], [SD:4], [D:5], [T:6], [T:7], [T:8],
[T:9], [SD:10], [SD:11], [SD:12], [D:13], [T:14], [T:15], [SD:16], [SD:17],
[SD:18], [SD:19], [SD:20], [SD:21], [SD:22], [D:23], [T:24], [T:25], [SD:26],
[SD:27], [SD:28], [D:29], [T:30], [T:31],
number:1 [T:0], [T:1], [SD:2], [SD:3], [D:4], [D:5], [T:6], [T:7], [T:8],
[T:9], [SD:10], [SD:11], [SD:12], [D:13], [T:14], [T:15], [SD:16], [SD:17],
[SD:18], [SD:19], [SD:20], [SD:21], [SD:22], [D:23], [T:24], [T:25], [SD:26],
[SD:27], [SD:28], [D:29], [T:30], [T:31],
number:2 [T:0], [T:1], [SD:2], [SD:3], [SD:4], [D:5], [T:6], [T:7], [T:8],
[T:9], [SD:10], [SD:11], [D:12], [D:13], [T:14], [T:15], [SD:16], [SD:17],
[SD:18], [SD:19], [SD:20], [SD:21], [SD:22], [D:23], [T:24], [T:25], [SD:26],
[SD:27], [SD:28], [D:29], [T:30], [T:31],
number:3 [T:0], [T:1], [SD:2], [SD:3], [D:4], [D:5], [T:6], [T:7], [T:8],
[T:9], [SD:10], [SD:11], [D:12], [D:13], [T:14], [T:15], [SD:16], [SD:17],
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[SD:18], [SD:19], [SD:20], [SD:21], [SD:22], [D:23], [T:24], [T:25], [SD:26],
[SD:27], [SD:28], [D:29], [T:30], [T:31],
number:4 [T:0], [T:1], [SD:2], [SD:3], [SD:4], [D:5], [T:6], [T:7], [T:8],
[T:9], [SD:10], [SD:11], [SD:12], [D:13], [T:14], [T:15], [SD:16], [SD:17],
[SD:18], [SD:19], [SD:20], [SD:21], [D:22], [D:23], [T:24], [T:25], [SD:26],
[SD:27], [SD:28], [D:29], [T:30], [T:31],
number:5 [T:0], [T:1], [SD:2], [SD:3], [D:4], [D:5], [T:6], [T:7], [T:8],
[T:9], [SD:10], [SD:11], [SD:12], [D:13], [T:14], [T:15], [SD:16], [SD:17],
[SD:18], [SD:19], [SD:20], [SD:21], [D:22], [D:23], [T:24], [T:25], [SD:26],
[SD:27], [SD:28], [D:29], [T:30], [T:31],
[…]
[…]
formed_local_scores:
number: 0:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
number: 1:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 0, l: 1
number: 2:, score: 5, i: 0, j: 0, l: 2
number: 3:, score: 5, i: 0, j: 0, l: 3
number: 4:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 0, l: 4
number: 5:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 0, l: 5
number: 6:, score: 5, i: 0, j: 0, l: 6
number: 7:, score: 5, i: 0, j: 0, l: 7
number: 8:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 0, l: 8
number: 9:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 0, l: 9
number: 10:, score: 5, i: 0, j: 0, l: 10
number: 11:, score: 5, i: 0, j: 0, l: 11
number: 12:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 0, l: 12
number: 13:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 0, l: 13
number: 14:, score: 5, i: 0, j: 0, l: 14
number: 15:, score: 5, i: 0, j: 0, l: 15
number: 16:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 1, l: 0
number: 17:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 1, l: 1
number: 18:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 1, l: 2
number: 19:, score: 5, i: 0, j: 1, l: 3
[…]
[…]
number: 766:, score: 4, i: 3, j: 11, l: 14
number: 767:, score: 4, i: 3, j: 11, l: 15
Sort local timestamp (start): [12:28.583]
TimSort used
InsertionSort used
Sort local timestamp (end): [12:28.587]
score_pc (percentage): 20b_s_pop (percentage): 153
best_local_scores:
number: 0:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
number: 1:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 1
number: 2:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 2
number: 3:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 3
number: 4:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 4
number: 5:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 5
number: 6:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 6
number: 7:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 7
[…]
[…]
number: 151:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 9, l: 7
number: 152:, score: 6, i: 0, j: 9, l: 8
History function_cycle: [function_name : time]
[T : 0][T : 1][D : 2][T : 3][SD : 4][T : 5][D : 6][D : 7][SD : 8][T : 9][SD :
10][D : 11][SD : 12][T : 13][D : 14][T : 15][T : 16][SD : 17][D : 18][T :
19][SD : 20][T : 21][T : 22][T : 23][D : 24][T : 25][T : 26][T : 27][D : 28][T
: 29][D : 30][T : 31][T : 0][T : 1][D : 2][T : 3]
History function_cycle (INCL.intermediate): [function_name : time]
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[T : 0][T : 1][D : 2][T : 3][SD : 4][T : 5][D : 6][D : 7][SD : 8][T : 9][SD :
10][D : 11][SD : 12][T : 13][D : 14][T : 15][T : 16][SD : 17][D : 18][T :
19][SD : 20][T : 21][T : 22][T : 23][D : 24][T : 25][T : 26][T : 27][D : 28][T
: 29][D : 30][T : 31][T : 0][T : 1][D : 2][T : 3]
hist_length added: 4
sSort hist timestamp (start): [12:28.588]
TimSort used
InsertionSort used
Sort hist timestamp (end): [12:28.588]
best_hist_scores:
number: 0:, score:
number: 1:, score:
number: 2:, score:
number: 3:, score:
number: 4:, score:
number: 5:, score:
number: 6:, score:
number: 7:, score:
number: 8:, score:
number: 9:, score:

9,
9,
9,
9,
9,
9,
9,
9,
9,
9,

i:
i:
i:
i:
i:
i:
i:
i:
i:
i:

0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,

j:
j:
j:
j:
j:
j:
j:
j:
j:
j:

0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,

l:
l:
l:
l:
l:
l:
l:
l:
l:
l:

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

[…]
[…]
number: 30:, score: 9, i: 0, j: 1, l: 14
number: 31:, score: 9, i: 0, j: 1, l: 15
top_curr_func_line_scores:
number: 0:, score: 9, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
number: 1:, score: 9, i: 0, j: 0, l: 1
[…]
[…]
top_next_func_line_scores:
number: 0:, score: 9, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
earliest_next_form_scores:
number: 0:, score: 9, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
FINAL_BEST_SCORE:
score: 9, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
Sort hist timestamp (end): [12:28.588]
curr_best (line): [name : time]
[T : 4], [SD : 5], [T : 6], [T : 7], [SD : 8], [T : 9], [SD : 10], [D : 11],
[SD : 12], [T : 13], [D : 14], [T : 15],
next_best (line): [name : time]
[SD : 28], [D : 29], [T : 30], [T : 31], [T : 0], [T : 1], [SD : 2], [SD : 3],
[SD : 4], [D : 5], [T : 6], [T : 7], WEIGHT-CHOOSE FUNCTIONS (for undist):
[name : time]
(from curr_gr) [T : 4],
(from curr_gr) [SD : 5],
(from next_gr) [T : 30],
(from curr_gr) [T : 7],
(from next_gr) [T : 0],
(from next_gr) [T : 1],
(from curr_gr) [SD : 10],
(from curr_gr) [D : 11],
(from next_gr) [SD : 4],
(from next_gr) [D : 5],
(from next_gr) [T : 6],
(from curr_gr) [T : 15],
WEIGHT-CHOOSE TERMINALS (intermediate): [_t] (of find_rule(_t))
Morph update: [symbol : time]
WEIGHT-CHOOSE TERMINALS (undist): [_t] (of find_rule(_t))
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(from curr_gr) [4],
[I : 4], [isus4 : 4],
[bII : 5], [biisus2 :
[I : 6], [isus4 : 6],
[I : 7], [i : 7], [i6

(from curr_gr) [4],
5], (from curr_gr) [4],
(from next_gr) [4],
: 7], (from curr_gr) [4],

[…]
[…]
curr_func_lines, [name:time]
number:0 [SD:28], [D:29], [T:30], [T:31], [T:0], [T:1], [SD:2], [SD:3],
[SD:4], [D:5], [T:6], [T:7],
number:1 [D:28], [D:29], [T:30], [T:31], [T:0], [T:1], [SD:2], [SD:3], [SD:4],
[D:5], [T:6], [T:7],
number:2 [SD:28], [D:29], [T:30], [T:31], [T:0], [T:1], [SD:2], [SD:3], [D:4],
[D:5], [T:6], [T:7],
number:3 [D:28], [D:29], [T:30], [T:31], [T:0], [T:1], [SD:2], [SD:3], [D:4],
[D:5], [T:6], [T:7],
next_func_lines, [name:time]
number:0 [T:0], [SD:1], [D:2], [T:3], [T:4], [SD:5], [T:6], [T:7], [SD:8],
[T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [SD:12], [T:13], [D:14], [T:15], [T:16], [SD:17],
[D:18], [T:19], [T:20], [SD:21], [T:22], [T:23], [D:24], [T:25], [D:26],
[T:27], [D:28], [T:29], [D:30], [T:31],
number:1 [T:0], [T:1], [D:2], [T:3], [T:4], [SD:5], [T:6], [T:7], [SD:8],
[T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [SD:12], [T:13], [D:14], [T:15], [T:16], [SD:17],
[D:18], [T:19], [T:20], [SD:21], [T:22], [T:23], [D:24], [T:25], [D:26],
[T:27], [D:28], [T:29], [D:30], [T:31],
number:2 [T:0], [SD:1], [D:2], [T:3], [SD:4], [T:5], [T:6], [T:7], [SD:8],
[T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [SD:12], [T:13], [D:14], [T:15], [T:16], [SD:17],
[D:18], [T:19], [T:20], [SD:21], [T:22], [T:23], [D:24],
[…]
[…]
number:399 [T:0], [T:1], [D:2], [T:3], [SD:4], [T:5], [T:6], [T:7], [SD:8],
[T:9], [SD:10], [D:11], [D:12], [D:13], [D:14], [D:15], [T:16], [SD:17],
[D:18], [T:19], [T:20], [SD:21], [SD:22], [SD:23], [T:24], [T:25], [D:26],
[T:27], [D:28], [T:29], [D:30], [T:31],
formed_local_scores:
number: 0:, score: 6,
number: 1:, score: 6,
number: 2:, score: 7,
number: 3:, score: 7,
number: 4:, score: 4,
number: 5:, score: 4,

i:
i:
i:
i:
i:
i:

0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,

j:
j:
j:
j:
j:
j:

0,
0,
0,
0,
0,
0,

l:
l:
l:
l:
l:
l:

0
1
2
3
4
5

[…]
[…]
number: 6397:, score: 3, i: 3, j: 3, l: 397
number: 6398:, score: 3, i: 3, j: 3, l: 398
number: 6399:, score: 3, i: 3, j: 3, l: 399
Sort local timestamp (start): [15:53.799]
TimSort used
InsertionSort used
[…]
[…]
Sort local timestamp (end): [15:53.963]
score_pc (percentage): 20b_s_pop (percentage): 1280
best_local_scores:
number: 0:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
number: 1:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 1
number: 2:, score: 7, i: 0, j: 0, l: 2
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[…]
[…]
number: 566:, score: 8, i: 0, j: 1, l: 166
number: 567:, score: 8, i: 0, j: 1, l: 167
top_curr_func_line_scores:
number: 0:, score: 8, i: 0,
number: 1:, score: 8, i: 0,
number: 2:, score: 8, i: 0,
number: 3:, score: 8, i: 0,

j:
j:
j:
j:

0,
0,
0,
0,

l:
l:
l:
l:

0
1
2
3

[…]
[…]
number: 397:, score: 8, i: 0, j: 0, l: 397
number: 398:, score: 8, i: 0, j: 0, l: 398
number: 399:, score: 8, i: 0, j: 0, l: 399
top_next_func_line_scores:
number: 0:, score: 8, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
earliest_next_form_scores:
number: 0:, score: 8, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
FINAL_BEST_SCORE:
score: 8, i: 0, j: 0, l: 0
Sort hist timestamp (end): [15:53.980]
curr_best (line): [name : time]
[SD : 28], [D : 29], [T : 30], [T : 31], [T : 0], [T : 1], [SD : 2], [SD : 3],
[SD : 4], [D : 5], [T : 6], [T : 7],
next_best (line): [name : time]
[D : 28], [T : 29], [D : 30], [T : 31], [T : 0], [SD : 1], [D : 2], [T : 3],
[T : 4], [SD : 5], [T : 6], [T : 7], WEIGHT-CHOOSE FUNCTIONS (for undist):
[name : time]
(from curr_gr) [SD : 28],
(from curr_gr) [D : 29],
(from curr_gr) [T : 30],
[…]
[…]
============:Transition data (end)============
============Grammars log (start):============
======== NEW GRAMMAR: 0 ========
time signature: 4
form length: 32
harm rhythm: 1
end times: 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28,
decs: decA, decA1, decA2, decB1, decB2, decC,
decs population size: 6
functions: T, D, SD,
functions population size: 3
terminals: i, isus4, im, immaj, i6, i7, bii, biisus2, iim7, ii7, iiim, iiim7,
iiio, iv, ivsus4, iv6, iv7, ivm, v7, vo, bvi, bviim, i, i6, i7, iim7, ii7, iv,
iv6, v7,
terminals population size: 30
(for note-set comparison of chords, i.e. support for style difference?
[…]
[…]
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||||||||| Grammar * (rules overview) |||||||||
S rule: sects: [symbol : prod_time]
[SectA(1) : 0][SectB(9) : 8][SectA(17) : 16][SectC(25) : 24]]
======== RULE FAMILIES ========
timed_rules pop size: 6
general_rules pop size: 20
======== NOT-T FAMILIES ========
Sect number (i.e. Sects / form_length): 4
-Average bars / sect: 8
SectA(1) dec number: 3 || SectA(1) dec number: 2 || SectA(1) dec number: 4 ||
SectB(9) dec number: 3 || SectB(9) dec number: 2 || SectB(9) dec number: 4 ||
SectA(17) dec number: 3 || SectA(17) dec number: 2 || SectA(17) dec number: 4
|| SectC(25) dec number: 3 || SectC(25) dec number: 2 || SectC(25) dec number:
4 ||
-Average bars / dec: 2.66667
[…]
[…]
============:Grammars log (end)============
============Petrie tracking log (start):============
Previous beacons read: [
Next beacons read: [ ]
Room 1: 1, Room 2: 0
[timestamp : [11:11.400]
Previous beacons read: [
Next beacons read: [ ]
Room 1: 1, Room 2: 0

]

]

[…]
[…]
[timestamp : [15:44.836]
Previous beacons read: [ 1.0, 4.0,
Next beacons read: [ 1.0, 4.0, ]
Room 1: 0, Room 2: 1
[timestamp : [15:46.970]
Previous beacons read: [ 1.0, ]
Next beacons read: [ 1.0, ]
Room 1: 0, Room 2: 1
[timestamp : [15:49.104]
Previous beacons read: [ 1.0, ]
Next beacons read: [ 1.0, ]
Room 1: 0, Room 2: 1
[timestamp : [15:51.236]
Previous beacons read: [ 2.0, ]
Next beacons read: [ 2.0, ]
Room 1: 1, Room 2: 0
[timestamp : [15:53.983]
Previous beacons read: [ 2.0, ]
Next beacons read: [ 2.0, ]
Room 1: 1, Room 2: 0
[timestamp : [15:56.096]
Previous beacons read: [ 2.0, ]
Next beacons read: [ 2.0, ]
Room 1: 1, Room 2: 0
[timestamp : [15:58.230]
Previous beacons read: [ 2.0, ]
Next beacons read: [ 2.0, ]
Room 1: 1, Room 2: 0
[timestamp : [16:00.363]
Previous beacons read: [ 5.0, ]
Next beacons read: [ 5.0, ]

]
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Room 1: 1, Room 2: 0
[timestamp : [16:02.497]
Previous beacons read: [ 5.0,
Next beacons read: [ 5.0, ]
Room 1: 1, Room 2: 0

]

[…]
[…]
============:Petrie tracking log (end)============
============Speed log (start):============
============:Speed log (end)============

==============
LOG END
==============
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APPENDIX C. Unity 3D material
#pragma strict

var walkSpeed: float = 5.8; // regular speed
var crchSpeed: float = 3; // crouching speed
var runSpeed: float = 12; // run speed

private var chMotor: CharacterMotor;
private var tr: Transform;
private var dist: float; // distance to ground

function Start(){
chMotor = GetComponent(CharacterMotor);
tr = transform;
var ch:CharacterController = GetComponent(CharacterController);
dist = ch.height/2; // calculate distance to ground
}

function Update(){
var vScale = 1.0;
var speed = walkSpeed;

if

(chMotor.grounded

&&

Input.GetKey("left

Input.GetKey("right shift") || Input.GetMouseButton(0)){
speed = runSpeed;
}
if (Input.GetKey("c")){ // press C to crouch
vScale = 0.5;
speed = crchSpeed; // slow down when crouching

shift")

||
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}
chMotor.movement.maxForwardSpeed = speed; // set max speed
var ultScale = tr.localScale.y; // crouch/stand up smoothly
tr.localScale.y

=

Mathf.Lerp(tr.localScale.y,

vScale,

5*Time.deltaTime);
tr.position.y
vertical position
}

+=

dist

*

(tr.localScale.y-ultScale);

//

fix
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ABSTRACT
Many experiences offered to the public through interactive theatre, theme parks, video games, and virtual environments use music to complement the participants’ activity. There is a range of approaches to this, from
straightforward playback of ‘stings’, to looped phrases, to
on-the-fly note generation. Within the latter, traditional
genres and forms are often not represented, with the music instead being typically loose in form and structure.
We present work in progress on a new method for realtime music generation that can preserve traditional musical genres whilst being reactive in form to the activities
of participants. The results of simulating participant trajectories and the effect this has on the music generation
algorithms are presented, showing that the approach can
successfully handle variable length forms whilst remaining substantially within the given musical style.

1. INTRODUCTION
A significant portion of current artistic and entertainment
narrative-based experiences are structured episodically
and the duration of these episodes (i.e. sections) may be
only loosely determined due to semi-improvised content
or participant-dependent advancement of their narrative.
Such experiences include live theatre containing improvisation [1], theme parks [2, 3], extended theatrical interactive experiences [4], video games, interactive film [5] and
virtual environments. We hereafter refer to all these as
Extended Performance Experiences (EPE).
Musical accompaniment is well established in EPEs due
to its potential for a more convincing and engaging experience on a “cultural, physical, social or historical level”
[6]. In addition, music can play a narrative-defining role
and, thus, significantly enhance the experience [7].
Computer generation of musical accompaniment for
EPEs is necessary for a number of reasons: The physical
presence of musicians may be counter-immersive or impractical e.g. where, owing to limited stamina of humans,
rotation may be required during a long-running experience. This could lead to musical incoherence due to subjectivity of musical decisions if musical improvisation is
involved. In addition, the resources required for rehearsCopyright: © 2016 Christodoulos Aspromallis and Nicolas E. Gold. This
is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License 3.0 Unported, which permits unrestricted
use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
author and source are credited.

als and performances may not be economically achievable for small-scale projects or independent companies.
It is common that EPE episodes are contrasting in content and aesthetic character and, thus, musical accompaniment needs to reflect this (for example, one might imagine four distinct zones within a single theatrical installation, each with a different cultural flavour and thus musical style). The transitions between episodes are an important aspect of the overall experience since, according
to Benford et al. [8], transitions are benchmarks in continuous interactive experiences in space and time. Musical transitions (MT) must take place at appropriate narrative boundaries and without breaking musical continuity.
The indeterminate duration of EPE episodes, combined
with the necessity of timely and well-placed musical transitions, raises the issue of musical coherence and continuity, i.e. we wish to avoid abrupt MTs or unexpected silences. In order to avoid such abruptness during an EPE
transition, various techniques have been developed for
real-time generation of music (see section 2).
We can summarise the requirements for a music generation system for EPE as: the need to provide continuous, non-repetitive music, with non-abrupt but distinct
musical transitions, with large-scale form awareness and
with note/chord level granularity. By large-scale form
we mean musical forms that might be traditionally recognised e.g. blues, pop songs, binary, tertiary etc.
This paper addresses the problem of generating wellformed music incorporating timely transitions in the
presence of indeterminate and dynamically changing
compositional length in real time. We present the FormAware Transition Engine (FATE): an approach that combines probabilistic music generation with participant trajectory estimation to permit changes to be made to musical structure in real time within the constraints of a style
(represented by a probabilistic grammar).
The rest of the paper presents background (Section 2),
the FATE approach (Section 3), case studies (Section 4),
results (Section 5) and conclusions (Section 6).

2. BACKGROUND
There has been a substantial amount of work on generative music (see [9] for a survey) and in particular realtime [e.g. 10, 11, 12, 13] and non-real-time [14, 15] generative music in EPE-like settings. The real-time work is
of particular relevance here and has resulted in a number
of common approaches (see summary in Table 1).
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2.1 Pre-composed passages played once
This approach is traditionally taken in theatrical performances, in the principle of television ‘stingers’ [16], by
manually triggering or conducting musical passages of
shorter duration than the narrative episode lasts. As a
result, this approach does not provide continuous musical
accompaniment of the narrative.
2.2 Pre-composed consecutive or looped passages
This approach is common throughout the history of music
for video games (Super Mario Series – 1985 onwards,
Halo – 2001, Earth Eternal – 2009, among others). Sudden stoppages and starts of music passages in early video
games were later replaced by volume crossfading [6].
Despite this, players have characterised such MTs as abrupt and loops as monotonous [6]. Müller and Drieger
[10] developed a system for automated, real-time manipulation of pre-existing musical clips in response to
narrative action in visual media. The system manages
time-placement and concatenation of precomposed music. Hazzard [17] developed an adaptive music soundtrack for a musically augmented walking experience in
Yorkshire Sculpture Park. The dynamically managed
composition relies on triggering and looping short segments of music or the alignment of longer ones.
The lack of note-level flexibility in precomposed music
may lead to abrupt changes in music and general inconsistency between music excerpts thus rendering it unsuitable for the problem being addressed here.

tively contrasting music sections. Even though musical
accompaniment in these instances meets the needs of the
specific video games, other EPEs may require musical
contrast at the level of harmonic context, rhythm and
large-scale musical form, which is something that these
instances of note-level generation do not provide.
2.5 Note-level morphing
Beyond the aforementioned EPEs, Wooller [25] applied
morphing programming techniques to music loops in
order to generate MTs between mainstream pieces of
popular dance music. This approach sets an initial loop as
a starting point and a second as a goal point. Systems
developed by Wooller [25] and Brown, Wooller and
Thomas [13] can generate MTs in the form of music
morphs between loops with music generation decisions at
the note-level. The Morph Table [13] can control the progress of these morphs in real time using interfaces such as
moving cubes on a table. Morphing was achieved by using parametric, probabilistic and evolutionary techniques.
However, the system manipulates short music excerpts
(i.e. loops) and does not take large-scale form into account. Instances of EPE episode transitions may require
music to either develop formally or to simply stop by
abiding to specific form rules. For instance, on-demand
ending of a blues form should be managed in a way that
preserves its character and does not sound imbalanced, as
might be the case if it ends at an arbitrary point.

3. FORM-AWARE TRANSITION ENGINE

2.3 Dynamic management of pre-composed layers
In this approach, predefined melodies, rhythmic patterns,
chord progressions or baselines that are musically compatible are vertically managed, i.e. triggered and stopped.
Early instances of this approach include Langston’s ‘riffology’ [18] for the Atari console game Ballblazer [19],
an engine that linearly connects precomposed melodies
based on interval connectivity as well as Whitmore’s instrumental layer approach [20] for Microsoft’s Russian
Squares [21]. In the more recent music engine prototype
[.talktome] [22] and in the recently released video game
NoMan’s Sky by Hello Games [11] music layers are also
algorithmically managed, based on game state changes.
Dynamic management of precomposed layers provides
arrangement flexibility and, specifically, the ability to
punctuate MTs through the use of different instrument
settings between music sections. However, the granularity of predefined music layers may not correspond to the
granularity of the narrative and so abruptness is still a
risk. This may also be musically restraining.
2.4 Note-level procedural generation of original material
Video games like Journey [12], Spore (music by Brian
Eno) [23] and Simcell [24] generate an ambient music
floor as well as melodic and rhythmic motifs in response
to game states and events. However, the non-metric and
ambient character of the music does not generate distinc-

We present a Form-Aware Transition Engine (FATE)
that aims to address the problem of MTs in EPEs.
3.1 Architecture
The FATE design consists of two main modules: a prediction engine provided with external stimuli and a music
generation engine. The prediction engine receives data
from an EPE environment, such as the location and
movement of an EPE participant from a Microsoft
KinectTM sensor. Based on environment data, the prediction engine estimates the remaining time towards the next
Narrative Transition Point (NTP): the point at which the
current episode of music should finish. In the current implementation of FATE, the prediction engine receives its
data from a mouse-controlled 2D surface of the computer
screen (Figure 1). This simulates a simple version of an
EPE episode, where a participant, represented by the dot
(top left corner of Figure 1), is expected to arrive at the
goal point (bottom right corner) after some time. Reaching the goal denotes the end of the episode. The prediction engine provides the music engine with data based on
the three following elements:
(i) An exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA)
of minimum remaining time towards an episode end. To
calculate this, an EWMA of the absolute speed (irrespective of direction) of the participant is computed continuously. Based on the participant’s distance from the goal
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Table 1. Summary of real-time music generation approaches for EPE-like settings.
Prediction engine

Grammar

Grammar parser

MIDI translator

Synthesizer

Step sequencer

Figure 1. Mouse-controlled 2D surface.
Dot / participant (top-left), goal point (bottom-right).

Figure 2. FATE design.

(iii) Binary information on whether or not the participant has reached the goal.
The signals sent from the prediction engine to the music
engine are configured thus: If (i) is less than a specified
duration appropriate to the musical form being generated
(e.g. the duration of four bars in the following case studies – see Section 4) and (ii) the participant is approaching
the goal, then a signal (“ENDING”) is sent to the music
engine to request that a process to end the music should
begin (cadencing - Section 3.2.3). If “ENDING” is true
and either i or ii cease to apply, then the “RECOVERY”
signal is sent. Finally the “GOAL_REACHED” state
becomes true at the end of the episode and is irreversible.
The music engine generates chords in real time in order to
populate (currently) a blues twelve-bar form (the particular musical style required is captured by a probabilistic
grammar). Data received from the prediction engine enables the music engine to manipulate the generation of
chords so that the musical end matches the episode end in
a timely fashion, i.e. reaching the goal.
MTs must happen in a way that makes musical sense in
the context of both the finishing and upcoming music
sections. At this stage FATE has been developed to tackle
the first part of this issue i.e. ending and recovering (more
details in Sections 3.2.3 to 3.2.6) a finishing music sec-

mar rules to the system. A step sequencer drives and continuously updates the system on musical time. Grammar
productions happen according to musical time as well as
incoming data from the prediction engine. At each step of
harmonic progression – in this case defined at one chord
per bar – a chord symbol is sent to the MIDI translator
which finally outputs the MIDI notes (chords) to a virtual
synthesizer.

ENDING
Expected
tion in such aCadence
way that musical
form is retained or at least
placement
point at a given time, the remaining time is computed occurrence
stopped in as
least an abrupt end
manner as possible. At this
bars
bar
bar
under the assumption that a direct linear path towards the
stage we use the twelve-bar blues because it is a well11
- 2 form of medium
3
goal is taken at that time.
defined
length.5
3 Figure
-6
7 the FATE design.
9
(ii) Binary information on whether the participant is ap2 presents
Namely, the gram7mar
- 10parser loads11a set of structural
13 (1) attributes and gramproaching or moving away from the goal point.

3.2 Grammar
The generation of chords relies on a hand-built, stochastic, context-sensitive generative grammar. A grammatical
approach was chosen as grammars are good for supporting the management of the “macrostructure” of form
[26].
Music generation is driven by two main types of decisions: a) musically-driven decisions (3.2.1), defined by
the norms of the style (here blues), and b) event driven
decisions (3.2.3 to 3.2.6), defined by incoming data from
the prediction engine.
3.2.1 Temporal Resolution of Hierarchical DecisionMaking (Form-Dependent)
The top-level of chord decision-making is made at specific points of the blues structure. Specifically, top-level
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Figure 3: Top-level decision points.

à 0.08 I IV I V
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rule: v7 I_1 I à 0.3 v7 i I

à 0.06 I V I V

à 0.3 v7 i6 I

à 0.05 I V IV I

à 0.4 v7 i7 I

:end_rule

Prediction
engine
:end_rule

Figure 4: Context-aware time-specific rule
MIDI translator
bar 1.Grammar

Grammar
parserin
for tonic

Step sequencer

Figure 5: LHS is a time-specific (bar 1) top-level deciSynthesizer sion rule. On the RHS each production probability is
defined along with the type-level non-terminals produced (for bars 1 to 4).

decisions are made in bars 1, 5, 7, 9 and 11 of the form as
shown in Figure 3 (denoted as ‘dec_*’) for each blues
cycle. In bar one a set of four non-terminal, type-level
chord symbols (see 3.2.2) is probabilistically chosen. It
follows that the rest of the top-level ‘dec_*’ decisions
return two non-terminal chord symbols each. In other
words, at certain points in the structure the grammar returns a number of productions scheduled as future rewrites or musical events. This approach is similar to the
way that Keller and Morrison [27] used probabilistic
grammars for the generation of style-abiding jazz melodies. In [27] the grammar controls both rhythmic and
melodic structure of melodies and the latter are extended
by controlling the length of terminal strings produced (at
each point). The points at which top-level choices should
be made are determined by the form.
It can be argued that the blues form can be divided into
three four-bar sections (for clarity, note that here we take
“blues form” to indicate the basic blues form along with
its harmonic language (or variations known as rock ‘n’
roll blues, rock blues or others) and not what is known as
jazz blues, Blues for Alice form etc.).
For the sake of clarity of harmonic form and form flexibility, in our example further division has been applied
(bars 5 to 12). Namely, dec_1, dec_7 and dec_11 can be
seen as extended tonics ( I ), dec_5 as extended subdominant ( IV ) and dec_9 extended dominant.
Once ‘dec_*’ non-terminals are rewritten as nonterminal chord symbols, a type-level rule is applied to
produce a terminal chord symbol. Rewrites occur in a
time-controlled manner. For instance, for the rule shown
in Figure 5 the non-terminal ‘dec_1’ may rewrite as “I IV
I I” with probability 0.25 (Figure 5). Next, if the context
matches the rule in Figure 4 the tonic (I) in bar 1 will be
rewritten as a terminal ‘i7’ with probability 0.4. Once a
terminal has been reached, rewriting stops until the next
musical time arrives (the next bar in this case).
3.2.2 Grammar Design
As Section 3.2.1 partly conveys, the grammar can be abstracted as G = (M, T, R, S, P) where we have:

Start point S à dec_* dec_* dec_* … (formdependent time-stamped decision points at the beginning of every cycle)
- Non-terminals (non-t) M divided in:
o Top-level non-t = { dec_*, cad, fin, rec }
(see also Sections 3.2.3 to 3.2.5)
o Type-level non-t = { I, II, III, IV, V }
- Terminals T = { i, i6, i7, iim7, iiim, iiim7, iv, iv6,
iv7, v7 }
- Set of rules R
- Set of rewrite probabilities P
Type-level non-t chord symbols function as an intermediate step after top-level non-terminals in order to control
the final configuration of each chord according to its position and context (e.g. IV rewrites in either of ‘iv’, ‘iv6’
or ‘iv7’).
For our blues example, the probabilities of production
rules are hand-coded based on musical experience, however, we intend that in the future, probabilities will be
learnt from style-appropriate corpora. Beyond the above
elements, the system accepts a number of form-defining
data, i.e. form length, harmonic rhythm (chords per bar),
time-placements of top-level decisions in the form (‘dec’,
‘cad’), time signature and an optimal harmonic form (see
Section 3.2.5).
Rules R are divided in timed (denoted with ‘_*’ in the
grammar, Figures 3, 4 & 5) and general as well as context-aware or not. Two main divisions of rules R apply to
non-terminals:
- Timed rules (TR - denoted as ‘_*’ in the grammar)
vs. general rules (GR).
- and context-aware rules vs. context-free rules.
As Roads and Wieneke state [26], a grammar described
only by rewrite rules is weak for music description and
generation of musical structure, unless somehow enhanced. In our case this enhancement relies on the timespecification of certain rules as well as time-based resolution of hierarchical rewrites.
The following sections (3.2.3 to 3.2.6) describe how the
music engine responds to the signals received from the
prediction engine, i.e. ENDING, RECOVERY and
GOAL_REACHED (see Section 3.1).
-
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Table 2. Potential cadence (‘cad’) and ending
bars.
Traj. 1

Traj. 2

Traj. 3

21

24, 32

13, 21, 29, 35

RECOVERY

-

31

18, 25, 33

GOAL_REACHED

31

38

41

ENDING

Table 3: Bars when prediction engine events occur in
each trajectory. Bars are numbered linearly irrespective
of form.
Depending on when the ENDING signal is received, the
cadence is scheduled for the equivalent point in the form
as shown in Figure 6 and Table 2. E.g. if the ENDING
signal is received within bars three to six, the cadence
will be scheduled for bar seven (second row of Table 2).
The top-level non-terminal ‘cad’ probabilistically produces two type-level chords (pre-dominant, dominant)

based on the context that precedes the cadence placement
bar. It follows that the cadence at bar 11 is placed there
despite it being the end of the cycle in order to highlight
the ending of the form.
3.2.4 Post-Cadencing
Under the same circumstances, along with scheduling
‘cad’, the top-level non-terminal ‘fin’ is placed in every
bar after the cadence is finished (Table 2 - column 3, Fig.
7) until the music ends. A micro-grammar of nonterminals ‘fin’ guarantees that a sequence of V – I chords
will be played after the music has cadenced. The purpose
of this feature is to prolong the end of music until the
goal is reached, by providing some basic harmonic
movement that is flexible enough to end within one or
two bars after the goal. I.e. once the goal is reached and a
cadence has completed, the music stops at the first tonic
chord generated.
3.2.5 Recovering
A significant feature of the music engine is its ability to
recover from a ‘false alarm’ from the prediction engine.
By that it is meant that the music can be led back into the
previously ending form. Unless the goal has been
reached, the prediction engine may, theoretically, change
from ENDING to RECOVERY (Section 3.1) countless
times. Music generation can support this in the following
way: Regardless of whether the previously ENDING music has reached its scheduled cadence or not, or even if it
is already in a post-cadencing phase, the music engine
takes a two-step recovery approach. When a new bar is
reached and ENDING has just turned to RECOVERY, an
optimum harmonic sequence of the form is applied from
one harmonic-rhythm step (i.e. 1 bar) ahead onwards.
This aims to re-establish the feel of the form by placing
the most “classic” chords at each bar. The optimum harmonic sequence is placed one bar later so that the one
gap-bar that connects it with the previous harmonic phase
(i.e. pre-cadencing, cadencing or post-cadencing) works
as a reconciling chord between the falsely ending harmony and the optimum harmony. In order to preserve nonabrupt harmonic progress, an additional number of timed
and general (i.e. non-timed), context-aware rules are defined by the grammar. These rules can support all cases
of recovery regardless of the preceding harmonic phase.
The top-level non-terminal for the reconciling gap-bar
is ‘rec’. As with rule production probabilities, the optimum chord progression has been hand-coded here, but
will be statistically modeled in the future.
3.2.6 Stopping
When the goal point is reached and the post-cadencing
phase has been entered (even by 1 bar), the grammar productions and music in general stop once a tonic chord is
reached, i.e. until a top-level non-terminal ‘fin’ is rewritten as one of terminals ‘i’, ‘i6’ or ‘i7’. As mentioned earlier (Section 3.1) reaching the goal point is irreversible,
so the ‘episode’ finishes and recovery is no longer an
option.
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4. CASE STUDIES
In order to test the effectiveness of the system in generating musical cadences, form recoveries and musical endings on demand, we provided the music engine with data
generated by the prediction engine. Computer mouse
movement, which served as a proxy for the movement of
a virtual participant for our case studies, produced the test
trajectories offline. For these case studies of grammar
productions, the sequencer was not used but instead a test
harness replayed the offline-recorded trajectory data. All
three trajectories were performed in a distinctly different
way in order to challenge the music engine under different series of events. Trajectory 1 is the smoothest of the
three, where the virtual participant approaches the goal
point rather directly (Fig. 8) with relatively consistent
speed, trajectory 2 significantly diverges from what
would be an ideal trajectory towards the goal point with
moderate speed variation and, finally, trajectory 3 approaches the goal point but spins in circles before it
reaches it, this time with significant speed variation.
Regarding the data received from the prediction engine,
the ‘ENDING’ signal is sent based on a logical conjunction of data levels (i) and (ii) (Section 3.1). Specifically
‘ENDING’ is sent if (i) the EWMA of minimum remaining time towards an episode end is less than 4 bars’ AND
if (ii) the participant is approaching the goal point. As
explained in Section 3.2.3, 4 bars duration for (i) has
been chosen because the blues form ends more naturally
in this configuration. Finally, the ‘RECOVERY’ signal
(3.2.5) is sent when ‘ENDING’ ceases to apply and
‘GOAL_REACHED’ (3.2.6) occurs as the episode ends.
The recorded prediction engine data were provided to
the parser in order to produce the three chord sequences
in response to trajectories’ events. In order to render audio examples, these chord sequences were translated into
MIDI and rendered using Ableton Live1. Drums and bass
parts were added as pre-programmed MIDI loops, triggered alongside the harmonic parts and – in the case of
the bass part – selected based on the grammar-generated
harmony. The tempo of music was set at 80 bpm and
harmonic rhythm at 1, i.e. one chord per bar.
Decisions of the music engine are made at the beginning of each bar, so Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 represent the
sequence of prediction engine data as the music engine
examines them, i.e. at every bar.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All music generated from the above input data was successful in cadencing, form recovering and ending the
music on demand, in a form-complying manner.
Tables 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate the harmonic states of the
blues cycle. Specifically, the column Grammar states of
cycle in each figure presents bars from 1 through to 12 at
the time of corresponding events. ‘||’ denotes the end of
music generation. Bars are shown in terms of linear (‘L’)
1

At this stage translation into MIDI was made by hand although it will
be automatic in the future.

and cycle (‘C’) numbering and each row demonstrates the
post-rewrite state of its corresponding bar, i.e. a terminal
has been produced for that bar. Arrows from each table
row show the trajectory points that trigger each corresponding event, which, in turn, impacts music generation
(Tables 4, 5, 6 and Figures 8, 9, 10).
Music for trajectory 1 is generated according to form
rules until bar 21, i.e. bar nine of the form, second time
round, when a cadence is introduced. The cadence is
placed in bar 11 of the form (second time round) since
‘ENDING==true’ occurred in bar 9 of the form, i.e. within bars seven to ten (Figure 6). In bar 25, i.e. the first bar
of the form in the third cycle, the post-cadence phase is
reached and the top-level non-terminal ‘fin’ populates the
form. ‘GOAL_REACHED’ occurs in bar 31 (or seven in
the third cycle) where a tonic has been produced, so
grammar productions and music stop there.
In trajectory 2 we have a similar development until bar
30. As shown in Table 5 at bar 29 a post-cadencing phase
has been reached (‘fin’) while previously the cadence at
bar three of the form has been scheduled since bar 24.
When bar 31 is reached, a recovery bar is scheduled for
the next bar, i.e. bar eight of the form. Along with it, optimum chords are placed in the remaining bars. Subsequently, at bar 32 a cadence is scheduled again for bar 11
of the form and post-cadencing begins at bar 37. The goal
is reached at bar 38 and music generation continues only
for one more bar (39) when a tonic is produced.
In a similar way trajectory 3 schedules a cadence at bar
24 (for the third bar of the form), post-cadences at bar 17
and schedules recovery at bar 18 for the next bar (seventh
of the form). At bar 25 it is interesting to note that postcadencing is cancelled by a recovery at that point. So
instead of a ‘fin’ population (for bars two to twelve of the
form), the optimum chords populate bars three to twelve
with a ‘reconciling’ chord (‘rec’) at bar two of the form.
The same happens at bar 33 when post-cadencing would
be expected at bar ten of the form. However, postcadencing coincides with recovery again and recovery
overrules as expected. In addition, it is worth mentioning
that at bar 35, when a cadence is scheduled for bar three
of the form, ‘rec’ is still present at bar ten of the cycle.
This is a leftover symbol from the preceding recovery
(bar 33) and is cancelled by ‘fin’ once the post-cadence
phase is reached (bar 41). Finally, post-cadencing (bar
41) coincides with GOAL_REACHED and since the
‘current’ chord is a tonic (form bar five) the music stops.
Generally, as Tables 4, 5 and 6 show, the positioning of
top-level non-terminals (dec, cad, fin, rec) is, in most
cases, scheduled in advance. Thus, the non-terminal is
not rewritten until its musical time (i.e. bar) has arrived.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In summary, FATE is a real-time system design that generates music in a form-aware manner and can respond to
environment data to cadence, recover and end musical
form on demand. It aims to generate music in a way that
retains the flexibility of the short-form approaches like
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Figure 9. Trajectory 2.

Figure 10. Trajectory 3
procedural note/chord-level generation and dynamic layers, while managing larger-scale form.
The design is divided in two: a prediction engine that
captures EPE episode data and estimates the remaining
time of that episode and a music engine that generates
music in real-time. The prediction engine uses an EWMA
of a participant’s speed (among other calculations) to
estimate the remaining time. The music engine uses a
stochastic, context-sensitive grammar that allows for hierarchical grammar rewrites at specific times of the musical form. Currently we address the non-abrupt musical
termination of episodes.
The parser enables the programmer/computer composer
(length, top-level time-specific decision points, rewrite
rules) in order to generate the harmony of a medium(length, top-level time-specific decision points, rewrite
rules) in order to generate the harmony of a mediumlength chorus-based form such as 12-bar blues and jazz
standards.
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Table 6. Events, bars of occurrence and current cycle
state at each bar for trajectory 3.
Future work will address a number of open challenges:
1. Grammatical production probabilities as well as the
optimum harmonic sequence will be learnt from a corpus.
2. Longer ‘reconciling’ musical periods will be applied to
test their impact on musical smoothness of harmonic recovery and how effectively the form is re-established.
Also, the location of the reconciling period will be varied.
3. The algorithm will be further developed to support
generation and non-abrupt ending of musical forms that
are longer and less repetitive than the medium-length
chorus-based forms that are currently supported.
4. The algorithm will be further developed in order to
generate musical transitions between two musical sections rather than simply ending and recovering one.
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5. The system will be applied for musical accompaniment
of a real-world interactive theatrical installation.
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APPENDIX E. Questionnaire: PMEA study

QUESTIONNAIRE
Project Title: Automatic Music Generation to Enhance Museum Experiences.
UCL Ethics Project ID Number: 11239/001
For researcher use only
Run ID code:

Instructions
For each of the following questions, please choose your answer by circling / writing as
appropriate. You can also provide your answers verbally if you prefer and we will write
them in for you. Please do not include any information from which you can be identified.
This questionnaire will be transcribed into digital form and then destroyed.
Please note that there is not a right or wrong answer to the questions below. Soundtracks
may vary between participants.
Questions
1)

The soundtrack was continuous throughout the museum experience.
YES

2)

a.

NO

I found the music to be repetitive:

Strongly disagree
3)

/

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

After a while, I felt I was hearing short parts of the music over and over again:

Strongly disagree
a.

Disagree

Agree

Strongly agree

I found the music to be monotonous:
YES

b.

Neutral

/

NO

If yes, it was because the music felt (choose NONE, ONE or MORE):
i.

Too repetitive

ii.

Too predictable

iii.

Other (please describe):……………………………………
…………………………….…………………………………
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4)

The soundtrack reminded me of one or more existing musical styles.

Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

If it did, could you label it / them? :
……..………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………..……………………………….......
………………………………………………………..……………………………….......
5)

a.

Did parts of the soundtrack suggest:
A specific era in time?
YES

/

NO

A specific part of the world?
YES

/

NO

b.
If yes, name or describe the era(s) or part(s) of the world in your
own words:
……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……
………..……………………………..……………………………..…………………………
…………………..……………………………..……………………………..………………
6)

Did you remove the headphones at any point during your tour (it does not
matter if you did but knowing this will help us to better analyse your
other answers)?
YES

/

NO
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7)

I felt specific parts of the soundtrack corresponded to specific areas of the
museum.
YES

a.

/

NO

If yes, please circle to indicate these areas on the map below:
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8)

The questions below ask about your perceptions of the music and whether
you noticed changes:
If you noticed significant changes, please answer the questions below
(b, c, d).
a.
I noticed significant changes in music during my visit (circle ONE
or MORE of (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) below):
i. At random / unexpected times
ii.

Whenever I switched between the two main rooms
(e.g. shown in blue and yellow below on the right):

iii.

When I changed corridor between exhibits (e.g.
shown in blue and yellow on the right):

iv.

When I moved from exhibit to exhibit (e.g. shown in
blue and yellow on the right):
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b.

These changes felt:
i.

Strongly disagree

Disagree

ii.
Strongly disagree

Sudden / abrupt
Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Agree

Strongly agree

Gradual / smooth
Disagree

Neutral

c.
These changes made different parts of the soundtrack sound
detached / disconnected:
Strongly disagree

9)

a.
YES
b.
YES

10)

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Did the music feel organised overall?
NO

UNSURE

Did the music sound well-structured overall?
NO

UNSURE

If you have any other comments, e.g. your thoughts on the music, the musical
changes / transitions, musical structure etc. please leave these here:
(Please remember not to include any identifiable information)

……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……………..
………..……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……
…………………..……………………………..……………………………..………………………..
……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……………..
………..……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……
………..……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……
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11)

How many hours, on average, do you listen to music daily?
0

12)

0.5

1.5

2

3-4

5 or more

How much musical instrument training have you had (in years)
0

13)

1

0.5

1

2

3-5

6-9

10

6-9

10

How much music theory training have you had (in years)
0

0.5

1

2

3-5
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APPENDIX F. Questionnaire: CSE study
QUESTIONNAIRE 2
Project Title: Automatic Music Generation to Enhance Computer-Simulated
Environment Experiences.
UCL Ethics Project ID Number: 11239/002
For researcher use only
Run ID code:

Instructions
For each of the following questions, please choose your answer by circling / writing as
appropriate. You can also provide your answers verbally if you prefer and we will write
them in for you. Please note that there is not a right or wrong answer to the questions
below. Music may vary between participants.
Please do not include any information from which you can be identified.
This questionnaire will be transcribed into digital form and then destroyed.

Questions
1)

The music was continuous throughout the computer-simulated experience.
YES

2)

/

NO

The music reminded me of one or more existing musical styles.

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

a. If it did, could you label it / them? :
……..………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………..……………………………….......
………………………………………………………..……………………………….......
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3)

a.

Did parts of the music suggest:
A specific era in time?
YES

/

NO

A specific part of the world?
YES
b.

/

NO

If yes, name or describe the era(s) or part(s) of the world in your own
words:

……..………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………..……………………………….......
………………………………………………………..……………………………….......
4)

The music could have been (part of) the soundtrack to:
(Choose ONE or MORE):
-

A video game
A film
A theatrical play
Other?: ……………………………..………………………………..…
This could NOT have been a soundtrack (please explain why not):
……………………………..………………………………..…
……………………………..………………………………..…
……………………………..………………………………..…

5)

Overall, the music was:

Very
unenjoyable

Unenjoyable

Neither

Enjoyable

Very
enjoyable
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6)

I felt specific parts of the soundtrack corresponded to specific areas of the
environment.
YES
a.

7)

/

NO

If yes, please circle to indicate these areas on the map below:

The questions below ask about your perceptions of the music and whether
you noticed changes:
a.

Strongly
disagree

I noticed significant changes in the music during the experience.
Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree
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If you noticed significant changes, please answer the questions below
(b, c, d).
b.
I noticed significant changes in music during my experience (circle
ONE or MORE of (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) below):

i.

At random / unexpected times[1]

ii.

When I switched from the
PAINTINGS (red) to the STATUES
(yellow) room.

iii.

When I switched from the
STATUES (yellow) to the
POTTERY (blue) room.

iv.

When I switched from the
POTTERY (blue) to the PAINTINGS
(red) room.

v.

When I moved from exhibit to
exhibit (e.g. as shown on the right).

vi.

In any other locally consistent manner (please indicate):

……..………………………………………………………………………………………
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8)

a.

Identified parts
of the music

The music felt organised overall.
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

1. ……………
2. ……………
3. ……………
4. ……………
Could you describe why the music felt or did not feel organised?:
……………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………..
b.
Identified parts
of the music

The music sounded well-structured overall.
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

1. ……………
2. ……………
3. ……………
4. ……………
Could you describe why the music felt or did not feel well-structured overall?:
……………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………..

Strongly
agree
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c.

I felt that chords were organised in sections.

Identified parts
of the music

YES

NO

UNSURE

1. ……………
2. ……………
3. ……………
4. ……………
If YES please answer (i) and (ii) right below.
i. I felt these sections were organised in larger sections throughout (parts
of) the music.
Identified parts
of the music

YES

NO

UNSURE

1. ……………
2. ……………
3. ……………
4. ……………
ii. I felt this organisation improved the quality of the music.
Identified parts
of the music

YES

NO

UNSURE

1. ……………
2. ……………
3. ……………
4. ……………
9)
Identified parts
of the music
1. ……………
2. ……………
3. ……………
4. ……………

a.

I found the music to be repetitive:
Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree
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10)

After a while, I felt I was hearing short parts of the music over and over again:

Identified parts
of the music

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
agree

1. ……………
2. ……………
3. ……………
4. ……………
11)

I found the music to be monotonous:
Identified parts
of the music

YES

NO

1. ……………
2. ……………
3. ……………
4. ……………
a.

If monotonous, it was because the music felt:
(Choose NONE, ONE or MORE)
i.

Too repetitive

ii.

Too predictable

iii.

Other (please describe):……………………………………
…………………………….…………………………………
…………………………….…………………………………
…………………………….…………………………………

12)

How did the music affect your experience overall?

(Terms that might help you: distracting, offputting, focusing, engaging, enjoyable, pleasing,
unsatisfying, unamusing etc.)
……………....…………………………………………………………………………………
……………....…………………………………………………………………………………
……………....…………………………………………………………………………………
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13)

If you have any other comments, e.g. your thoughts on the music, the musical
changes / transitions, musical structure etc. please leave these here:
(Please remember not to include any personally identifying information)

……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……………..
………..……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……
…………………..……………………………..……………………………..………………………..
……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……………..
………..……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……
………..……………………………..……………………………..……………………………..……

14)

How many hours, on average, do you listen to music daily?
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

3-4

5 or more

Favourite music genres?:
…………………………………………………………………………………………

15)

How much musical instrument training have you had (in years)
0

16)

1

2

3-5

6-9

10

6-9

10

How much music theory training have you had (in years)
0

17)

0.5

0.5

1

2

3-5

Did you remove the headphones at any point during your tour (it does not
matter if you did but knowing this will help us to better analyse your
other answers)?
YES

/

NO
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APPENDIX G. Questionnaire: Online study
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